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ABSTRACT: This study evaluated the Hook-up installation of an offshore site construction process, which is the final step in an offshore site
installation process. During Hook-up installation, the offshore structure can have a detrimental effect on the work stability due to low-frequency
motion. Moreover, economic costs can be incurred by the increase in available days of a tugboat. Therefore, this study developed a numerical analysis
program to assess the dynamic behavior of mooring systems during hook-up installation to analyze the generally performed installation process and
determine when the tugboat should be released. In this program, the behavior of an offshore structure was calculated using Cummin’s time-domain
motion equation, and the mooring system was calculated by Lumped mass method (LMM). In addition, a tugboat algorithm for hook-up installation
was developed to apply the Hook-up procedure. The model used in the calculations was the barge type assuming FPSO (Floating production storage
and off-loading) and has a taut mooring system connected to 16 mooring lines. The results of the simulation were verified by comparing with both
MOSES, which is a commercial program, and a calculation method for restoring coefficient matrix, which was introduced by Patel and Lynch
(1982). Finally, the offset of the structure according to the number of tugboats was calculated using the hook-up simulation, and the significant value
was used to represent the calculation result.

Nomenclature








Ship mass (kg, kg·m2)
2

 ∞

Infinite frequency added mass (kg, kg·m )



 

Memory effect function





Restoring coefficient (N/m, N·m)

 

Exciting force (N, N·m)

 , 

Wind force, Current force (N, N·m)

 ,  

Air density, Water density (kg/m3)

 , 

Wind velocity, Current velocity (m/s)

  ,   ,  

Drag coefficient

 ,  ,  

Projected Area (m2)
Added mass coefficient (kg, kg·m2)
Wave-making damping coefficient
Wave exciting force transfer function
Wave exciting force (N, N·m)

  

 

 
 

Mooring tension (N, N·m)
Significant wave height (m)
Significant wave period (s)
Peak parameter
Heading angle (deg)

1. Introduction
According to the environment of the operating site, offshore
structures that are used to develop submarine resources generally use a
range of mooring systems, such as mooring lines, a dynamic
positioning system. The offshore structure should be operated on a
specific site for a long time, so mooring lines are generally used for
safety. The conventional installation procedure of a mooring system is
divided largely into four steps, as shown in Fig. 1. First, anchor piles
should be installed at the seabed (Anchor installation). Second,
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2. Theoretical Background
2.1 Motion Equation
①

③

②
Anchor
Installation

Pre-laying
Installation

Transportation

④
Hook-up
Installation

Fig. 1 Offshore site installation process

In this study, the motion response of the floating body was
calculated using the time domain motion equation reported by
Cummins (1962) as Eq. (1). Time-domain analysis takes relatively
more time to yield results than frequency domain analysis, but it can be
calculated with high accuracy, including non-linear properties.

mooring lines are connected to the installed anchor pile on the seabed
(Pre-laying installation). Third, the constructed offshore structures are
transported to the site (Transportation). Finally, the installation



 

 

 

  ∞   






 

          
  

 

    ⋯  

process of the mooring system is completed after attaching mooring
lines, which are pre-layed on the seabed, with the offshore structure
(Hook-up installation). In particular, the likelihood of low-frequency
motion during the hook-up installation process is high. Therefore, a
work safety assessment is needed to prevent negligent accidents due to
the marine environment.
Regarding the general installation of a mooring system in the ocean,
Lee (2011) examined the transportation of a truss spar using a barge.
Song and Kim (2018) assessed the installation of a suction anchor pile
in the deep sea to determine if it is possible to install, dividing three
steps: lifting the anchor pile from the barge (Pick-up), passing the
water level (Lowering through the splash zone) and putting down the
anchor pile on the seabed (Landing). In addition, Yoon and Kim
(2018) analyzed pre-laying installation in the deep sea to review work
safety.

(1)

2.2 Analysis of Mooring System
An analysis of the mooring system is classified largely into two
steps: static analysis and dynamic analysis. According to Berteaux
(1976), it can be possible to calculate the initial coordinate and the
tension of mooring lines using the suggested equation, which is about
static analysis. The fluctuating tension can be estimated by dynamic
mooring analysis. Moreover, dynamic analysis of a mooring system
can be performed by applying the displacement information of a
floating body derived from the motion equation after conducting static
analysis of a mooring system (as shown in Fig. 2). This study
estimated the fluctuating tension for dynamic analysis of a mooring
system using LMM. The results were verified by comparing it with the
determination method of restoring coefficient matrix.

Before analyzing the motion response of the moored offshore
structure, the motion calculation module of the structure is first

Ship motion

required. Jo (1991) developed an analysis program that applied

Mooring Analysis
(Dynamic Mooring Model)

frequency domain analysis results using the Green function to the time
domain motion equation and studied the dynamic response
characteristics of a semi-submersible offshore structure. The reliability
was verified by comparing the results of Pinkster’s theory and model

Fig. 2 Mooring analysis process

experiments. The Lumped mass method (LMM) and Finite element
method (FEM) are generally used to analyze the mooring system. The
LMM has the advantage of a relatively simple calculation process and
fast calculation time (Hwang, 1988).
This study developed the numerical analysis program to calculate
the motion response of the offshore structure during the hook-up
procedure based on Jo (1991)’s program. The structure has the taut
mooring system composed of fiber ropes considering the excessive
weight due to an increase in the mooring line length (Park et al., 2017)
in the deep sea. The results derived from the developed program were

2.2.1 Lumped Mass Method (LMM)
LMM is based on the FEM, which means analyzing the mooring line
by dividing the segment according to the number of nodes and
imposing mass on each node. At this time, each segment of the
mooring line comprised the mass-spring system. Van den Boom
(1985) introduced the LMM, which is relatively fast and simplifies the
problem of complex mooring systems (Hwang, 1998). In particular,
because the calculation, including the mass, is performed, it can
analyze the catenary mooring system in the shallow water afterward

then verified using the commercial program, MOSES (Multi
operational structural engineering simulator), and a determination
method for restoring coefficient matrix. Finally, the hook-up
installation, which is generally known, was analyzed, and dynamic
analysis of the mooring system related to the work stability was
performed. This paper also suggests the withdrawal timing of a
tugboat during the hook-up installation using the results of the
simulation.

2.2.2 Determination Method of Restoring Coefficient Matrix
Patel and Lynch (1982) proposed a 6 × 6 restoring coefficient
matrix, which can estimate restoring forces due to the taut mooring
system. The fluctuating tension can be calculated by multiplying the
matrix suggested by Patel and the displacement matrix of the structure.
While Patel’s theory yielded high-accuracy results for the taut
mooring system, it did not consider the effects of inertia and damping

A Study on the Dynamic Analysis of Mooring System During Hook-up Installation
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2.5 Analysis Process
Fig. 5 shows the analysis process of the program developed in this
study. First, the infinite frequency-added mass   , memory effect

of mooring lines.
2.3 Wind and Current Force
Wind and current forces that affect a floating body are determined
by their respective velocities and the incident angle of the force (Kim
et al., 2018). They are defined as Eqs. (2)-(3), respectively. Eq. (4)
defines the variation of the projected area by the incident angle.

function    , and wave exciting force    are calculated using
the input data: added mass coefficient   , wave-making damping
coefficient   , and the transfer function of wave-exciting force
   from the analysis result of the frequency domain. And then,

each external force (    ,      ,    ) is calculated by
  

 
    

    








applying their information, and numerical simulation is performed,
including the external force term of the motion equation. Finally, the
fluctuating tension of the mooring line  is calculated using the
displacement information of the structure and mooring information.

  
 
    





     

(2)



(3)

The iterative calculation is then performed by including this force
(  ) in the external force term of the motion equation at the next
step.

(4)

    ×cos   ×sin ×

2.4 Tugboat
The hook-up algorithm of a tugboat, which is applied in this study,
is a method for calculating the fairlead coordinate    , which
varies at every time step and returns to the initial coordinate    , as
shown in Figs. 3-4. Each thrust induced by the tugboat is calculated by
the relationship between the calculated coordinate    and the
initial coordinate    , but the thrust does not exceed their
maximum capacity. Finally, the position of the tugboat and the relative
angle with the structure are calculated and used as the initial condition
for the next time step. On the other hand, the motion of the structure by
the thrust only considers surge, sway, and yaw   , and the
behavior of the tugboat by the external force can be ignored.

<Read data>
① Added mass
② Radiation
damping
③ Wave exciting
force
① Wind speed &
direction
② Current speed &
direction
③ Tug information
<Line information>
① Fairlead point
② Anchor point
③ Line EA / length /
diameter
④ Weight per length

Start

Calculate

Calculate
Solve motion equation

(Ship motion)
Calculate
*

Fig. 5 Offshore site installation process

3. Validation of the Program
3.1 Definition of the Model and Mooring System
The structure used in this study is a barge model that assumes
Floating production storage and off-loading (FPSO). Table 1 and Fig.
6 present the main dimension and shape of the model, respectively.
The mooring type is a taut mooring comprised of fiber ropes. In

Fig. 3 Initial position of a tugboat

addition, 16 mooring lines consist of four bundles of four each and are
spread structure (as shown in Fig. 7). Table 1 lists the main dimensions
of the mooring line.

Initial Condition
Calculate

Table 1 Main dimension of the barge
If (
Else

)

If (
Else

)

If (
Else

If

Calculate
( b/w Tug & Fairlead )

Fig. 4 Flowchart of tug boat calculation

)

If (
Else

)

Description
Length between perpendicular (m)
Breadth (m)
Draft (m)
Weight (t)
Center of gravity (m)
Water depth (m)
Radius of gyration around X-axis (m)
Radius of gyration around Y-axis (m)
Radius of gyration around Z-axis (m)

Magnitude
120
40
8
38,400
8
1,000
12.32
35.29
36.94
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Table 2 Main dimension of a Mooring line

1.6

Description

Magnitude

Elasticity (MN)

300

Initial length (m)

1211.64

Weight/Length (kg/m)

7

Diameter (m)

0.178

1.2

Number of lines

16

Pretension (kN)

2200

0.8

0.4

B

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

1.5

2

Omega [rad/sec]

D

Fig. 9 Heave motion response
L

0.2

Fig. 6 Barge model
0.16

#2

#14

#3

#13

#4

Roll [deg/rad]

#15

#1

#16

0.12

0.08

0.04

0
0

#12
#11

#6

#10

1

Omega [rad/sec]

Fig. 10 Roll motion response

#7

#9

#8

Each graph represents the motion response to sway, heave, and roll,

Fig. 7 Mooring layout

and they are in good agreement.

3.2 Motion Response
To verify the analysis results of the program (LMM) developed in
this study, the motion response results of the moored structures are
compared using MOSES and Patel’s theory (as shown in Figs. 8-10).

3.3 Hook-up Algorithm of a Tugboat
Tugboats are used for station keeping of the structure in the hook-up
procedure. The analysis results of MOSES are compared to determine
if the algorithm of the tugboat applied in this study is suitable for an
analysis of the hook-up procedure. First, the structure and two tugboats
are positioned, as shown in ① of Fig. 11, and when a thrust is
generated by tugboats in both horizontal directions, an examination is

2.5

2

Sway [m/m]

0.5

#5

performed to determine if the structure rotates to the target position, as
shown in ③ of Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows the analysis results of LMM and
MOSES. In the case of LMM, the structure converges to the target

1.5

position (0°), as shown in ③ of Fig. 9, but in the case of MOSES, it
converges to –18.39°. According to Bentley systems (2016), the
tugboat can be analyzed by receiving the initial towing direction and

1

0.5

the maximum capacity of the tugboat. Once the towing direction is
applied, it is towed at a certain angle without change until the end time
of the calculation. Therefore, the calculated result in MOSES does not

0
0

0.5

1

Omega [rad/sec]

Fig. 8 Sway motion response

1.5

2

converge to 0°, as shown in ③ of Fig. 11, but converges to –18.39°,
where the two tugboats and the structure are in equilibrium.
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6 (Pre-tension: 100%). The pre-tension can be adjusted using winches
inside the structure, and Steps 7-21 are repeated in the same way as the
work of Steps 2-6. The mooring line arrangement, at this time, is

③

②

①
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shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 11 Tugboat validation

4.2 Environmental Condition
According to DNV (2011), an appropriate environmental condition
should be selected considering the working period when conducting an
offshore construction. In this case, the work period was expected to

90
60
30

take approximately one month. The environmental conditions at this
time were selected, as shown in Table 4, by referring to Yoon and Kim
(2018) and DNVGL (2018).

0
-30
-60
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Time [sec]

Table 3 Hook-up installation procedure (Mermaid Consultant’s
Naval Architects & Marine Consultants, n.d.)

Fig. 12 Yaw motion of the barge

4. Hook-up Simulation
The hook-up installation refers to lifting the mooring line previously
arranged on the sea bed and connecting it with the structure that has
arrived at the installation site. The dynamic behavior of the structure
can be controlled using several tugboats and, at the same time, proceeds
with a hook-up installation using AHTS (Anchor handling tug supply
vessels) and ROV (Remotely operated vehicle). The procedure can be
planned in various ways depending on the environmental conditions,
shape of the structure, number of mooring lines, and mooring method.
In this study, an analysis was conducted on the hook-up procedure,
which is generally performed during offshore installation work.
4.1 General Hook-up Procedure
The hook-up installation procedure is generally performed as shown
in Table 3. ‘Step’ is the order of installation, ‘Line number’ is the
number assigned to each mooring line, and ‘Pre-tension’ is the ratio of

Step

Line
Number

Pretension

Step

Line
Number

Pretension

1

-

-

12

#2

50%

2

#4

50%

13

#7

50%

3

#5

50%

14

#10

50%

4

#12

50%

15

#15

50%

5

#13

50%

16

100%

#2, #7,
#10, #15

100%

6

#4, #5,
#12, #13

17

#1

50%

7

#3

50%

18

#8

50%

8

#6

50%

19

#9

50%

9

#11

50%

20

#16

50%

10

#14

50%

21

100%

#1, #8,
#9, #16

100%

11

#3, #6,
#11, #14

Table 4 Environmental conditions

the designed initial tension. After the structure arrives at the site, Step
1 represents the waiting situation before the hook-up installation, and
Steps 2-5 mean that each mooring line is connected to the structure and

Wave

maintains 50% of the designed pre-tension. When the four lines and
the structure are in equilibrium, the designed pre-tension is set in Step





(m)

(s)

4.22

9.15

Wind


3.3

Current











(°)

(m/s)

(°)

(m/s)

(°)

0

10

30

1.37

45

1

JONSWAP
1

#16

#15

#14

#13

#4

#3

#2

#1

JONSWAP: Joint North Sea wave project spectrum

4.3 Hook-up Simulation
In this study, a simulation was performed to evaluate the stability of
Tug

Tug

Tug

Tug

the structure during hook-up installation. Table 5 lists the main
dimensions of the tugboat for station keeping of the structure, and Fig.
14 shows the arrangement of the tugboat. In the simulation, the
analysis was performed for all hook-up procedures (Steps 1—21) for
the case where four tugboats were arranged (Tug 4). For two tugboats
(Tug 2) and no tugboat (Tug 0), the analysis was performed from Step

#9

#10

#11

#12

#5

#6

Fig. 13 Pre-laid installation before the hook-up operation

#7

#8

6, where four mooring lines were connected and adjusted to designed
pre-tension, to Step 21.
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Fig. 14 Layout of the tugboats
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Fig. 18 Time history of the second-order wave force
Table 5 Main dimensions of the tugboat
Description

Magnitude

Tug maximum power (t)

100

Tug line length (m)

100

Line elasticity (MN)

200

produced in one direction is 200 t. In other words, due to the limit of
the total thrust of the tugboat, the large motion of the structure
occurred by the second-order wave force. The behavior in the 
-direction and  -direction is a result of the current and wind forces

Figs. 15-17 show the  ,  offset of the structure and the rotational
direction  on the    plane in Step 1, which is the step of
maintaining the position only with the thrust of four tugboats without
connecting mooring lines. First, the structure shows large movement
in the -direction after 2,250 s have passed (as shown in Fig. 15). To
determine the cause, Fig. 18 shows the time history of the
second-order wave force, which confirmed that more than 300 t of
wave force was acting before the large behavior of the structure
occurred. As shown in Table 5, the maximum thrust of one tugboat is
100 t, and the upper limit of the total thrust of a tugboat that can be

x-offset [m]

8

tugboats.
Figs. 19-21 present the  ,  , and  offset of the structure in Step 6,
which is connected with four mooring lines by designed pre-tension.
Each graph compares the behavior of the structure according to the
number of tugboats. Tug 4 has four tugboats with mooring lines; Tug 2
has two tugboats with mooring lines; Tug 0 has no tugboat with
connecting mooring lines only. First, the analysis of the time history of
the  -direction offset resulted in stronger behavior when there were
two tugs than when there were four tugs. When there was no tugboat,
large motion of the structure occurred at a distance away from the
origin due to the steady drift force.
Among the external forces acting on the structure, the wave force is
dominant. To control it, the tugboat generates an excessive force in the
 -direction. The thrust in the  -direction of the tugboat causes a

4
0
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rotational moment in the structure. To control the  -direction offset of
the structure due to the rotational moment, the tugboat produces a
moment in the opposite direction by generating thrust. Therefore,
when maintaining the position of the structure using two tugboats, the
offset of the structure is larger in the case of the  -direction and 

Fig. 15 Time history of the  -offset with tug 4 (Step 1)

-direction than the other cases. Therefore, the offset of the structure

0.3

y-offset [m]

acting on the structure in different directions, suggesting that the offset
of the structure is well maintained with only the thrust of the four

without connecting the tugboat converges to the point away from the
origin and returns to the origin when using four tugboats. In other
words, if two tugboats are used in Step 6, the  offset of the structure

0.2
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can be controlled, but and  offset appears unstable. In addition,
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when the tugboat is not connected, the offset of the structure deviates
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Fig. 16 Time history of the  -offset with tug 4 (Step 1)

from the origin due to the steady drift force, causing instability.
Therefore, it is important to maintain the position of the structure using
four tugboats in this step.
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Fig. 17 Time history of the  -offset with tug 4 (Step 1)
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Fig. 19 Time history of the  -offset (Step 6)
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Fig. 24 Time history of the  -offset (Step 11)
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Fig. 21 Time history of the  -offset (Step 6)
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And in the situation where two tug boats were arranged, the
structure shows larger amplitudes in the  and  directions than other

Fig. 25 Second-order wave force spectrum with a surge

cases, but was relatively stable compared to Step 6.
Figs. 22-24 show the  ,  , and  offset of the structure in Step 11,

In the situation where two tugboats were arranged, the structure
showed larger amplitudes in the  and  directions than the other

which is connected to eight mooring lines by designed pre-tension. In
this step, the  -offset of the structure was largely reduced by four

cases, but it was relatively stable compared to Step 6.
Figs. 26-28 show the  ,  , and  offset of the structure in Step 16,

tugboats, and there was no difference in the behavior of the structure

presents the results of frequency analysis, i.e., FFT (Fast Fourier
transform), of the time history of surge motion and second-order wave
force when the tension of eight mooring lines was set to the designed
pre-tension. In this graph, the two peak frequencies almost coincided.
As a result, a large amplitude of  -offset occurred.

8

x-offset [m]

between Tugs 2 and 4. In the absence of a tugboat, the effect of the
steady drift force was reduced significantly compared to Step 6, as
shown in Fig. 19, but the amplitude of the offset was increased. Fig. 25
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Fig. 26 Time history of the  -offset (Step 16)
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Fig. 27 Time history of the  -offset (Step 16)

Fig. 22 Time history of  -offset (Step 11)
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Fig. 23 Time history of the  -offset (Step 11)
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two tugboats, the structure can control large movements in the 
-direction, which occurred due to the second-order wave force in Step
11 (eight mooring lines are connected with designed pre-tension). All
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Fig. 29 Time history of the  -offset (Step 21)

Therefore, the significant value of the structure offset was set not to
exceed 6 m when organizing the installation procedure by summarizing
the simulation results according to the arrangement of the tugboat.
Each classification society and certification body present only the
external environmental conditions according to the installation period
for mooring system installation. Moreover, there were no regulations

1

y-offset [m]

tugboats were withdrawn at Step 17, and installation was carried out
until Step 21, which is a final step, while the structure maintains its
position by only mooring lines.

0.5
0

during the installation process, such as stability and installation plans.
Normally, during hook-up installation, all tugboats are withdrawn
when half of the entire mooring line is connected. In the case of this
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study, however, at the stage of Step 11, when half of the mooring lines

Fig. 30 Time history of the  -offset (Step 21)
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Fig. 31 Time history of the  -offset (Step 21)
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which is connected to 12 mooring lines by designed pre-tension. No
significant differences in the offset of the structure were observed
between Tugs 4 and 2. When the position is maintained only by the

Fig. 32 Result of the -offset during hook-up installation

tension of the mooring line without a tugboat, the  and  offset is
extremely small. In the case of the  -offset, the movement was
reduced significantly compared to Step 11.
Figs. 29-31 show the  ,  , and  offset of the structure in Step 21,
which is the final step in the hook-up procedure. When the entire
mooring line was connected to the structure, the  -offset behaves
stably without connecting a tugboat (as shown in Fig. 29). In addition,
even in the  and  offsets, the motion of the structure maintained a
minute value without connecting a tugboat.

Fig. 33 Result of the  -offset during hook-up installation

4.4 Results
The simulation results for the behavior of the structure during the
hook-up installation derived in this study are represented using
significant values (as shown in Figs. 32–34). The thick solid line
indicates the final hook-up procedure. The structure, which arrived at
the installation site by transportation, starts the hook-up installation by
connecting the first mooring line while maintaining its position using
four tugboats. When the step of connecting the 6th mooring line (Step
8) was over, the two tugboats were withdrawn, and the position of the
structure was maintained until 12 mooring lines were connected with
the remaining two tugboats (Step 16). In this way, by arranging only

Fig. 34 Result of the  -offset during hook-up installation
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are connected, the structure exhibited large behavior due to the
low-frequency motion. Therefore, the significant  -offset of the
structure in Step 16, which is considered relatively stable, was adopted
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work stability can be determined, and the thrust of the tugboat required
for hook-up installation can be predicted.
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and used as a reference. In addition, after the four mooring lines were
connected (Step 6), the structure did not exceed the reference value
with only two tugs, but considering the steady drifting force and
unstable motion of the structure in the  and  direction, two tugboats
were configured to withdraw after Step 8.

5. Conclusion
In this study, a dynamic analysis program of a mooring system
during the hook-up installation was developed, and the simulation
results were analyzed for the generally performed procedure. The
reliability was verified by comparing the analysis results of the
developed program with the simulation results of the commercial
program MOSES, and the behavior of the structure during the hook-up
installation was analyzed according to the number of tugboats under
the complex environmental conditions. The installation procedure was
configured so that the significant value of the structure offset did not
exceed 6m by comparing the simulation results according to the
arrangement of the tugboat.
The conclusions of this study are as follows:
(1) The reliability was verified by comparing the developed program
with the simulation result of MOSES. The appropriateness of the
hook-up algorithm used in this study was confirmed during the
hook-up installation procedure.
(2) During the hook-up installation, the motion response of the
structure at the stage where eight mooring lines were connected with
designed pre-tension was the greatest due to the second-order wave
force, but it could be controlled by arranging only two tugboats.
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considering the offshore structure, tugboat, mooring type, and
installation site. Hence, it will be is necessary to review and analyze
the installation procedures other than the simulation performed in this
study.
(4) Overall, the timing of the withdrawal of the tugboat with secure
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8,600 TEU Container
ABSTRACT: This study discusses data collection, calculation of wind and wave-induced resistance, and speed-power analysis of an 8,600 TEU
container ship. Data acquisition system of the ship operator was improved to obtain the data necessary for the analysis, which was accomplished
using SPA (Ship Performance Analysis, Park et al., 2019) in conformation with ISO15016:2015. From a previous operation profile of the container,
the standard operating conditions of mean draft were 12.5 m and 13.6 m, which were defined with the mean stowage configuration of each condition.
Model tests, including the load-variation test, were conducted to validate new ship performance and for the speed-power analysis. The major part
of the added resistance of container ship is due to the wind. To check the reliability of wind-resistance calculation results, the resistance coefficients,
added resistance, and speed-power analysis results using the Fujiwara regression formula (ISO15016:2015) and Computational fluid dynamics (Ryu
et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2017) analysis were compared. Wind speed and direction measured using an anemometer were used for wind-resistance
calculation and the wave resistance was calculated using the wave-height and direction-data from weather information. Also, measured water
temperature was used to calculate the increase in resistance owing to the deviation in water density. As a result, the SPA analysis using measured
data and weather information was proved to be valid and able to identify the ship’s resistance propulsion performance. Even with little difference
in the air-resistance coefficient value, both methods provide sufficient accuracy for speed-power analysis. The differences were unnoticeable when the
speed-power analysis results using each method were compared. Also, speed-power analysis results of the 8,600 TEU container ship in two draft
conditions show acceptable trends when compared with the model test results and are also able to show power increase owing to hull fouling and
aging. Thus, results of speed-power analysis of the existing 8,600 TEU container ship using the SPA program appropriately exhibit the
characteristics of speed-power performance in deal conditions.
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,

 (  )
 


Total resistance increase
Wave amplitude
Load variation coefficient

degraded in performance under operation. There is a case wherein
shipyard experts boarded an operating ship to conduct a performance
trial to verify speed-power performance of the existing ship in real sea.

Mass density of air (kg/m3)
Sea water density (  ; at reference temperature)

In this case, speed through water was used instead of the Global
positioning system (GPS) speed to obtain acceptable results, since
performing double run during ship operation was difficult. (Lee et al.,

Relative wind direction at reference height
Circular frequency of regular waves

1. Introduction

2016). This shows why an automated implementation of a
speed-power performance analysis system is required.
Lim et al. (2019) introduced the results of performance monitoring

To prevent global warming, the reduction of greenhouse gases

in real sea for the hull and propeller performance verification of the
operating ship. They measured shaft power against the ship’s speed
using data gathered over one month. The results showed no noticeable

(GHG) that originated from ship operation is a crucial issue, and
relevant regulations are under discussion in International Maritime
Organization (IMO) continuously. Among these, Energy Efficiency

trends due to a large variance. Furthermore, Freitas et al. (2019)
performed a full-scale measurement to verify the effect of an
air-lubrication system and illustrated the measured shaft power against

Design Index (EEDI) that is applicable to new ships has already been
implemented, and the Energy Efficiency Existing Ship Index (EEXI)
for the existing ships is currently under discussion (IMO, 2014; IMO,

the ship’s speed. Only filtering was applied and it also failed to verify
the effects of the air-lubrication system due to a large variance.
Therefore, it is necessary to convert resistance propulsion performance

2019).
For the improvement of EEDI of new ships, many technologies have
been developed with shipyards at its core, and in particular,

to a calm sea environment by analysing the added resistance to draw
any meaningful comparison results.
Murrant et al. (2019) performed a speed trial before and after hull

considerable progress had been made with the development of design
technology. However, for the existing ships built prior to the EEDI
regulation, as the regulations will come into effect in near future,

and propeller cleaning in order to identify the operation performance
of an offshore patrol vessel. This speed trial was performed using the
same procedure as that used for the new ships. However, it was stated

retrofitting for energy saving devices and an eco-friendly operation for
the increase of operational efficiency are the technologies that need to
be secured by ship companies with their efforts.

that it was difficult to verify the effect of the hull and propeller
cleaning owing to the 8% difference in displacement across all three
speed trials.

In order to secure ship operators’ competitiveness through reducing
GHG emitted during ship operation and saving fuel, it is necessary to
identify the accurate estimations of the ship operational performance

To interpret the speed-power performance of the existing ship, target
displacement and speed range should be defined. In addition, as it is
difficult to perform a double run during operation, an automatic data

in real sea. Newly constructed ships exhibit the best resistance
propulsion performances with their clean bodies and propellers. The
reference speed in a calm sea environment is obtained from speed

collection and transmission system for measured data including an
accurate speed log. Data that are difficult to measure such as wave
data, should be extracted from weather information. And the

trials in such conditions and attained EEDI is calculated.
For the assessment of speed and power, ISO15016:2015 standard
was developed, which is used to estimate the reference speed in a calm

speed-power performance should be identified and compared with
delivered horse power (DHP) in calm sea environment derived by
analysing added resistance in real sea environment.

sea environment. The authors developed i-STAP (ISO15016:2015
Speed Trial Analysis Program), and are currently using it for
estimating the reference speed of various types of ships, including

This study aimed to perform a highly accurate analysis of
speed-power performance of a currently operating 8,600 TEU container
ship using the SPA (Ship Performance Analysis) program (Park et al.,

container ships, with widely acknowledged high accuracy. (Shin et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016; Kim and Kim, 2016). After
delivery of a new ship, hull and propeller performance are expected to

2019; Lee et al., 2019), which is developed in conformance with the
speed trial analysis method for new ships. To begin with, container
stowage shapes of frequently operated conditions were determined by

degrade with aging. When the ship undergoes periodic dry docking,
sanding, cleaning and painting of the ship hull and its propeller are
performed, these result restoring the resistance propulsion

reviewing the operation data. Data required for the analysis were
secured by improving the ship operator’s own data collection system. A
model test including the load-variation test presented in

performance. Therefore, the resistance propulsion performance of a
ship is periodically increased and degraded within the ship’s life cycle.
However, there has been no precise qualitative or quantitative

ISO15016:2015 standard was performed to identify the performance at
the design stage. Air-resistance coefficients were derived from
previously determined container stowage shapes. And the added

evaluation method for this.
In addition, it is extremely difficult to estimate the resistance
propulsion performance of the existing ships that have been already

resistance due to wind in operation is calculated using wind speed and
direction measured by anemometer onboard. Added resistance due to
waves is calculated using the weather-information data. It was
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confirmed that the speed-power characteristics at calm sea environment
estimated from the analysis show similar trends as model test results.
Furthermore, discussions on the analysis results with air-resistance

China, Singapore, the Middle East, and Europe. The target ship was
built prior to the enforcement of EEDI regulation, and the ship operator
required high speed at the time. Therefore, this ship is equipped with an

coefficients derived using the Fujiwara regression formula
(ISO15016:2015) and CFD (Computational fluid dynamics) simulation
(Ryu et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2017) are included as well.

engine that provides a large output that exceeds the 100,000 kW and
has an extremely high design speed of 27.5 knot (14.1 m/s).

It is expected that the results of this study will be utilized for the
analysis of cleaning effects of the ship hull and propellers, painting,
GHG reduction from retrofitted ESD (Energy Saving Device) and

2.2 Standard Operating Condition

environment friendly shipping.

After the EEDI regulation came into effect, the ship operator put an
efforts into the energy-efficiency improvement and GHG reduction in
their own ships. The method which is most easily and widely used is

2. Ship Data and Standard Operating Conditions

slow steaming. This is attributed to the benefits of fuel saving and GHG
reduction being more than the loss from prolonged transporting time.
Although the target ship had a design speed of 27.5 knot (14.1 m/s), it is

2.1 Data of Target Ship
The target ship is an 8,600 TEU container ship, and principal

operating now within the actual range of 15–18 knot (7.7–9.3 m/s).
The ship operating profiles show that more than 70% of operation
was within 80-95% of full load displacement and more than 80% of

dimensions and images of the ship are shown in Table 1 and Fig.1,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 2, the main route travels through Korea,
Table 1 Principal dimensions of the 8,600 TEU container ship
Length

339.60 m

Breadth

45.60 m

Maximum
continuos 108,920 kW × 102 r/min
rating

Depth

24.60 m

Normal
continuos 98,030 kW × 98.5 r/min
rating

Designed draft

13.00 m

Scantling draft

14.50 m

Service
speed

operation was within 70-95% of full load displacement as shown in
Fig. 3. Moreover, as a result of analyzing operation data gathered over
a year, the condition that shows the highest frequency among the head
hauls that depart from Korea is TM 12.5 m, which implies a
displacement of 109,961 t; and the same among back hauls is TM 13.6
m, which corresponds to a displacement of 122,954 t. Furthermore, the
most frequent speeds in these conditions are 18.5 knots (9.5 m/s) and
15.4 knots (7.9 m/s), respectively. A ship that corresponds to these
conditions was determined as the standard operating condition and are
summarized in Table 2.

27.5 knot (14.1 m/s)

(a) Draft percentile

Fig. 1 Photograph of the 8,600 TEU container ship

(b) Deadweight percentile
Fig. 2 Main route of the 8,600 TEU container ship

Fig. 3 Histogram of the draft and deadweight percentile
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Table 2 Standard operating conditions for the speed-power analysis
 12.5
(Head haul)

Length between Perpendiculars,
Breadth (m)
Displacement (t)
3

 13.6
(Back haul)

322.6, 45.6
109,961.5

122,954.4

Volume (m )

107118.5

119784.0

Wetted surface area (m2)

16125.4

17178.3

Draught aft, Draught forward (m)

12.5, 12.5

13.7, 13.5

 (m)

12.5

13.6

Reference speed (knots)
Speed range (knots)

18.5 (9.5 m/s) 15.3 (7.9 m/s)
12.5–22 (6.4–1.3 m/s)

Transverse projected area (m2)

1754.6

1704.5

Anemometer height from
base line (m)

46.5

45.4

Measurement range of draught

(a) Photographs of model the ship and propeller

: 11–13 m : 13–15 m

(b) Photographs of the self-propulsion test
Fig. 4 Photographs of models and propulsion test of the 8,600

According to ISO15016:2015, the recommended displacement
correction is within 2%, and this correction amount is equivalent to
TM 0.2 m. However, to practically obtain and analyse the speed-power

TEU container ship (  12.5 m)

performance data, the displacement was corrected within the range of
±0.5 m with the same formula as proposed in ISO15016:2015. A tank
test was performed on displacement and speed conditions that
correspond to this standard operating condition, and the actual ship’s
measured data were obtained and analysed.

3. The Actual Ship’s Performance Estimation and
Data Measurement
This chapter discusses the result of the tank test and data
measurements for the actual ship’s performance estimation. Target
speeds under standard operating conditions are 18.5 knots (9.5 m/s)
and 15.3 knots (7.9 m/s). The actual ship’s performance at a given
displacement and speed under standard operating conditions was
estimated using the result of the tank test performed when the ship was
built. However, as there were no results for speed less than 20 knots
(10.3 m/s), the tank test was re-performed.

Fig. 5 Self-propulsion model test results of the 8,600 TEU
container ship (  12.5 m)

3.1 Tank Test
As mentioned previously, to analyse the target ship’s speed-power
performance under standard operating conditions, tank tests were
performed. The test was performed in a towing tank (200-m length,
16-m width, and 7-m depth) at the Korea Research Institute of Ships &
Ocean Engineering (KRISO), Korea Institute of Ocean Science &
Technology (KIOST), and the model’s scale ratio was 1/36. Fig. 4
shows the models for tank test and photographs of self-propulsion test.
This ship is a high-speed ship with the design speed of 27.5 knots (14.1
m/s) when it was built, and it is equipped with hexapropeller for this
purpose.

Fig. 6 Trim variation test results of the 8,600 TEU container ship
(  12.5 m)
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Table 3 Load variation parameter as per ISO15016:2015 ( 12.5 m)
 (knots)



15.3 (7.9 m/s)

‒0.1146

17 (8.7 m/s)

‒0.1149

18.5 (9.5 m/s)

‒0.1126

22 (11.3 m/s)

‒0.1099

The tank model test was performed under the standard conditions
listed in Table 2. The speed range was within the actual operating
speed range of 12.5–22 knots (6.4–11.3 m/s). The predicted DHPs of
the ship were all normalized to DHP values of 18.5 knots (9.5 m/s) and
15.3 knots (7.9 m/s), which are the reference speeds described in the

Fig. 7 Photographs of energy efficiency monitoring system (EEMS)

standard conditions in Table 2. Results of resistance test of TM 12.5 m
and trim resistance test were shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.
According to Fig. 6, the trim by bow shows a relatively lower DHP.
DHP is reduced by 2.76% at trim by bow (1 m), and this corresponds
to 0.8% of DHP at 18.5 knots (9.5 m/s). The predicted results of DHP
and RPM (revolution per minute) across the entire speed range are
shown in Fig. 5.
According to ISO15016:2015, to predict DHP at a certain speed
through water in clam sea environment, DHP from additional

Fig. 8 Photographs of anemometer

resistance are deducted from the measured DHP (   ). If the added

accuracy of some measurement equipment such as anemometer and

resistance is applied, the speed of the ship is reduced and to consider

mass flow meter. In addition, wind speed, wave, and water
temperature data at the location and time of the ship were extracted
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration data and

propulsion efficiency at this speed, load-variation test is to be
performed in model basin. This requires derivation of the
load-variation parameter,  performing self propulsion test while

weather-information data.

changing propeller RPM at fixed towing speed. The measured
load-variation test parameter is presented in Table 3. This value is used
in Eq. (5) to solve   in a calm water environment. Although

4. Speed-power Analysis

ISO15016:2015 also requires the correction of RPM by considering
shallow water and load-variation effects, these are not considered as

4.1 Speed-power Analysis Procedure
The SPA program was developed for analyzing the powering

they are not in the scope of this study.
3.2 The Actual Ship’s Data Measurement and Collection

performance and speed-power performance of the existing ship (Park
et al., 2019).
The program analysis procedure is illustrated in Fig. 9. The overall

The target ship is operated with an EEMS (energy efficiency
monitoring system) installed, which is shown in Fig. 7. This system is
for real-time collection and land transmission of various types of

procedure are in conformance with ISO15016:2015, the standard for
speed trial data analysis. Although current effect are corrected with
more than 3 double runs using GPS speed, since it is not applicable for

operation data. Its major features include identifying normal state of
operation, fuel-efficiency analysis, early warnings of abnormal state of
operation, and sharing best practices between ships through a

operating ships, speed through water from speed log is used for the
analysis. Furthermore, although ISO15016:2015 requires considering
shallow water effect, data only at sufficient depths, outside the shallow

correlation analysis among operating data. Forty items of data,
including course, heading, and ballast water, and eighty items of data,
including measured DHP, fuel consumption, water temperature, and

water range, was used for the analysis.
The data acquisition interval of the target ship was 2 min, and the
standard filtering criteria that determines a normal variation state is

wind speed, are collected. To improve the accuracy of wind speed
data, an ultrasonic anemometer was newly installed. The anemometer
was installed by selecting a location that is less affected by the air flow

shown in Table 4. If measured data variation for 2 min was less than
the criteria shown in Table 4, it was determined as a steady state and
then analyzed, and all others were filtered out after determining it as

from the ship, the photographs of which are shown in Fig. 8.
The measurements had been performed for four years since 2015.
To obtain the measured data with high accuracy, the monitoring

unsteady. This steady state criterion is determined by the ship’s size,
speed, and marine conditions, and there are no fixed rules. The
condition in Table 4 is the criteria valid only for the target ship’s

system of the ship operator was improved as well as increasing the

draft, operating speed, and measurement interval. After filtering,
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ISO15016:2015. There are various methods to obtain the air-resistance
factor (  ); however, the Fujiwara regression formula of the
reference ISO (2015), which is known to have the highest accuracy,
was mainly used. The comparison with the air-resistance coefficients
obtained using CFD simulation (Ryu et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2017)
will be discussed in chapter 4.2, Analysis Result, of this study.



    ⋅   ⋅ ⋅



(2)


   ⋅ ⋅ ⋅


The added resistance due to waves is calculated using Eq. (3). After
calculating the added resistances from regular waves, these are

Fig. 9 SPA (Speed power analysis) procedure for existing ship based
on ISO15016:2015 (Park et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019)
Table 4 Steady state criteria for speed-power analysis (8,600 TEU
container ship, 2-min interval between the measured data)
Sea depth

Deeper than shallow water criteria
by ISO15016:2015

Rudder angle change

Less Than 5°

combined using the JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave Atmosphere
Program) frequency spectrum to obtain the added resistance in
irregular waves. STWAVE-II method was used in this study.
(ISO15016:2015).


 

  



∞



 
 




(3)


 
             



(4)

DHP change

Less Than 100 kW

Speed change

Less Than 0.1 knots (0.051 m/s)

Wave direction

Less Than 45°

Difference between GPS
and gyro head

calculated with Eq. (4) with the measured water temperature data, and
the total added resistance ( ) of Eq. (1) is calculated. After using Eq.

Less Than 5°

(5) is used obtain DHP (   ) of the ideal condition, Admiral-formula

Added resistance due to changes in water temperature (  ) is

approximately 15% of the data remains, from which speed-power
curve, the purpose of this study, can be derived well.
The measured data list and the analysis procedure for the
speed-power analysis are equivalent to those of Park et al. (2019) and
Lee et al. (2019). For the engine power, the measured power (   )

(ISO15016:2015) is used to obtain DHP at displacements in the
standard operating condition.
⋅

       










 






(5)



⋅
⋅
         ⋅
  
 


was obtained using a torque sensor installed on the propeller shaft and
rotation speed. Moreover, added resistance due to wind, wave and
water temperature difference calculated with data measured or

4.2 Speed-power Analysis
4.2.1 Comparison of the air resistance based on air resistance factor

obtained from weather information was used to calculate required
power. Lastly, the difference in displacement was corrected to obtain
the DHP (   ) in a calm sea environment in ideal conditions.

For speed-power analysis of the existing ship, it is important to
perform an accurate estimation of the added resistance in the actual sea
environment. To perform an accurate estimation of the air resistance of

As shown in Eq. (1), the added resistance of the operating ship in
real sea is the sum of the added resistance due to wind, wave, and the
changes in water temperature and density.

the container ship, it is crucial to determine the container stowage
shape in the previously mentioned  12.5 m (Head haul) and 
13.6 m (Back haul). Mean stowage diagram, which is determined by

(1)

analyzing the records of the ship operator, is shown in Fig. 10. It was
assumed that the height of container stowage in the lateral direction is
consistent, and air resistance was calculated using this diagram.

      

The added resistance due to wind is calculated using equation (2). In
older version of the standard, ISO15016:2002, air resistance from ship
moving forward in the absence of wind was considered as the added
resistance, however it is not regarded as the added resistance in

Although the container stowage shape of  12.5m is somewhat
unnatural in the aspect of air resistance, nevertheless it is used for the
analysis as it is the actual operation data.
The comparison of the air-resistance coefficients of the Fujiwara
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(a) Wind velocity

(a)  12.5

(b) Wind direction
Fig. 11 Time history of the wind velocity and direction at the
reference height

(b)  13.6
Fig. 10 Mean stowage diagram of the container ship and comparison
of air drag coefficients between the Fujiwara regression
formula by ISO 15016:2015 and CFD simulation (Ryu et al.,
2016; Jeon et al., 2017) results
regression formula, ITTC (International towing tank conference) from
ISO15016:2015 and calculated using CFD (Ryu et al., 2016; Jeon et
al., 2017) is shown in a diagram in Fig. 10. Here, the x-axis is the angle
from the bow, and the y-axis is the air-resistance coefficient (  )

north-west direction at angle between 250°–320°, and the wind
direction was also similar to that of the GPS head. Therefore, it can be
seen that the relative wind direction is mostly head wind within an
incidence angle of 30°.
The added resistance due to the measured wind is shown in a
diagram in Fig. 12. The thin solid lines represent the resistance due to
relative winds, and dots represent the air resistance due to the ship
moving forward. As shown in Eq. (2), the resistance due to the ship
moving forward is to be deducted when calculating the added
resistance, this is indicated as negative values. The additional
resistance due to wind is shown in thick solid lines and are within the
range of approximately 100–200 kN. In predicting the added resistance

from this angle. Overall, the air-resistance factors (  ) of Fujiwara
and ITTC (ISO15016:2015) are similar. Compared with the result of
CFD (Ryu et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2017), the result of  12.5 m is
observed to be similar but that of  13.6 m shows difference near
30° and 150° from the bow. This could be attributed to the effects of
container stowage shape and the shape of wheel house.
The 8,600 TEU Container ship, which is the target ship herein, had
been operating on the Dubai route from Port Kelang of Malaysia for
nine days since September 20, 2016. The  during the operation was
12.1 m, which corresponds to standard operating conditions of 
12.5 m listed in Table 2. The wind speed and wind direction measured
during the operation are shown in Fig. 11. The absolute wind velocity,
which is the actual speed of wind, was less than 10 m/s; however, it
can be seen that the measured relative wind velocity was high as it
combined the ship’s speed. GPS heading of the ship was in the

Fig. 12 Comparison of wind resistances owing to air drag coefficients
using the Fujiwara regression formula (ISO15016:2015) and
CFD (Ryu et al., 2016) result
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due to wind, it can be seen that the added resistances calculated with
coefficients obtained by the Fujiwara regression in ISO (2015) and
CFD in Ryu et al. (2016) show similar trends and no significant
difference in values.
4.2.2 Total added resistance calculation
The wave and added resistances measured in the same period are
shown in a diagram in Fig. 13. The weather data was used as the
wave-height and wave-direction data. The added resistance due to sea
waves and swell are calculated separately. STAWAVE-II was used for
the analysis, and this method only considers the waves within 45° from
the bow. The swell in this period is less than 1 m of the wave height,
and as the direction is greater than 45° from the bow, the added
resistance is 0. As shown in Fig. 13, the sea-wave height is within the
range of 1.5–2 m. The added resistance due to waves are the sum of
added resistance from motion and from reflection waves, and most of
the added resistance in Fig. 13 is from reflection waves.
The measured water temperature is shown in Fig. 14. It is in the
range of 25°–28°, which is higher than the standard temperature of
15°C, and the correction amount is approximately –40 kN.
Total added resistance and the added resistance due to wind, waves
and changes in water temperature are shown in Fig. 15. Wind speed and
wind direction were measured by the anemometer, and the Fujiwara
regression formula (ISO15016:2015) was used for air resistance
coefficients. In addition, waves were analyzed usingSTAWAVE-II of
the reference ISO (2015) with the weather forecast data, and water
temperatures are measured values.

Fig. 15 Total resistance increase
It can be seen that the most of added resistance is due to wind. This
could be attributed to it being relatively fast compared with other types
of ships and because the area above the waterline is relatively wide due
to container loading.
4.2.3 Speed-power analysis using SPA
Speed-power(Ideal DHP) analysis result considering the total added
resistance calculated by Eq. (5) is shown in Fig. 16. The analysis
procedure of waves and water temperature is the same, and wind
resistance coefficients from Fujiwara regression (ISO15016:2015) and
CFD simulation (Ryu et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2017) are both used.
As previously mentioned, the analysis results in Fig. 16(a) are using
operating data in the standard operating condition of  12.5 m of

(a)  12.5 m
Fig. 13 Resistance increase owing to sea waves by ISO15016:2015
(STAWAVE-II)

(b) TM 13.6 m

Fig. 14 Resistance increase owing to deviation of water and
measured water temperature

Fig. 16 Comparison of the speed-power analysis results in a calm
sea environment between the Fujiwara regression formula
(ISO15016:2015) and CFD results (Ryu et al., 2016; Jeon
et al., 2017) for wind resistance
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Dubai route from Port Kelang of Malaysia for nine days since
September 20, 2016 and Fig. 16(b) is that of  13.6 m of the same
route for nine days since June 11. It can be seen that difference in
speed-power analysis results from the difference in air resistance
coefficients method in Fig. 10 and from the difference in the added
resistance due to wind in Fig. 12, is very small. The results are highly
accurate enough not to show difference in the wind resistance
coefficients.
For an overall speed-power analysis of the target ship, operation
data from 2016 to early 2017 was obtained and analyzed.
The analysis results, which correspond to the standard operating
conditions of  12.5 m and 13.6 m, are shown in Figs. 17–18. The

Fig. 18 Speed-power analysis results in a calm sea environment

operation routes include China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Malaysia, and the United Arab Emirates.
DHP measured at  12.5 m is indicated in Fig. 17(a). It can be

to identify speed-power characteristics of the existing ship. Fig. 17(b)

seen that measured DHPs are scattered to the extent that it is difficult

(  12.5 m)

shows data that are filtered with criteria in Table 4. The operating
pattern of using only a few RPM setting is noticeable. In the same
RPM setting, when the added resistance increases, speed decreases
and DHP increases with torque. A Speed-power analysis results with
corrected the DHP is shown in Fig. 17(c) and Fig. 18. It can be seen
that there is a difference between the analyzed result and the result of
the model test, and this is due to the deterioration of the ship hull.
Analysis of wind was performed using the Fujiwara regression
formula (ISO15016:2015) with the measured data, the wave was
analyzed using STAWAVE-II with weather information data, and with
measured water temperature (ISO, 2015).

5. Conclusion
(a) Measured DHP
To secure a competitiveness of ship operators for GHG reduction
and fuel savings in the ship, accurate analysis of powering
performance in the real sea condition and speed-power analysis of the
operating ships are important. The effectiveness of measures for
improving the efficiency of the currently existing ships pursued by
ship operators can be verified only if an accurate resistance propulsion
performance is identified.
This study aimed to perform an accurate speed power analysis with
SPA program in conformance with the speed trial data analysis method
for newly built ships. The results obtained from this study are as
(b) Filtered DHP

follows:
(1) This study attempted to perform speed-power analysis of the
currently existing ship by supplementing the operation data
monitoring system of ship operators and analyzing the weather
forecasting data. Applying the ISO15016:2015 standard, which is used
in analyzing the speed trial data of new ships, algorithm and the
analysis program SPA were developed. The measured data and
analysis result were valid, and the resistance propulsion performance
of the currently existing ship were identified.
(2) The added resistance due to wind using air-resistance
coefficients based on the Fujiwara regression formula (ISO15016:
2015) and CFD simulation (Ryu et al., 2016; Jeon et al., 2017) were

(c) DHP at calm sea by SPA (Speed-power analysis)
Fig. 17 Measured DHP and speed-power analysis results ( 13.6 m)

compared. Although there was a small difference in the air-resistance
coefficients, both methods provided a sufficient level of accuracy in
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speed-power analysis. It can be said that both methods estimated the
added resistance due to wind with a high accuracy to the extent that
differences were hardly noticeable in the result of speed-power
analysis.
(3) The speed-power analysis results in two draft conditions of the
target ship, i.e., 8,600 TEU Container ship, show a satisfactory trend
line compared with the result of model test. And they present
appropriately the increase in power due to the deterioration of the ship
hull in a qualitative manner.
Verification of the effects of hull sanding, painting, propeller
cleaning, and retrofitting ESD is possible by applying the technology
developed in this study. Future work includes increasing accuracy of
the measured data, continuous verification, and development of the
analysis methods
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KEY WORDS: Turret-moored FPSO, Heading stability, Turret rotational damping, Yaw motion, Hydrodynamic characteristics
ABSTRACT: The main features of offshore turret platforms are station-keeping and weathervaning functions. Due to the complexity of the yaw
motion, abundant research is being done to verify the factors that affect the heading stability. Simulations are used for studies that are not possible
with experiments, but the conditions must be verified using experimental results. This study presents methods to estimate turret-related parameters
such as the rotational stiffness and rotational damping. A time series analysis was performed, and the results showed that the calculation using the
obtained parameters agreed well with experimental results.

1. Introduction

experimented with the yaw motion of a turret-moored floating body in
regular waves with fixed wave steepness.

Certain types of facilities operating offshore need to maintain their

Studies have examined the effect of the distance between the turret

position, for which diverse mooring systems are employed, such as

and the center of gravity (  ) of a system and the distance between 

single point mooring (SPM), spread mooring, and turret mooring

and the center of the turret (  ). The maximum yaw angle in regular

systems (TMSs). TMSs are widely used in relatively harsh

waves was analyzed, and it was found that when the turret is closer to

environments. The use of a turret allows a vessel to rotate towards a

 , the yaw motion is larger (Yadav et al., 2007). Sanchez-

predominant external load to reduce its effective load. However,

Mondragon et al. (2018) compared the results of a similar study with

floaters equipped with a turret might experience a fish-tailing

different configurations and wave steepness. The configuration and the

phenomenon in specific conditions, and in severe cases, the motion

environmental conditions were varied, and the turret position and the

will worsen.

mooring stiffness influenced the specific wave period between 15.0

Since turrets are widely utilized, abundant research has been

and 19.0 s.

accomplished, which has mainly been about the yaw behavior or

Kaasen et al. (2017) concluded that the interaction between yaw and

factors related to heading stability. Various causes have been

sway is most important in their research on the heading control of
turret-moored floating production storage and offloading (FPSO),
which they performed with a simplified model. Garza-Rios and

suggested as factors in yaw motion of turret-moored floaters, but the
underlying causes still need to be verified. Munipalli et al. (2007)
examined the response of the heading under conditions with multiple

Bernitsas (1999) presented a mathematical model for the nonlinear
dynamics of slow motions in the horizontal plane of a TMS in terms of
the equation of motion. They proved that if the friction moment

regular waves and fixed steepness from head sea. They found that
large yaw motion occurred for a shorter wave period. Cho et al. (2013)
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between the turret and the vessel is ignored, the dynamics in the
parametric design space for both SPM and TMSs are qualitatively the
same.
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Table 1 Main parameters of the FPSO model
Description

Prototype

Model

Unit

LOA

250.3

1.880

m

Mathematical approaches have been used to investigate yaw
instability. Pinkster (1979) computed the second-order mean drift
force through direct integration of the pressure on the wetted surface.
The yaw motion depends on the wave drift force exerted by the

LPP

244.0

1.830

m

Breadth

50.0

0.375

m

Depth

44.0

0.330

m

first-order body motion and 2nd order low-frequency wave excitation

Draft

18.6

0.140

m

force, which various studies have investigated. Morandini and Wong

Volume

163,215.0

0.069

m3

(2007) outlined a method to estimate the heading of a turret-moored

XCG

117.7

0.883

m

vessel in terms of the relation between the equilibrium heading and

YCG

0.0

0.000

m

stability. Milne et al. (2016) presented a reliable method to estimate

VCG

19.5

0.146

m

the heading of an operating FPSO by combining numerical-based
prediction of MetOcean conditions. They indicated that the mean drift
force and wind load are dominant in the turret moment. However,
these studies considered regular waves from the head sea or used
information provided by a particular agency.
In this study, experiments were conducted on an FPSO that will be
installed in the Arctic Ocean, where it will experience various wave
conditions and incoming wave directions. The parameters related to
the turret were used to reproduce the yaw motion. Simulations were
done with consideration of the rotational stiffness and rotational
damping on the turret, and the results were compared with
experimental results.

2. Model Description
A model test of a turret-moored FPSO in deep water conditions was
conducted in the wave basin at Changwon National University, Korea.

2.1 Coordinate System
The origin of the global-fixed reference frame (  ) is regarded as
 , and that of the locally fixed reference frame (  ) is regarded as the

center of the midship section. When the FPSO rotates with respect to
 , the surge and sway forces and yaw moment are applied to  .
) is described with respect to  and the
Thus, the movement of  ( 
 ), as shown in Fig. 1. 
 can be described using Eqs.
turret position ( 

(1)-(3) (Ragazzo and Tannuri, 2003; Sanchez-Mondragon et al., 2018).

∈ 

(1)

   →


  
 


(2)



where  is the distance between  and  ,  is the yaw angle, and
(  ) is the attitude matrix of the vessel.

The dimensions of the basin are 19 m (L) × 14 m (B) with an available
depth of 1.5 m. With a scale ratio of 133.33, the total volume of the



model achieves a 1.00% difference between the measured and target
displaced volume (measured: 163,554 m3) for full load conditions. The
main parameters of the original FPSO designed by Samsung Heavy
Industries and the scale model are summarized in Table 1.

(3)

2.2 Turret Mooring Arrangement
To provide a weathervaning function, the model is equipped with
an internal turret as a structural component, which allows the

(a) Global-fixed reference frame (  ) and local-fixed reference frame (  )
Fig. 1 Coordinate system and reference origin

 sin
cos
sin cos 

(b) Reference origin
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Table 3 Test matrix for regular waves and scale prototype

Wave Maker
1

16
15
14
13

Wave period

Wave
frequency

T (s)

ω (rad/s)

λ(m)

H (m)

RW01

8.08

0.78

102.7

5.33

RW02

9.24

0.68

133.3

5.33

RW03

10.39

0.60

169.3

5.33

RW04

10.97

0.57

188.0

5.33

RW05

11.55

0.54

208.0

5.33

Wave Absorber

RW06

12.70

0.49

252.0

5.33

Fig. 2 Diagram of mooring arrangement

RW07

13.86

0.45

300.0

5.33

RW08

15.01

0.42

350.7

5.33

RW09

16.17

0.39

406.7

5.33

3
4

2

[4 x 4]

Case

IBA 2°
45°
0.3LPP

OBA 42°

5
6

COG
7

12
11
9 10

8

Table 2 Properties of mooring line elements

Wave length Wave height

TOP

MID

BTM

unit

Segment

Chain

Wire

Chain

-

for 2,000 seconds using a scale prototype. Various wave directions

Length

60

200

780

m

Diameter

171

153

171

mm

were not available in the model test, so the model was tested in
multiple directions by rotating it.

Grade

Studless,
R4S

Spiral
strand

Studless,
R4S

-

Weight in water

508.63

107.22

508.63

kg/m

Weight in air

581.89

122.18

581.89

kg/m

Pretension

2,703

kN

Pretension angle

125

deg

Inner/outer
bundle angle

2 / 42

deg

Footprint radius

1,000

m

Single line stiffness 2.497E6 (Chain) / 1.237E6 (Rope)

kN/m

vessel to rotate to the equilibrium angle to counteract to the varying
environment. The turret is located at 50 m in front of. It has a diameter
of 16 m and a projection area of 6 m underneath the baseline. The
turret is fixed to the seabed through 16 identical mooring lines, which
are composed upper and lower chain segments and middle wire
segments. A catenary mooring system was adopted.
The mooring lines are symmetrically arranged in four groups of four
lines, and the lines are 2° away from each other. Each groupis
separated by an angle of 42°, as shown in Fig. 2. The properties of each
mooring element are shown in Table 2. The designated pretension for
all lines is 2,703 kN in loaded conditions.
2.3 Test Conditions
Regular wave sets were tested, and their parameters are summarized
in Table 3. The incoming waves were considered as coming from three
directions at counterclockwise intervals of 45° from 180°. Head sea,
oblique sea, and beam sea were examined, and the incident wave
angles were 180°, 225°, and 270°, respectively. The ITTC (2002)
recommends analyzing 5 to 20 signals to obtain steady-state results
from model tests in regular waves. Therefore, signals were measured

3. Experiment of Heading Stability
3.1 Experimental Setup
Several instruments were used to measure the motion of the FPSO
and the tension of the mooring lines, as illustrated in Fig. 3. To achieve
the target wave conditions in Table 3, the wave height at the position
where the model would be installed was measured by a wave gauge
with 1% tolerance. An optical measuring instrument (RODYM-6D)
was used to measure the 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion of the
vessel at . Its tolerance is 0.1 mm in this arrangement, which is
considered adequate to collect data. The mooring tension on the turret
was measured by water-proof load cells, which each have a maximum
capacity of 30 N with 1% tolerance. All channels were calibrated.
3.2 Experimental Results
Static analysis was conducted to verify the horizontal restoringforce characteristics of the full-scale prototype. Since the mooring
lines were arranged symmetrically, the mooring restoring forces in the
surge and sway directions were considered to be the same. A static
pull-out test was performed in the surge direction by applying different
weights to move the model slowly, and the mooring tension was
recorded. The test results were compared to those obtained from
Orcaflex 10.3 and are plotted in Fig. 4. Both results match well, so the
mooring system was deemed suitable.
Model tests were performed under several regular wave conditions.
Various wave heights were applied in the model test, but in this study,
a wave height (H) of 5.33 m was considered. The results of the yaw
angle for each period in Table 3 are shown in Fig. 5. The heading
angles converged depending on the varying wave periods, and the
vessel heading rotated closer to the incoming direction of regular
waves, which have relatively short periods in both sea states.
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Rodym-6D

Wave

Anchor
Chain

Turret
Tension gauge
Tension
(30N)
Chain
Gauge
signal cable
Wire
Lumped mass

Absorber

Wave Maker

Carriage

1.5m

19m

Fig. 3 Diagram of experimental set up
analysis was performed using Hydrostar v7.3, which was developed by
Bureau Veritas. This software is capable of calculating the first-order
and the second-order wave-induced forces and motions on a floating
structure. Diffraction and radiation problems are solved based on
potential flow theory (Chen, 2009), and the velocity potential is solved
by the panel method. The examined FPSO has a box shape (Fig. 6), so
there is negligible influence of the hull shape due to the limited
analysis range of potential theory, which is limited to below the free
surface. For computational efficiency, 3,250 mesh elements were
applied, and 40 wave frequencies of .05 to 2.00 rad/s were used with
36 headings at 10-degree intervals from 0 to 360°. To validate the
results, the displaced volume was compared, and it had a 0.11%
difference from the prototype results, so it is regarded as suitable for
further analysis.
The wave drift force is a second-order load acting on the vessel

Fig. 4 Results of static pull-out test

subject to the waves. It is important for the horizontal motion of the
Moreover, the equilibrium headings are identical for both oblique sea

vessel as the force occurs in a region of relatively low frequency. The

and the beam sea conditions at the same wave period except for the
three longest wave periods.

second-order wave drift force can be estimated from the first-order
QTF matrix using a middle-field formulation presented by Chen
(2007). In the new middle-field formulation, the second-order wave
loads are obtained by applying two variants of Stokes’s theorem and

4. Numerical Analysis

Gauss’s theorem to the near-field formulation. The shape of the bow
4.1 Hydrodynamic Computation
To obtain the hydrodynamic properties of the model, a numerical

(a) Incident wave angle: 180°
[Head sea]

and stern near the free surface is not quite wall-sided, the middle-field
formulation was selected to calculate the second-order wave load.

(b) Incident wave angle: 225°
[Oblique sea]

Fig. 5 Yaw angle of FPSO over time with waves (model test)

(c) Incident wave angle: 270°
[Beam sea]
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Fig. 6 Mesh generation
4.2 Heading Stability Analysis with the Vessel’s Hydrodynamic

Hydrostar v7.3 were considered, which means that none the

Characteristics
Orcaflex 10.3 was used to analyze the heading stability of the
turret-moored FPSO. The reference system in Orcaflex consists of a

parameters were applied to the turret. Figs. 7–9 show the yaw angles in
the head sea, oblique sea, and beam sea conditions with the regular
wave conditions specified in Table 3. The results show that Orcaflex

global-fixed frame of reference, in which the centers of the turret and
local fixed frame of reference are located at the center of gravity (Fig.
1) (Orcina, 2018). The FPSO motion was modeled with 6 DOF, and

might require an additional parameter, such as the turret’s rotational
stiffness or damping, which is related to the rotational velocity.

the wave frequency (WF) excitation forces were obtained from the
results of Hydrostar v7.3. Newman’s approximation was chosen for
wave drift QTFs at the draft. The equilibrium position of mooring lines

4.3 Relative Motion of the Turret and Vessel
A parametric study was conducted to examine the dependency of the
parameters on the heading stability in regular waves (RW02). The

was computed based on the catenary method.
The vessel can rotate independently of the turret, so the turret was
modeled with limited rotation in only the z-direction, and a mooring

parameter settings are shown in Table 4. The linear damping
coefficient in the surge (B11), sway (B22), and yaw (B66) directions was
calculated based on the recommendations of BV NR-493 (Bureau

line was attached to the turret edge. The build-up period was set to
twice the wave period, and the dynamic calculation period was set to
2,000 s. Static analysis was not performed so that the vessel response

Veritas, 2015). To minimize the effect of roll on the yaw motion
(Lugni et al., 2015), the linear roll damping coefficient (B44) was
considered based on the result of a free decay test, which was obtained

to the changing incident wave directions could be monitored.
Only the hydrodynamic properties of the FPSO acquired from

using the relative decrement method. The rotational stiffness ( ) and
rotational damping ( ) were alternately applied in the range of 0 to

Fig. 7 Yaw angle of turret-moored FPSO in time history (Head sea. Wave incident angle: 180°)
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Fig. 8 Yaw angle of turret-moored FPSO over time (Oblique sea. Incident wave angle: 225°)

Fig. 9 Yaw angle of turret-moored FPSO over time (Beam sea. Incident wave angle: 270°)
1.00E07.
The maximum turret angle in beam sea conditions varied with the
rotational stiffness (see Fig. 10). When the turret’s rotational stiffness

applied. The results fluctuate evenly, and the converged heading does
not face the incident wave direction. However, in the case in Fig.
10(c), the damping was 1E06 kN.m.s/deg, and the heading converges

was high (1E06 kN·m/deg), the turret rotated up to 58° with the vessel.
On the other hand, the turret’s maximum rotation was 3° when the
turret rotational stiffness was 10 kN·m/deg. Caille et al. (2014)

with a skewed fish-tailing phenomenon toward the incident wave
direction.
Based on the results of the parametric study, Fig. 11 illustrates the

estimated the turret release angle as 3.7°. Since the turret’s rotational
stiffness is relatively small, the result can be considered reliable. For
Fig. 10(b), a smaller turret rotational damping of 10 kN·m·s/deg was

relationship between the turret and vessel when the vessel rotates
under the influence of external forces. When the environmental load
increases, the vessel rotates with the turret until the moment on vessel
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Table 4 Matrix characteristics for parametric study of turret parameters
B11

B22

B44

B66

Rotational Stiffness ( )

Rotational Damping ( )

(kN/(m/s))

(kN/(m/s))

(kN.m/(rad/s))

(kN.m/(rad/s))

(kN.m/deg)

(kN.m.s/deg)

0.00E00

0.00E00

1.00E01

1.00E01

1.00E02

1.00E02

1.00E04

1.00E04

1.00E06

1.00E06

1.00E07

1.00E07

341

1,361

7.04E05

6.73E06

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10 Trajectory from the parametric study with respect to the turret’s rotational stiffness and damping

External load
Turret engaged rotation

Initial position

: Vessel heading angle
: Turret rotation angle

Turret disengaged rotation independently

Fig. 11 Relative rotation of turret against the vessel
due to the external load (   ) becomes greater than the moment due

the predominant environmental load, while the turret rotates until the

to friction (   ) on the contact surface between the vessel and

difference between moments caused by the external force and the
moment generated by the distortion of mooring line (Caille et al.,
2014).

turret. As the external load increases, the turret is released from the
vessel and then both rotate independently. The vessel rotates toward
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(b) Example of turret friction test

Fig. 12 Turret friction test

5. Estimation of Turret Parameters

5.2 Rotational Damping using Rotational Velocity (RDV Method)
As mentioned in 4.3, additional parameters to suppress the rotational

5.1 Rotational Stiffness
The friction of the turret was tested in the air to obtain the rotational
stiffness ( ) caused by the turret. The model ship was placed on a

velocity was considered. Generally, acting like a decelerator is known

cradle and a disc to wrap it with a wire that is attached to the bottom of
the turret. One end of the wire was secured to the disc, and the other
was connected to the weight through a pulley, as shown in Fig. 12(a).

simulation without additional parameter and the experiment was used.

The traveling time and distance were measured when the turret rotates
with differing weights (Fig. 12(b)). Constant velocity sections were
considered to obtain the rotational velocity of the turret.

environmental load is the same as the sum of load RAO and wave drift

The rotational stiffness was calculated using Eq. (4) with the result
of the turret friction test and the properties. The rotational stiffness ( )
was approximately 1.93 kN for the scale prototype.

turret deemed as a turret rotational damping which should be

as damping, and this might be related to the rotational velocity as well
as the moment in this case. Thus the difference of the velocity between
As only the wave load had been considered for the experiment, the
total moment (     ) on the vessel in the yaw direction due to
force. So the difference between the rotational velocity with
(    ex p ) and without (     ) additional parameter acting on
considered for the turret-moored FPSO in Orcaflex. As a result, the
rotational damping ( ) using the difference between the rotational
velocity of the model test, and the simulation without consideration of


    


(4)

additional parameters on turret can be defined as Eq. (6).
As mentioned, additional parameters were considered to suppress

where the frictional moment of the roll bearing is obtained by Eq. (5)
(Koyo, 2007)

the rotational velocity. The damping can be related to the rotational
velocity and the moment. Thus, the difference of the velocity between
the simulation without additional parameters and the experiment was
used. Only the wave load was considered for the experiment, so the

 ××
   


(5)

total moment (     ) on the vessel in the yaw direction due to
environmental load is the same as the sum of response amplitude

where  is an equivalent weight load on the bearing,  is the friction
coefficient and equal to 0.0015 (Koyo, 2007), and is the diameter
between the ball centers (Fig. 13(b)).

operator (RAO) load and wave drift force. The turret’s rotational
damping is considered as the difference between the rotational
velocity with additional parameters (    ex p ) and without them
(     ) acting on turret deemed. As a result, Eq. (6) defines the

8.0

(unit: cm)

rotational damping ( ) obtained using the difference between the

Bearing (upper)

rotational velocity of the model test and the simulation without
additional turret parameters.

4.3

Bearing (lower)
7.6
3.9
8.6

dm: 92.5
4.5

(a) Detail of turret (section)



 

 



 



ex p
   

(6)

OD: 120

5.3 Rotational Damping using Equilibrium State (RDE Method)
(b) Detail of the bearing (plan)

Fig. 13 Information to estimate the turret’s rotational friction moment

To obtain the turret’s rotational damping, an equilibrium state in
yaw is considered as in Eq. (7) (Sanchez-Mondragon et al., 2018).
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(7)

 : yaw moment at  due to the environmental forces
 : rotational moment at  induced by the interaction between

 : mass of the vessel

the turret and vessel

 : added mass or added moment of inertia of the vessel with

respect to the   (  1,2,6,   1,2,6)
 : the  position with respect to the 

Sanchez-Mondragon et al. (2018) described          ,
where  and     are the rotational velocity of the vessel and

 : moment of the inertia of the vessel with respect to the 

turret, respectively, and  is the rotational damping.  can be obtained by

: distance between  and 

 : restoring force from the mooring system on  in sway, and

can be obtained by Eq. (8)

solving Eqs. (7) and (10). It is assumed that the restoring force in the
sway direction is equal to the restoring force in the surge direction, so the
results of the static pull-out test in the surge direction were used for the
sway direction.

   sin  cos

(8)

Figs. 14–16 show the yaw angles in head sea, oblique sea, and beam
sea conditions that were calculated while considering the rotational

where  and  are the mooring restoring forces on  in the surge

stiffness ( ) and the rotational damping ( ) on turret surface obtained

and sway directions, respectively.

by the RDV method and RDE methods. The red, blue, and magenta
lines represent the experimental results, the simulated results with

 : environmental force on the vessel in sway direction, which is

turret parameters obtained in the RDV method, and the simulated
results with turret parameters obtained in the RDE method,

defined in Eq. (9)

respectively. The RDV results and RDE results showed a tendency of
     
  
   

a large fish-tailing phenomenon appearing before approximately 1,000
(9)

s. However, compared with Figs. 7–9, the overall heading angles tend
to agree well with the experimental results. As with the results of the

  : moment in yaw direction generated by external force, and is

defined in Eq. (10) (Sanchez-Mondragon et al., 2018).
       

model tests, the amount of fish-tailing was decreased, and there was
no rotation toward the wave direction at wave periods longer than
10.38 s.

(10)

The equilibrium heading angles from the experiment and
computation are shown in Table 5. The equilibrium headings were

Fig. 14 Yaw angle of turret-moored FPSO over time (Head sea. Incident wave angle: 180°)
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Fig. 15 Yaw angle of turret-moored FPSO over time (Oblique sea. Incident wave angle: 225°)

Fig. 16 Yaw angle of turret-moored FPSO over time (Oblique sea. Incident wave angle: 270°)
considered the average of the angles from the first peak to the end in

The error range of the equilibrium heading angles between the

each case. The difference in equilibrium heading was compared

experiment and simulation was 2 to 10%, excluding the maximum and

between the experiment and simulation with additional parameters.

minimum errors for each sea state. Thus, the  results are reasonable.
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Table 5 Equilibrium heading angles differences between experiment
and simulation (Orcaflex)
Case

Head sea (incident wave angle: 180°)

the vessel. The turret’s rotational damping mainly affects the rotational
velocity, which plays an important role in the fish-tailing phenomenon,
so the rotational velocity and equilibrium state were considered. The
simulation results were compared to the experimental results, and both
methods showed good agreement. However, the RDV method is more
appropriate if the turret friction has not been tested. Even if practical

Exp

RDV

Error

RDE

Error

RW01

0.31

0.00

0.32

-0.01

0.33

RW02

0.76

-0.01

0.77

-0.01

0.44

RW03

0.52

-0.04

0.56

-0.01

1.02

RW04

0.60

-0.06

0.65

-0.01

0.38

RW05

0.24

0.01

0.23

0.01

0.73

RW06

1.20

0.56

0.64

0.23

1.01

RW07

1.05

0.57

0.48

0.25

0.85

This work was supported by the following technology innovation

RW08

0.96

0.44

0.52

0.20

0.82

RW09

1.00

0.31

0.69

0.15

0.82

programs: of “Development of Arctic Ocean-Based Floating Offshore
Structure Geometry Capable of Year-Round Operation Under ARC7
Condition by Applying Position Maintenance and Mooring Systems

Case

Oblique sea (incident wave angle: 225°)
Exp

RDV

Error

RDE

Error

RW01

-4.67

-1.12

3.55

-2.43

2.24

RW02

-0.91

-9.72

8.81

-0.13

0.78

RW03

-19.06

-16.32

2.74

-13.26

5.80

RW04

-50.60

-51.18

0.58

-56.97

6.37

RW05

-66.97

-55.21

11.76

-63.40

3.57

RW06

-69.67

-54.14

15.53

-67.52

2.15

RW07

-49.03

-51.73

2.69

-70.48

21.45

RW08

-49.10

-49.38

0.28

-56.04

6.94

RW09

-45.05

-47.63

2.58

-48.42

3.37

Case

Beam sea (incident wave angle: 270°)
Exp

RDV

Error

RDE

Error

RW01

5.20

-5.54

10.74

-2.85

8.05

RW02

0.38

-3.66

4.05

-3.58

3.97

RW03

-16.44

-5.35

11.08

1.61

18.05

RW04

-54.70

-57.19

2.50

-57.19

2.50

RW05

-70.03

-64.45

5.58

-64.47

5.56

RW06

-79.65

-81.13

1.48

-81.27

1.62

RW07

-89.88

-91.10

1.23

-91.14

1.26

RW08

-89.54

-91.93

2.39

-91.92

2.39

RW09

-91.12

-92.41

1.28

-92.43

1.31

6. Conclusions
A turret-moored FPSO has been analyzed under different regular
wave conditions with various wave periods and directions. It was
found that the heading change was greater with relatively short waves.
A numerical analysis was performed for verification, and factors that
affect the yaw behavior were investigated to reproduce the heading
results from model tests.
The turret’s rotational stiffness was obtained using the physical
properties of the bearings and a friction test. It acts as the maximum
static frictional force against the contact surface between the turret and

data are unavailable, as long as an experimental study is performed,
the presented methods can be applied.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents comparative studies of reliability analysis and meta-modeling using the sampling method of Monte Carlo
simulation for the structure design of an automatic ocean salt collector (AOSC). The thickness sizing variables of structure members are considered
as random variables. Probabilistic performance functions are selected from strength performances evaluated via the finite element analysis of an
AOSC. The sampling methods used in the comparative studies are simple random sampling and Sobol sequences with varied numbers of sampling.
Approximation methods such as the Kriging model is applied to the meta-model generation. Reliability performances such as the probability failure
and distribution are compared based on the variation of the sampling method of Monte Carlo simulation. The meta-modeling accuracy is evaluated
for the Kriging model generated from the Monte Carlo simulation and Sobol sequence results. It is discovered that the Sobol sequence method is
applicable to not only to the reliability analysis for the structural design of marine equipment such as the AOSC, but also to Kriging
meta-modeling owing to its high numerical efficiency.

1. Introduction

design.

Whereas the marine fishery equipment industry is expected to
increase in market size worldwide as a major industry for securing

Several studies have been conducted to verify the design safety of
marine fishery equipment by applying reliability analysis. Lee and
Kim (2006) applied the first and second reliability analysis techniques

food resources, the level of fishery equipment expertise in South
Korea is extremely low and the ratio of localization relative to the
market size is only approximately 50% (KMI, 2019). A salt collector is

for the reliability evaluation of pipelines and verified the reliability
analysis results by comparing them to Monte Carlo simulation (MCS)
results. To optimize the reliability-based design of floating production

marine fishery equipment used to collect salt from marine salt ponds; it
is an equipment that must be automated to facilitate the labor-intensive
operation of salt pans. The domestic development of electrically

storage & offloading riser add-ons, Song et al. (2011) investigated an
optimal design plan to minimize design risks by applying the
constraint-feasible moving least-squares method, which is a

driven automatic ocean salt collectors (AOSCs) has begun to improve
the safety level during traditional marine salt collection and transfer
processes as well as increase the production output per unit area of

conservative approximation model. Bai et al. (2015) performed a finite
element analysis and used surface response methods for MCS-based
reliability analysis on lightweight subsea pipelines. Lee and Kim

crystallization ponds. Owing to the lack of domestic and international
regulations in the design of marine fishery equipment, the structural
safety of new types of fishery equipment, such as AOSCs, is evaluated

(2017) calculated the probability of failure in a limit state function
using first and second reliability analysis techniques to perform
probabilistic defect assessments of defects inherent in mooring chains;

during the design stage by determining design load conditions that
satisfy the operational requirements and applying them in the
structural analysis of the equipment. However, the reliability of

subsequently, the probabilities of failure obtained from the limit state
function and MCS were compared to verify the adequacy of the
approximated probability of failure. Yin et al. (2018) developed a

AOSCs’ structural performances must be evaluated while considering
unavoidable uncertainties in the operation of salt ponds, such as
corrosion issues, to appropriately determine the safety of the structural

non-probabilistic reliability convex model for the reliability analysis
and sensitivity evaluation of valve port plates of deep-sea hydraulic
pumps.
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In this study, reliability analysis was performed by applying the
general MCS and the Sobol sequence method (SSM), which is one of
the quasi-MCS methods, to derive an efficient reliability evaluation
method to ensure the structural design safety of AOSCs. Furthermore,
the probability of reliability based on the sampling method and the
accuracy of the Kriging metamodeling were compared. In the
reliability analysis, the thickness of the major structural components of
the AOSC were set as a random variable, while considering possible
corrosions caused by the nature of the work environment; meanwhile,
the strength performance was assumed as a probabilistic performance
function. The strength performance of the AOSC was evaluated by
calculating the design load conditions considering the actual operating
conditions and applying them to the structural analysis model based on
the finite element method (FEM) to calculate the maximum stress for
each design load condition. To review the reliability probability,
probability performance function distribution, and efficiency of
numerical calculations, the SSM was used by varying the sampling
frequency at a constant ratio, and the results were compared with those

Fig. 1 Procedure of MCS

of the general MCS, which uses the simple random sampling method.
The SSM is effective for reliability analysis owing to its excellent
numerical efficiency; however, a review of reasonable sampling

MCS is performed in three stages, i.e., sampling of random variables,
numerical experimentation, and statistical analysis, for random
variables       ⋯    and a probability performance

methods is required based on the characteristics of the analysis subject
because the sampling frequency for the target confidence level is not
fixed. In this study, to establish an SSM that is applicable to the

function     .

analysis of fishery equipment structures, sampling methods for the
SSM were investigated to achieve the results of MCS for estimating
the reliability of AOSC structural design with a confidence level of
95% and an error rate of 5%. Additionally, to analyze the correlation
between the design space approximation characteristics and sampling
methods, the approximation accuracy was compared using Kriging
metamodels suitable for approximation with random sampling data.
This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical backgrounds of the
MCS, SSM, and Kriging metamodeling are briefly outlined in Section
2. The FEM-based strength performance evaluation, reliability
analysis result comparison, and Kriging metamodeling result
comparison are presented in Section 3. Finally, the overall research
findings are summarized in the Conclusions section.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1 MCS
MCS is a practical reliability analysis method to determine the
uncertainties associated with random variables in a probability
performance function for a suitable sampling frequency that satisfies
the target confidence level in the evaluation of the probabilities of
reliability or failure. However, because the MCS involves a simple
random sampling method in which the sampling frequency increases
with the target confidence level and accuracy, the efficiency of
reliability analysis may be lower. Therefore, numerical calculation
experiments, rather than physical experiments, are applied in
MCS-based reliability analysis (Siddall, 1983). As shown in Fig. 1, an

In the statistical analysis stage, the probability performance
function,  , is calculated as many times as the sampling frequency,  ,
 , variance  ,
to perform reliability analysis by calculating the mean 


and probability of failure  , as follows:
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where       ⋯   and       ⋯  

The probability of failure,  , in Eq. (1) can be expressed using an
indicator function,   , as follows:
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if  ≤ 
otherwise

The probability of failure is arranged as follows using the mean
value of the indicator function:

     






     






(3)
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Here,  is the sampling frequency when  ≤  . The probability of

using primitive polynomials at each dimension, as follows:

reliability, , is defined as follows:
    ⊕  ⊕ ⋯ ⊕ 

  
          


(8)

(4)
The sampling frequency,  , required in the SSM is defined as

The probability of failure is obtained in terms of a cumulative
distribution function (CDF),   , and a probability density function
(PDF),   , as shown below:

follows:
(9)

     
where         ⋯







(5)

     ≤   
 ′ 
 
where   



frequency in the SSM is not fixed and should be determined based on
the complexity of the analysis subject and the number of random
variables.

if  ≤ 
otherwise

       ′

As shown in Eq. (5), the PDF is a differential of the CDF. The
accuracy of the MCS can be assessed as a function of error rate,  ,
based on the 95% confidence level as follows:

   





  ≈ 

 in Eq. (9) refers to the number of random variables. The sampling

(6)



As shown in Eq. (6), once the target probability of failure and error
rate are defined, the sampling frequency required for the reliability
analysis can be determined. The accuracy of the probability of failure
evaluated in the MCS may be improved if the sampling frequency
requirement is satisfied; however, the sampling frequency should be
determined based on the characteristics of the analysis subject and the
efficiency of numerical calculations in engineering design.
2.2 SSM
SSM is a quasi-MCS method designed to allow a consistent
sampling with a low sampling frequency of multidimensional
variables in a design space (Sobol & Levitan, 1999; Saltelli et al.,
2010). In the SSM, a sampling position is selected based on the
previous sampling point, thereby minimizing the gap with a cluster. A
Sobol sequence is generated from a combination of binary fractions
with a length of  beats and the direction numbers of
      ⋯      ⋯  . To generate directional numbers in

the  dimension, the following primitive and recursive polynomials of
directional numbers are defined:
          ⋯       

(7)

      ⊕    ⊕ ⋯ ⊕        ⊕   ⊕    
where   

2.3 Kriging Metamodel
Because metamodels are generated from the sampled data in the
experimental planning or design space, the accuracy of the generated
metamodels can be quantitatively reviewed to verify the
approximation of the design space based on the sampling method (Lee
& Song, 2013). Creating a highly accurate metamodel is one of the
most important tasks in the exploratory research of the design space as
it can significantly reduce the numerical inefficiencies by utilizing it
for multipurpose or reliability-based design optimizations that involve
a high number of calculation iterations.
A Kriging model is expressed as the sum of the global model of the
actual design space function to be approximated and the local model
that corresponds to the difference between the actual function and the
global model (Cho et al., 2009).

      

Here,       ⋯    is an unknown coefficient vector, and
      ⋯    is a global model vector defined

with a design variable, ∈ . The global model can be defined as
   in a constant case,      in a linear case, and

       in a second-order polynomial case.  

represents an independent normal distribution, and the response vector
obtained from  experimental positions is defined as follows:
       ⋯    



In Eq. 7, ⊕ refers to the XOR bitwise operation. The Sobol

     ∈  , is generated










(11)

defined as a Gaussian correlation function, expressed as follows:






  is a spatial correlation of the design data and is generally

     exp

sequence of the  dimension,   

(10)







      






 

(12)

Here,  ∈  and the correlation matrix is a positive definite matrix
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with diagonal elements of 1. The correlation coefficient,  , is a

salt; and a collector frame, rail frame, and a main frame for the system

parameter that expresses the correlation of the response values in the

installation and load support. As shown in the FEM analysis model in

 -direction and determines the curvature of the Kriging model in the

Fig. 2(b), the main frame structure was created as a shell element, the

 -direction. The correlation decreases with increasing  , as shown in

weight of each system was realized as a lumped mass, and the rigid

Eq. (12), and the approximation of the Kriging metamodel in the

link element was used to connect each structural component and apply

direction of the input variables shows nonlinear characteristics. The

the lumped mass and design load. The thicknesses of the main frame,

correlation becomes more evident with decreasing  , as shown in Eq.

rail frame, collector frame, and bracket were designed to be 6.0, 1.0–

(12), and the approximation of the Kriging metamodel in the direction
of the input variables shows linear characteristics. The correlation
coefficient,  , with the highest probability can be calculated through
the maximum likelihood estimation, which maximizes the likelihood
function.

3. Review of Reliability Analysis
3.1 Evaluation of AOSC Strength Performance
The system configuration of the entire AOSC and the thickness of
the major structural components for FEM modeling are shown in Fig.
2. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the AOSC has a salt collector and a towing
unit system for automatic salt collection; a drive and power system for
delivering electric drive power; a rail frame for transferring collected

3.0, 1.0, and 4.0 mm, respectively. The FEM model contained 112,896
elements and 114,431 nodes with the following material properties
applied: a density of 8,000 kg/m3, elastic modulus of 193 GPa, the
Poisson's ratio of 0.29, and a yield strength of 216 MPa, as in austenitic
stainless steel (SUS316).
During the initial design phase, the design load conditions for the
AOSC strength performance evaluation were determined by
combining the system weight and operating load to reflect the
worst-case scenario and by selecting the maximum loading conditions
as well as the operating and braking conditions under the maximum
load, as listed in Table 1. The inertial load in the direction of gravity,
the acceleration of operating conditions in the transfer direction, and
the acceleration of the braking conditions in the opposite direction of
transfer were applied. The design load conditions listed in Table 1
were applied in the FEM analysis, and all degrees of freedom were

(a) System configuration

(b) FEM model

Fig. 2 System configuration and structure analysis model
Table 1 Design load cases
Load cases

Design loads

Loading [LC1]

Operating [LC2]

Braking [LC3]

Salt collector weight (0.2 t)

√

√

√

Drive & power part weight (0.23 t)

√

√

√

Towing part weight (0.07 t)

√

√

√

Wheel part weight (0.03 t)

√

√

√

1

Inertial load (1.0 G )

√

√

√

Max. salt collecting capacity (0.7 t)

√

√

√

Max. towing capacity (490 N)

-

√

-

Acceleration at operating (1.25 G)

-

√

-

Acceleration at braking (-1.25 G)

-

-

√
1

G (gravitaional acceleration): 9.8 m/s2
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Table 2 Structure analysis results
Structure part

Max. von-Mises stress (MPa)

Safety check

LC1

LC2

LC3

Overall structure

166.2

149.2

173.8

OK

Main frame

166.2

142.0

164.2

OK

Rail frame

151.7

149.2

155.5

OK

Collector frame

51.0

55.4

54.1

OK

Bracket

159.9

139.7

173.8

OK

(a) LC1

(b) LC2

(c) LC3

Fig. 3 Stress contour results (unit: MPa)
restricted for the boundary conditions, except for the degree of
freedom associated with the rotation of each wheel mounted at the
bottom of the rail. As shown in Table 2, the general-purpose finite
element analysis program, Abaqus/Implicit (Simulia, 2018), was used
in the FEM analysis to calculate the maximum von Mises stress for
each design load condition and evaluate the structural safety based on
the yield stress of the material. The structure was considered to be safe
if the maximum stress under each design load condition was less than
85% of the yield stress, or 183 MPa (DNV-GL, 2015). As outlined in
Table 2, the structural safety was adequate in all of the design load
conditions, with the highest stress of 173.8 MPa occurring at the
bracket part in LC3. The structural components with the highest stress
were the main frame part in LC1, rail frame part in LC2, and bracket
part in LC3, whereas the collector frame part in all of the load
conditions indicated the lowest stress level.
The stress distribution result for each design load condition is shown
in Fig. 3. The maximum stress in LC1 occurred at the main frame part

frame connection, and the maximum stress in LC3 was at the center of
the bracket. The maximum stress occurred at the center of the bracket

connected to the rail frame, the maximum stress in LC2 was at the rail

of AOSCs, the thickness of the major structural components was set as

part in LC3 because the weight of the salt collector part and the weight
of the collected salt concentrated at the center, resulting in a high level
of load under the braking conditions. Whereas the strength
performance of the AOSC structural design satisfied the structural
safety standard, a safety margin of less than 5% before reaching the
performance limit was indicated in LC3; therefore, a quantitative
reliability review is necessary to address uncertainties in the design
factors.
3.2 Reliability Analysis of AOSC Structural Design
Unlike marine structures that have design regulations regarding
corrosion allowance, an AOSC is a fishery equipment with insufficient
design regulations. Because AOSCs are used in marine salt ponds and
their material thickness is the design factor, corrosion can be
considered as a key uncertainty. Therefore, in the reliability evaluation

Table 3 Random variables
Random variable

RSD

Distribution type

Design variable

Mean

X1

10 %

Normal

Main frame (t1)

5.0 mm

X2

10 %

Normal

Rail frame-I (t2)

1.5 mm

X3

10 %

Normal

Main frame-II (t3)

2.5 mm

X4

10 %

Normal

Collector frame (t4)

0.8 mm

X5

10 %

Normal

Bracket (t5)

3.7 mm
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Table 4 Comparison of reliability analysis results
Probability of reliability (≤183 MPa)

Sampling method

# of sampling

LC1

LC2

LC3

MCS

158,400

96.1 %

99.7 %

91.9 %

Case 1

6,144

96.1 %

99.7 %

91.9 %

Case 2

3,072

96.1 %

99.7 %

92.0 %

Case 3

1,536

96.1 %

99.7 %

91.9 %

Case 4

768

96.3 %

99.9 %

92.3 %

Case 5

384

96.5 %

99.9 %

92.4 %

Case 6

192

96.9 %

100 %

92.5 %

Case 7

96

97.9 %

100 %

92.9 %

SSM

a random variable to account for corrosions that may be caused by the

operation of the AOSC in this study. The settings of the random

nature of the work environment, whereas the strength performance was
considered as a probability performance function. To address the
uncertainty around the thickness of the structural components as a

variables used in the reliability analysis are listed in Table 3.
In this study, the limit of the strength performance as a probability
performance function was set to be 183 MPa, which is the standard for

random variable, the mean was set to the initial design thickness, and
the relative standard deviation (RSD) was set as 10% based on the
experimental study results pertaining to the corrosion properties of

structural safety, whereas the reliability of the structural design was
evaluated based on a probability of failure,  , of 0.01. Reliability

austenitic stainless steel (Han and Park, 2012); furthermore, they were
defined to follow a normal distribution because the variability in the
strength performance with corrosion was reviewed for a normal

analysis was performed based on the MCS and SSM. The sampling
frequency in the MCS was set to 158,400 based on Eq. (6) with a 95%
confidence level and an error rate of 5%. The frequency of sampling in
the SSM was varied sequentially by changing the constant  in Eq. (9)

[LC1 – MCS]

[LC2 – MCS]

[LC3 – MCS]

[LC1 – SSM (Case 1)]

[LC2 - SSM (Case 1)]

[LC3 – SSM (Case 1)]

[LC1 – SSM (Case 2)]

[LC2 - SSM (Case 2)]

[LC3 – SSM (Case 2)]

Fig. 4 Comparison of PDF results (continuation)
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[LC1 – SSM (Case 3)]

[LC2 - SSM (Case 3)]

[LC3 – SSM (Case 3)]

[LC1 – SSM (Case 4)]

[LC2 - SSM (Case 4)]

[LC3 – SSM (Case 4)]

[LC1 – SSM (Case 5)]

[LC2 - SSM (Case 5)]

[LC3 – SSM (Case 5)]

[LC1 – SSM (Case 6)]

[LC2 - SSM (Case 6)]

[LC3 – SSM (Case 6)]

[LC1 – SSM (Case 7)]

[LC2 - SSM (Case 7)]

[LC3 – SSM (Case 7)]

Fig. 4 Comparison of PDF results
from 10 to 4, for the following seven cases: 6,144 (Case 1), 3,072
(Case 2), 1,536 (Case 3), 768 (Case 4), 384 (Case 5), 192 (Case 6), and
96 (Case 7). The results of reliability analysis based on the MCS and

performance in each case are illustrated in Fig. 4.
As shown in Table 4, similar probabilities of reliability were
calculated from Cases 1 to 3 when using the SSM and MCS.

SSM with varying sampling frequency are presented in Table 4, and
the PDF results from the reliability evaluation of the strength

Furthermore, the PDF results from Cases 1 to 3 based on the SSM and
MCS were similar, as shown in Fig. 4. However, the probability of
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Table 5 Comparison of Kriging meta-modeling results
Sampling method

# of sampling

MCS

SSM

  value

LC1

LC2

LC3

158,400

0.995

0.994

0.995

Case 1

6,144

0.947

0.942

0.941

Case 2

3,072

0.940

0.939

0.947

Case 3

1,536

0.930

0.933

0.934

Case 4

768

0.921

0.913

0.924

Case 5

384

0.907

0.902

0.911

Case 6

192

0.852

0.871

0.863

Case 7

96

0.826

0.835

0.817

reliability of Cases 4 through 7 when using the SSM reduced in

value of 1.0 indicates that the predicted values from the metamodel

proportion to the decrease in the sampling frequency, whereas the
probability of reliability tended to be higher than based on the MCS,
which can be considered as an indicator of reduced design safety.

correspond exactly to the actual values in the entire design space. The
accuracy of the Kriging metamodel result for each sampling method is
summarized in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, the design space can be

Additionally, the differences in the PDF results of Cases 4 through 7
obtained using the SSM compared with those obtained using the MCS
increased significantly with decreasing sampling frequency. To apply

approximated with a 0.5% error rate in the MCS with a sampling
frequency of 158,400 times, whereas the approximation accuracies
from Cases 1 to 3 in the SSM were similar with 5% to 6% higher error

the SSM in the reliability estimation of the AOSC’s structural design
addressed in this study, it was discovered that at least 1% of the
sampling frequency used in the MCS would be required. Therefore,

rates than those in the MCS. The approximation accuracies of Cases 4
and 5 in the SSM with sampling frequencies of 768 and 384,
respectively, tended to exhibit higher error rates of 7 to 9% than in the

the efficiency of numerical calculations in the SSM-based reliability
analysis was high, and the analysis method would be effective for
evaluating the structural design safety of fishery equipment, such as

MCS, respectively. In Cases 6 and 7 with a sampling frequency of 192
or less, the approximation accuracy reduced significantly and was
considered to be unsuitable for a metamodel. Although the correlation

AOSCs.
3.3 Comparison of Kriging Metamodeling Characteristics

between the sampling frequency and the accuracy of the Kriging
metamodel appeared to be proportional in general, a certain level of
sampling frequency would be required to ensure an equivalent level of

In this study, a Kriging metamodel was created for each sampling
method used for the reliability analysis of the AOSC, and the
correlation between the sampling method characteristics and

accuracy in Kriging metamodels, as demonstrated in Cases 1 through 3
in the SSM. Furthermore, as shown in the reliability analysis results in
Table 4 and Fig. 4, the SSM incorporating more than 1% of the

metamodels was reviewed by analyzing the accuracy of the result in
each metamodel. Because a Kriging metamodel can approximate
multiple design variables and highly nonlinear problems in the design

sampling frequency of the MCS is applicable not only to the reliability
analysis, but also to the Kriging metamodeling of the structural design
of fishery equipment, such as AOSCs.

space by incorporating random sampling, Kriging metamodeling was
applied to the data used in the random sampling methods, i.e., MCS
and SSM (Cho et al., 2009). The accuracy in the design space

4. Conclusions

exploration of the Kriging metal model created for each strength
performance response in the design load conditions, i.e., LC1 through
LC3, was reviewed based on each of the sampling methods used in the
MCS and SSM for reliability analysis. The accuracy of the metamodel
approximation was determined in terms of   , as shown in the
following equation:

In this study, reliability analysis was performed by applying a
general MCS and the SSM, i.e., a type of quasi-MCS, to derive
efficient reliability evaluation methods to ensure the structural design
safety of AOSCs. Furthermore, the probability of failure and the
accuracy of metamodeling were compared for various sampling
frequencies. The key findings of this study are summarized as follows:
(1) The strength performance of the AOSC was evaluated by

(13)

determining the design load conditions reflecting the actual operating
conditions and applying them in a finite element model to calculate the
maximum stress under each design load condition. Although the result

Here,  is an actual value,  is a predicted valued in the

from the strength performance evaluation satisfied the structural safety
standard, a quantitative review of reliability was necessary to address
the uncertainties in the design factors because the safety margin of the




  



     



  

approximation model, and  is the mean of the actual values. An  
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strength performance was small.
(2) The thickness of the major structural components of the AOSC
was selected as a random variable for reliability analysis, and the
strength performance for each design load condition was considered as
a probability performance function. Through this reliability analysis, the
probability of failure, probability performance function distribution,
and efficiency of numerical calculations based on the sampling method
were verified by varying the sampling frequency in the SSM and
comparing the results to the MCS with a sampling frequency that
estimated the reliability with a confidence level of 95% and an error rate
of 5%.
(3) To apply the SSM in the structural design of AOSCs, a sampling
frequency equivalent to at least 1% of the MCS sampling frequency
would be required to achieve the same probability of reliability and
PDF results as those of the general MCS method.
(4) Kriging metamodels suitable for the approximation of random
sampling data were applied to review the correlation between the
characteristics of the design space approximation and the sampling
methods as well as to compare the approximation accuracy. Although
the correlation between the accuracy of the Kriging metamodels and
the sampling frequency was discovered to be proportional in general,
the sampling frequency in the SSM should be at least 1% of the MCS
sampling frequency to achieve the same level of accuracy as the
Kriging metamodels.
(5) Because the SSM is highly efficient for numerical calculations, it
is applicable to the reliability analysis of the structural design of fishery
equipment, such as AOSCs, as well as to Kriging metamodeling. The
results from this study regarding the sampling method requirements for
an effective reliability analysis based on the SSM and Kriging
metamodeling will be useful for the reliability analysis of other similar
fishery equipment using the SSM.
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ABSTRACT: As regulations concerning ship vibration and noise are becoming stricter, considerable attention is being drawn to prediction
technologies for ship vibration and noise. In particular, the resonance and lock-in phenomena caused by vortex-induced vibration (VIV) have become
considerably important with increases in the speed and the size of ships and ocean structures, which are known to cause structural problems. This
study extends the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis method to predict resonances and lock-in phenomena of high modes and VIV of ship
rudders. Numerical stability is secured in underwater conditions by implementing added mass, added damping, and added stiffness by applying the
potential theory to structural analysis. An expanded governing equation is developed by implementing displacements and twist angles of high modes.
The lock-in velocity range and resonant frequencies of ship rudders obtained using the developed FSI method agree well with the experimental results
and the analytic solution. A comparison with local vibration guidelines published by Lloyd’s Register shows that predictions of resonances and
lock-in phenomena of high modes are necessary in the shipbuilding industry due to the possible risks like fatigue failure.

1. Introduction
As the regulations related to ship vibration and noise have recently

To predict VIV, there are methods for conducting experiments by
building a model ship and performing analytical fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) analysis. FSI analysis is an analysis methodology that

become stricter, prediction technology for ship vibration and noise has
become important. In particular, with an increase in the risk of
vortex-induced vibration (VIV) arising from the growing trend of

obtains the response of a structure (fluid) by a fluid (structure).
Research on FSI analysis has been actively carried out since 1970
(Felippa et al, 2001). FSI analysis can largely be classified into the

building large and high-speed ships, various studies are actively being
conducted to address this issue. VIV refers to the structural vibration
caused by the periodic vortex shedding in the wake of the bluff body. It

monolithic method and the partitioned method. In the monolithic
method, fluid and structure calculations are performed using a single
matrix equation. This method has the advantage of being

mainly occurs in ship rudders and propellers, as well as in submarine
sails. Structural problems caused by VIV also occur in offshore risers
(Jung et al., 2019; Son et al., 2019).

mathematically rigorous; however, it has a disadvantage in that the
complexity of the analysis becomes high because of the large-scale
system. In the partitioned method, fluid and structure calculations are

When the vortex shedding frequency approaches the structure’s
natural frequency, resonance occurs in which the structure vibrates
severely into the natural frequency component. At the same time,

performed using separate governing equations, and then the two
results are integrated through boundary conditions at every time step.
It is an analysis method that is easy to develop because it utilizes

lock-in occurs in which the vortex shedding frequency shifts to the
natural frequency due to the structure’s resonance. As the amplitude of
VIV is highest when resonance and lock-in occurs, the prediction and

currently available computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and structural
analysis programs, although it is less mathematically rigorous than the
monolithic method. The partitioned method is classified into a tight (or

control of VIV is essential in cases of resonance and lock-in
phenomena in terms of the ship’s structural stability.

strong) coupling method and a loose (or weak) coupling method. The
tight-coupling method determines the degree of convergence of the
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results within one time step and performs subiterations. It has the
advantage of high accuracy, but has the disadvantage of high
computational cost. The loose-coupling method performs only one

   
 
    

 
 





 

(1)

CFD analysis and one structural analysis within one time step without
the subiteration process. It has the advantage of low computational
cost but has the disadvantage of relatively low accuracy. In particular,

term, potential energy, work, and the jth degree of freedom
displacement function, respectively.

FSI analysis based on the loose-coupling method has limitations in an
underwater environment where the added mass effect is strong.
Campbell (2010) and Lee (2014) performed a 3D FSI analysis using

The ship rudder can be assumed as a one-dimensional continuum
structure. In addition, as the bending and twisting modes predominantly
influence the ship rudder, the deformation  of the structure can be

the tight-coupling method for a hydrofoil and derived analysis results

assumed as a function of time  and space  , as follows:

where , ,  , , and  refer to kinetic energy, energy dissipation

that favorably matched the experimental results. However, to predict
the VIV of various ship rudders at design stage, there is a need for an
FSI analysis method that can sufficiently reflect the added mass effect









 

(2)

of an underwater environment while lowering the computational cost.
By applying the empirical equation for the fluid force developed by

where  and  are the jth mode bending and twisting shape

Munch et al. (2010) to the aeroelastic analysis model used to predict

functions, respectively; and  and  are the jth mode bending- and

the flutter of aircraft wings, Young et al. (2012) developed a hybrid

twisting-mode coefficients, respectively. When the deformation of the
structure is defined in this way,  and  are expressed as follows:

algorithm, which is an FSI analysis algorithm that considers the fluid
added mass. They predicted vortex-induced twisting vibration of the
hydrofoil using this algorithm. In particular, by performing analysis of
the hydrofoil model, which the fluid added mass has a significant



  

  



(3)



impact on, they verified the effectiveness of the hybrid algorithm
compared with the tight-coupling and loose-coupling methods in terms
of convergence and accuracy. Chae (2015) established the bend-twist



∂ 

  
∂ 

  









(4)

(BT) FSI analysis procedure by integrating the hybrid algorithm with
CFD and verified the analysis results of the NACA0015 hydrofoil

where ,  and  refer to structural linear density, flexural rigidity,

using the experimental results. The BT FSI analysis has a considerable

and span length, respectively. When Eqs. (3) and (4) are applied to Eq.
(1), the motion equation in the form of a matrix is obtained, as follows:

advantage in terms of the computational cost because it uses a 2D CFD
analysis without subiterations to obtain the VIV of the hydrofoil with
the same wing cross-section in the span direction. However, there is a

Mz̈ + Cż + Kz = F

(5)

disadvantage in that it reflects only the effects of the first bending and
where , ,  and  refer to structural mass matrix, structural

twisting mode.
In this study, we develop a high-mode BT FSI analysis method by
extending the BT FSI analysis method of Chae (2015) to analytically

damping matrix, structural elastic matrix, and external force vector,
respectively.

implement the high-mode resonance and lock-in phenomena of ship
rudders with low computational cost. We perform a high-mode BT FSI
analysis on a hydrofoil, which is similar to the shape of a ship rudder,
and predict the VIV for the flow velocity. We verify and analyze
vibration by comparing the experimental results, analytic solutions,
and analysis results.

2. Background Theory
2.1 Motion Equation for Continuum Structure
A ship rudder is regarded as a continuum with infinite degrees of
freedom. Unlike the equation of motion of an object with a finite
number of degrees of freedom, the Lagrange equation based on the
variational approach is required to derive the equation of motion of a
continuum structure. The vibration of a continuum structure for an
external force can be obtained using the Lagrange equation as follows:

2.2 Fluid Force Induced by Structural Response in Flow
Velocity Based on the Potential Method
The fluid force and moment exerted on the vibrating wing
cross-section should consider the static fluid force and moment
variation according to the angle of attack and the amplitude reduction
and phase shift due to unsteadiness. The amplitude reduction and
phase shift due to unsteadiness depend on the dimensionless frequency
 of the wing cross-section, which is expressed by the Theodorsen
function  as

  

   

(6)

where  and  are the Hankel functions of the second kind.
Theodorsen (1949) derived the fluid force and moment  , 
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional hydrofoil
exerted on the thin wing cross-section in flow velocities based on the

where  ,  ,  ,  ,  and  refer to the distance from the elastic

potential method as follows:
                  

(7)

axis to the center of gravity, the radius of gyration, the first
bending-mode natural frequency, the first twisting-mode natural
frequency, the damping coefficient, and the polar moment of inertia,

              
          

(8)

respectively;  is the value obtained by integrating the square of



the first bending-mode shape function  from 0 to s. In the same
way,  ,  ″ ″ and  are the values obtained by integrating the

where  refers to the fluid density;  is the dimensionless distance

square of  ,  ″ and   from 0 to s, respectively. The

from the midpoint of the chord to the elastic axis of the wing
cross-section;  is half the chord length; and  ,  and  refer to the

loose-coupling method can perform the FSI analysis using Eq. (10) as

flow velocity, bending displacement, and twisting angle, respectively.
The upward direction of  and  is positive, and the

the governing equation and applying the boundary conditions in Eq.
(11) at the fluid-structure boundary interface.

counterclockwise direction of  and  is positive. A schematic

ν  

diagram of , ,  and  , and the directions of  and  in the wing
cross-section is shown in Fig. 1.

 ･   ･

2.3 Governing Equation of BT FSI Analysis
The potential method is based on the assumption of incompressible,
inviscid and irrotational condition. In this study, we focused on
predicting VIV when vortex shedding occurs in the wake of ship
rudders. As vortex shedding occurs due to the viscosity and boundary
layer of the fluid, it is theoretically impossible to predict the vortex
strength and vortex shedding frequency based on the potential method.
Therefore, CFD considering viscosity is essential for deriving the
vortex-induced fluid force and moment. Chae (2015) developed a BT
FSI analysis method for deriving the VIV of the hydrofoil using CFD.
By considering only the first bending- and twisting-mode vibration of
the hydrofoil, the bending displacement and twisting angle of the
hydrofoil can be assumed, as in Eq. (9).

(9)

The equation of motion Eq. (10) is obtained applying Eq. (9) to the
Lagrange equation Eq. (1) described in Section 2.1, as follows:
Msz̈ + Csż + Ksz = FCFD

where  ,  ,  and  refer to the mesh movement velocity,
structural stress, fluid stress, and normal vector, respectively
  includes the inviscid force           based

on the potential method. When the fluid density is much smaller than
the structural density, the effect of the inviscid force of   is
inconsiderable. Therefore, it is appropriate to perform the FSI analysis
using the loose-coupling method based on Eq. (10). However, in an
underwater environment, since the fluid density is quite high, the
effect of the inviscid force by the added mass, added damping, and
added stiffness is relatively considerable. Therefore, it is inappropriate
to use Eq. (10) as the governing equation. Chae (2015) used Eq. (12),
where the inviscid force term is excluded on both sides of Eq. (10), as
the governing equation for the BT FSI analysis, to reflect the effect of
the inviscid force in an underwater environment without subiterations
in the partitioned method.

   
   

(11)

(10)

                
Here,
 
 











     

    

 

    

       



   

Here,
    

    

  



  


    

     



(12)
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where e and f are 2a + 1 and 2a – 1, respectively.

 

        
   

2.4 High-mode BT FSI Analysis Governing Equation

i, j = 1, 2

 
    
 

While the FSI described in Eq. (12) in the previous section has the
advantage of favorably reflecting the effect of the inviscid force by the
added mass, etc., without subiteration in an underwater environment, it

3. High-mode BT FSI Analysis for Ship Rudders

also has a disadvantage in that it cannot realize resonance and lock-in
phenomena caused by high bending- and twisting-mode vibration by
taking into account only the first bending- and twisting-mode

3.1 CFD Analysis of Hydrofoil
In the process of FSI analysis, we performed the CFD analysis of the

vibration. Therefore, in this study, we extend the governing equation
for the FSI analysis to take into account high bending- and
twisting-mode vibration. First, we extend the equation for the bending
displacement and twisting angle, yielding
      …

(13)

      ⋯

If the governing equation for FSI analysis that considers high bendingand twisting-mode vibrations is obtained by applying Eq. (13) to Eq.
(1) and Eqs. (7) – (8), the equation can be written in the form of a
matrix equation of size 2n × 2n for the nth mode. The derived matrix
equation has regularity; thus, it can be generalized to a matrix pattern
of size 2 × 2. The governing equation for the FSI analysis is expressed
for a relatively simple second mode as follows:

                

  
  
           
  
  


  
  


  
  

same as NACA0009; however, it is cut so that the end thickness is
3.22% of the chord length. The chord length of the hydrofoil for
analysis is 0.1 m. For comparison with the experimental results
(Ausoni, 2009; Zobeiri, 2012), we performed the CFD analysis for a
total of 17 flow velocities ranging from 10 m/s to 26 m/s at an interval
of 1 m/s. Considering the underwater environment, we set the medium
density to 1000 kg/m3 and the kinematic viscosity to 1e−6 m2/s. The
analysis domain is a circle with a radius of 20 times the chord length,

value of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number related to
analysis stability did not exceed 1.

   

    



  

   


   


 ″ ″





   



wing cross-section shape to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 2. It is the

and freestream pressure boundary conditions to the outer boundary of
the analysis domain and applied a no-slip boundary condition to the
wing surface. We used 5e−7 s as the time step, so that the maximum

  

  

  

listed in Table 1. For comparison with the experimental results, the
same cross-section shape as that of the test object of Ausoni (2009)
and Zobeiri (2012) was used as the hydrofoil shape for analysis. The

approximately 100,000, and the dimensionless number y+ value
related to the thickness of the mesh closest to the wall is approximately
1. By assuming a far-field condition, we applied freestream velocity

  
     
  

  

governing equation. The   shear stress transport (   SST) model
combining the   model and the   model was used as the
turbulence model (Kim et al., 2017). The detailed analysis settings are

where the elastic axis of the analysis object is set to be at the origin.
The analysis domain and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 3, and
the analysis mesh is shown in Fig. 4. The number of meshes is

Here,

  

   
   

(14)

hydrofoil by first identifying the reliability of the CFD analysis. In this
analysis, we used OpenFOAM, an open-source CFD program. The
CFD solver is based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)

Table 1 Detailed CFD solver setting
Solver platform





 
 




      

    

 

    







  









   

  


   

     

   

   



   

1

 
   
 

OpenFOAM 4.x

Solver

pimpleFoam

Solver algorithm

PIMPLE1 algorithm

Turbulence model

RANS,   SST

Time derivative schemes

Backward
(transient, second order implicit)

Gradient schemes

Gauss linear

Velocity FV solver

Symmetric Gauss-Seidel

Pressure FV solver

PCG2

PIMPLE: PISO (Pressure implicit split operator) + SIMPLE (Semi
implicit method for pressure linked equation), 2PCG: Preconditioned
conjugate gradient
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number regardless of the cross-section shape (Sarpkaya, 1979). The
experimental results (Ausoni, 2009) show that the Strouhal number
changes at the flow velocities of 10–14 m/s. This is because the vortex
Fig. 2 Hydrofoil section geometry

shedding frequency at these flow velocities is close to the structure’s
natural frequency, thus causing resonance and lock-in phenomena. At
the flow velocity after 14 m/s, the Strouhal number test result shows
that it has a constant value of 0.23, and the Strouhal number derived by
the CFD analysis (model scale, x) under the same Reynolds number
has a constant value of approximately 0.24 in the entire flow velocity
range, which is similar to the experimental results. We verified the
reliability of this CFD analysis procedure by confirming that the lift
coefficient, drag coefficient, and Strouhal number derived by the CFD
analysis matches the experimental results.

Fig. 3 CFD analysis domain and boundary conditions
Fig. 5 CFD results of hydrofoil flow field at Re = 1.1e6

Fig. 4 Mesh domain close to hydrofoil
The CFD analysis result of the flow field around the hydrofoil is
shown in Fig. 5, which confirms vortex shedding in the wake. The
analysis results of drag and lift coefficients are shown in Fig. 6.
Vibration characteristics of one dominant peak component are

(a) Time-domain results

observed. In particular, the peak frequency of the drag coefficient is
twice the peak frequency of the lift coefficient, which is attributed to
the characteristics of vortex shedding that occurs alternately on both
sides (Blevins, 2001). A comparison of the mean values of the drag
and lift coefficients obtained using the experiment and the CFD
analysis is shown in Table 2. For the drag coefficient, the analysis
results differ from the experimental results by approximately 4%
(Zobeiri, 2012); this is attributed to the difference in the 3D effect
between the experimental and analysis results (Mittal and
Balachandar, 1995). In addition, since this analysis model has a
symmetrical shape with an angle of attack of 0°, the lift coefficient was
approximately 0 in the experimental and analysis results. The Strouhal
number of the hydrofoil for the flow velocity between the
experimental and analysis results is shown in Fig. 7. The Strouhal
number is a dimensionless number for the vortex shedding frequency f,
and is defined as fD/V. Assuming that there is no resonance and
lock-in, when D is set as the thickness between separation points, the
Strouhal number is approximately 0.2 for a wide range of the Reynolds

(a) Frequency-domain results
Fig. 6 CFD results of lift and drag coefficient at Re = 1.1e6
Table 2 Comparison of mean value of lift and drag coefficient
between CFD and experimental results at Re = 1.1e6
At Re = 1.1e6

Experiment

CFD

Drag Coefficient (  )

0.0240

0.0243

Lift Coefficient (  )

0

-0.0019
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Table 3 Detailed CFD solver settings for high-mode BT FSI analysis
Solver platform

OpenFOAM 4.x

Solver

pimpleDyMFoam

Solver algorithm

PIMPLE algorithm

Turbulence model

RANS,   SST

Time derivative schemes

Euler
(transient, first order implicit)

Gradient schemes

Gauss linear

Velocity FV solver

Symmetric Gauss-Seidel

Pressure FV solver

PCG

Fig. 7 Comparison of Strouhal number for various flow velocities
for CFD results and experimental results

The structural parameter values required for the FSI analysis are
shown in Table 4;  ,  , , , and the center of gravity were derived

To identify the characteristics of the fluid force frequency of the
ship rudder, we performed the CFD analysis for each flow velocity on

for the shape, as seen in Fig. 9, and the material properties were
derived for the steel structural model. Fixed boundary conditions were
applied at the end of the model for the simulation of the ship rudder.

the model scale shape, enlarged 100 times, and represented the

The bending-mode natural frequency  , and the twisting-mode natural

Strouhal number in Fig. 7 (ship scale, square). Despite a 100 times
difference in the Reynolds number, the Strouhal number was

frequency  were derived using the 3D finite element method (FEM)

approximately 0.22 in the entire flow velocity range, which is similar
to the experimental and model scale analysis results and also matches
Sarpkaya’s results (1979).
3.2 High-mode BT FSI Analysis of Hydrofoil
The high-mode BT FSI analysis procedure is shown in Fig. 8. For
the CFD analysis, we used OpenFOAM, as in Section 3.1. The
pimpleDyMFoam solver suitable for the analysis with mesh
movement was used. The detailed analysis settings are listed in Table
3. The equation of motion Eq. (14) was used as the governing equation
for the bending-twisting structural analysis.
To simulate the ship rudder, we set the analysis target to the model
scale shape, enlarged 100 times, and created the CFD analysis using
the same procedure as in Section 3.1. We applied freestream velocity
and freestream pressure boundary conditions to the outer boundary of
the analysis mesh domain and applied moving wall velocity boundary
conditions to the wing surface, which satisfied Eq. (11). We used 2e−5
s as the time step, so that the maximum value of the CFL number
related to analysis stability did not exceed 1.

Fig. 8 High-mode BT FSI analysis procedure

to analyze the vibration for the structural model. When the twisting
Table 4 Structural input parameters for second-mode BT FSI analysis
Parameter

Unit

Value



kg/m3

7800

2

Nm

988e8



-

0.02



kg/m

64300

Center of gravity

m

4.6642

Elastic axis

m

4.973



Hz

11.182, 35.00



Hz

3.1637, 18.94

θ

-

2.5718



m

[3.75, 0.003; 0.003, 3.75]



m

[5.08, 1.47; -1.45, 4.59]



m

EI

 ″ ″

[7.5, 0; 0, 3.7522]
3

1/m

−4

[9.16e , 9.36e−7; 9.36e−7, 0.036]
 ,  ,  ,  ″ ″ are 2 × 2 matrices

Fig. 9 Rudder model for BT FSI analysis
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mode occurs, the position where the deformation was minimal was set
as the elastic axis, and  was derived based on this. The values related
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(15)

   × ×    ×  ×  

to the twisting-mode shape function were derived using the
Euler-Bernoulli cantilever analytic solution (Abu-Hilal, 2003), and the
first and second bending- and twisting-mode shape functions are
shown in Fig. 10. It is expected that resonance and lock-in phenomena
will occur in the first twisting mode and the second bending mode
within the flow velocity range of this analysis; thus, we performed the
BT FSI analysis considering the second mode as well.

Here, ,  and  are the lock-in velocity, Strouhal number, and
underwater natural frequency, respectively. Using this, the 1/100 scale
model experimental results (Zobeiri, 2012) were compared with the
lock-in velocity. The lock-in velocity (11–13 m/s) obtained as a result

The vibration displacement and angle derived by the BT FSI
analysis at a Reynolds number of 2.3e8 are shown in Fig. 11, and
periodic vibration is observed in the figure. In particular, peak
responses are observed in both the vortex shedding frequency
component and the underwater natural frequency component. The VIV
frequency for each flow velocity derived by high-mode BT FSI
analysis of the hydrofoil is shown in Table 5. Overall, the VIV
frequency tends to increase with an increase in the flow velocity. This
is because the Strouhal number has a constant value in a wide range of

(a) Time-domain results

the Reynolds number. We confirmed lock-in phenomena in which the
VIV frequency was maintained at a constant value at flow velocities of
13–14 m/s and 23–24 m/s. We obtained the underwater natural
frequency for the analysis target using the analytic solution of a
cantilever (Ausoni, 2009), and compared this with the lock-in
frequencies, as displayed in Table 6. The frequencies favorably
matched the first twisting-mode underwater natural frequency and the
second bending-mode underwater natural frequency, respectively,
which confirm that 13–14 m/s was the first twisting-mode resonance
and lock-in region; 23–24 m/s is the second bending-mode resonance
and lock-in region. The underwater natural frequency is inversely
proportional to the scale and the Strouhal number has a constant value
in a wide range of the Reynolds number. Therefore, if the shape is the
same, the lock-in velocity at which vortex shedding occurs at the
underwater natural frequency, even when the scale is different, is the

(b) Frequency-domain results
Fig. 11 BT FSI analysis results of displacement and theta at Re = 2.3e8
Table 5 Vortex-induced vibration frequency for various flow velocities
using high-mode BT FSI analysis
Flow velocity
(m/s)

same as in Eq. 15 (Ausoni, 2009).

Vortex induced
Vortex induced
Flow velocity
vibration
vibration
(m/s)
frequency (Hz)
frequency (Hz)

10

6.86

19

12.57

11

7.43

20

13.43

12

8.29

21

14

13

8.86

22

14.86

14

8.86

23

15.43

15

9.71

24

15.43

16

10.86

25

16.57

17

11.14

26

17.14

18

11.71

Table 6 Comparison between FSI analysis lock-in frequency and
solution of analytic underwater natural frequency
Analytic solution

FSI analysis

1 Twisting/
1st Lock-in freq (Hz)

8.46

8.86

2nd Bending/
Lock-in freq (Hz)

15.81

15.43

st

(a) Bending shape function

(b) Twisting shape function

Fig. 10 Bending, twisting mode shape function

nd

2
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situations. In the frequency range of interest (5–100 Hz), the red
shaded area indicates the area where the risk due to vibration is
expected to be high, and the other areas are shown as the blue shaded
areas. The VIV responses in the lock-off condition was expected to
cause a high risk at some flow velocities close to the second bending
mode. The VIV responses in the first twisting mode and the second
bending mode lock-in condition was expected to cause a high risk in
terms of local vibration.

4. Conclusion
In this study, we performed high-mode BT FSI analysis on the
hydrofoil to predict the VIV responses in the wake of ship rudders. In
particular, the conventional BT FSI analysis method that considers
only the first bending- and twisting-mode vibration was extended into
the high mode to numerically predict the resonance and lock-in
phenomena caused by the high mode. The results of the high-mode BT
FSI analysis were verified in terms of the frequency by comparing the
analysis results and the experimental results for the analysis target
Fig. 12 FSI analysis results of vortex-induced vibration displacements
with local vibration guidance published by Lloyd’s Register
Table 7 Vortex-induced vibration displacement for various flow
velocities using high-mode BT FSI analysis

based on the NACA0009 hydrofoil cross-section.
The experimental results and the FSI analysis results confirmed that
the vortex shedding frequency generally tends to increase with an
increase in the flow velocity, and that the vibration increases and
simultaneously the vortex shedding frequency shifts to the structure’s
natural frequency as the vortex shedding frequency approaches the

Vortex induced
Vortex induced
Flow velocity
Flow velocity
vibration
vibration
(m/s)
(m/s)
displacement (m)
displacement (m)

structure’s natural frequency. When the VIV displacement derived
from the FSI analysis results was analyzed based on the local vibration
guidance published by Lloyd’s Register, it was expected that there

10

2.52 e4

19

1.29 e−5

11

3.04 e4

20

6.04 e−5

12

3.90 e4

21

2.64 e−4

13

7.78 e4

22

1.10 e−3

14

6.07 e4

23

3.02 e−3

We suggest the following two directions for future research. First, to

15

4.58 e−5

24

4.11 e−3

structurally simulate the actual ship’s rudder, research on the mode

16

4.50 e−5

25

7.28 e−4

characteristics of the cantilevered structure, including the web

17

−5

26

−4

structure and rudder stock, must be conducted. Second, research on

18

5.41 e

5.33 e

−5

8.44 e

would be a strong possibility of structural defects occurring due to
resonance and lock-in phenomena. Therefore, we confirmed that there
was a need for technology to predict the resonant and lock-in
phenomena, including the high mode.

methods for high-mode BT FSI analysis is necessary when
non-uniform flow instead of uniform flow enters as incoming flow.

of the experiment and the lock-in velocity (11–13 m/s) obtained as a
result of the high-mode BT FSI analysis were similar, which verifies
the reliability of this analysis in terms of the frequency.

Studies based on these two topics can help further develop technology

To examine the structural stability of ship rudders with the VIV
responses derived through the analysis performed in this study, we
referred to the local vibration guidance suggested by Lloyd’s Register

designing an actual ship.

(Lloyd’s Register, 2006). As seen in Fig. 12, the results of the VIV
displacement derived using the high-mode BT FSI analysis are
displayed in the ship’s local vibration guidance graph. The VIV
responses displacement and frequency are shown in Table 5 and Table
7, respectively. An x in red indicates the displacement when lock-in
occurs, and a circle in blue indicates the displacement in other

to predict the VIV of ship rudders in actual ship operation, and this
analysis model is expected to facilitate a safety review process when
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ABSTRACT: Most towfish systems do not have propulsive devices and cannot compensate for perturbation motion, which can affect the observation
data. This paper discusses attitude control of a towfish with elevators on the left and right tail wings to improve the quality of the observational
data. Specifically, we investigate the relationships between the towing point, the center of gravity, and the drag forces produced by the elevators to
clarify whether the elevators can control the attitude of the towfish sufficiently for various positions of the towing point and center of gravity. The
feasible positions of the towing point and center of gravity are defined by mechanical analyses, and simulations are conducted to verify that the
elevators can provide attitude control in these positions. The simulation results show that at some positions, the elevators can control the attitude
quickly and sufficiently even if disturbances exist.

Nomenclature


1. Introduction

Towed force



Elevator force



Restoring force and moment



Position vector from CG to towing point



Position vector from CG to center of elevator

  

Towed force in xz plane

   

Elevator force in xz plane

  

Position vector to towing point in xz plane

   

Position vector to center of elevator in xz plane



Weight



Buoyant force

 

Left and right elevator angle



Synchronous elevator angle



Area of a single elevator



Drag coefficient of elevator



Lift coefficient of elevator

A towfish is moved by a cable connected to a mother ship because it
does not have a thrust device (Go et al., 2016; Buckham et al., 2003;
Isa et al., 2014). Because towfishes are usually convenient to operate
and maintain, they have been used recently for underwater target
detection and submarine resource detection in civil and military
applications and have been operated with various types of sonar (Park
and Shin, 2009; Song and Choi, 2016).
The shape of a towfish is designed to enable hydrodynamically
stable movement, but towfish cannot always respond optimally to
unforeseeable marine or underwater environments and some operating
environments. In particular, when a towfish is equipped with a
high-resolution sonar system such as interferometric synthetic aperture
sonar (InSAS), which uses the phase differences of signals received by
array sensors at different positions to obtain three-dimensional images
(Lee et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2017), the irregular motion of the towfish
causes distortion or defocusing of the InSAS images. To address these
problems, the attitude of the towfish must be controlled (Park and
Kim, 2015; Lambert et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2016; Choi et al., 2005).
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Meanwhile, because the motion of the towfish is greatly affected by
the cable connected to the mother ship, it is important to identify the
optimal towing point. Consequently, the dynamic relationship between
the center of gravity and center of buoyancy of the towfish must be
analyzed. In particular, when the attitude is controlled using an
actuator such as a propeller or an elevator, the analysis must consider
the capacity of the actuator, in addition to the center of gravity and
center of buoyancy.
In this study, dynamic analyses considering the towing point, center
of gravity, center of buoyancy, and elevator capacity are conducted to
investigate the attitude control of a towfish with elevators attached to
its left and right horizontal tail wings. In addition, the results of these
analyses are used to identify a method of selecting appropriate
positions of the towing point and center of gravity. Here, the towing
force acting on the towfish is assumed to be constant, taking into
consideration the state in which the motion of the towfish is stabilized.
The contents of this paper are as follows. The equations of motion of
the towfish for use in the dynamic analyses are presented in Section 2.

the coordinate system attached to the towfish.      ∈  ×  ,
where  represents the rigid-body inertial matrix,  represents
the added mass matrix from the hydrodynamic force, and
       . Here,   represents the rigid-body

Coriolis and centripetal force matrix.   represents the Coriolis
and centripetal force matrix of the hydrodynamic force. In addition,
       ∈  ×  , where  represents the linear damping

matrix of the hydrodynamic force, and   represents a nonlinear
damping matrix.
The right-hand terms of Eq. (1) represent the forces and moments
acting on the towfish.    ∈  , and ∈  are the towing force
from the cable, the elevator force, and the restoring force generated by
the weight and buoyant force, respectively.  and  ∈  are the
position vectors from the center of gravity to the towing point and the
elevator center, respectively, and × represents the vector product. If
  is a skew-symmetric matrix, the relational expression
×  ,  ∈  , is satisfied if         ,   is given by

A method of determining appropriate positions of the towing point and
center of gravity for eight selected cases considering changes in the
towing point and center of gravity is proposed in Section 3. In Section

  

4, attitude control using the equations of motion of the towfish is
simulated to verify the validity of the obtained feasible regions of the
towing point and center of gravity.

If the right-hand terms of Eq. (1) are defined as ,  is given by

2. Mathematical Model of the Towfish

through a cable and shows the forces acting on the towfish. Assuming
that elevators are attached to the left and right horizontal tail wings for
attitude control, the equation of motion of a towfish with six degrees of

 


(1)

  ×  
  ×  
  
 
  
   



       
         
        



(3)

  


  

(2)

  

freedom can be expressed as follows, considering the elevator force,
weight, and buoyant force, including the towing force from the cable:



 
      
×
 ×

     
   
    

      

Fig. 1 illustrates how the towfish is connected to the mother ship
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where  is       ∈ , and    and    represent
the velocity and angular velocity, respectively, along the three axes of

Fig. 1 Towfish system and the forces acting on the towfish

where       and     represent the center of gravity and
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center of buoyancy, respectively;  and  represent the cosine and sine,
respectively. In addition,  and  represent the roll and pitch angle of
the towfish, respectively, which are obtained as follows.
    

    

(4)

⋮
⋮


   


⋮
⋮




   

where     ∈  ,     ∈  , and  is a rotation
matrix that represents rotation by an angle  about the  axis.

3. Positions of the Towing Point and

Fig. 3 Eight cases [(a)–(h)] used to examine the effect of the
positions of the towing point and center of gravity

Center of Gravity
Fig. 2 shows the forces acting on the towfish in the xz plane.
       and         are the towing forces and

elevator forces in the xz plane, respectively.        and

3.1 Cases Where Only the Towing Point Changes [Cases (a)
and (b)]
In cases (a) and (b), where the towing point is in front of and behind

       are the position vectors from the center of gravity to

the center of gravity, the center of gravity and center of buoyancy are
fixed at the same position. The effect of the restoring force term,  ,

the towing point and to the elevator center, respectively. Using these
variables, the pitching moment of the towfish generated by the towing
force, restoring force, and elevator force in the xz plane can be

can be ignored because the moments caused by the weight and buoyant
force are not generated.  , which is in equilibrium with the

calculated as
    ⊗      ⊗    

(5)

maximum and minimum elevator forces in Eq. (5), is calculated using
the Eq. (7) for cases (a) and (b). The maximum and minimum elevator
forces,  m ax and  m i n are defined as being generated at the
maximum angles in the positive and negative directions. The positions
of  , which can controlled by the elevator force,  , according to Eq.

Assuming that the motion of the towfish is stabilized and the forces
are in equilibrium, the moment of the hydrodynamic force acting on
the body is not included in Eq. (5), where  is the fifth component of
 in Eq. (3). In addition, ⊗ is the vector product in the plane, and

satisfies interaction formulas such as ⊗       ,

(7), are shown in Fig. 4.

 m ax

     m i n




∈  . Here  is a rotation matrix that represents rotation by 90° in

Case b 

the counterclockwise direction in the plane and is given by

      m ax
 m i n  




 



(6)

(7)

Case a 



The point at which      in the area corresponding to case
(a) becomes the optimal towing point for maintaining the attitude of

Multiple cases must be analyzed because the direction and force of
the pitching moment vary with the positions of the towing point, center
of gravity, and center of buoyancy. In this study, the eight cases shown
in Fig. 3 are analyzed.

Fig. 4 The feasible positions of  at which the elevators are
Fig. 2 Forces acting on the towfish in the xz plane

able to control the pitching moment
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the towfish without an additional elevator force because   is
constant, even if  changes. The attitude becomes more difficult to
control as the towing point,  , moves farther away from center of
gravity because the elevator force required for attitude control
increases.
3.2 Cases in which the Center of Gravity and Towing point
Change [Cases (c)–(h)]
In cases (c)–(h), the center of buoyancy is fixed at the origin. The
center of gravity is in front of the center of buoyancy in cases (c)–(e)
and behind it in cases (f)–(h). Under these conditions, the areas of 
and  that can be controlled by the elevator force,  are examined as
follows.
(1) The maximum and minimum towing points (  m ax ,  m i n ) are
calculated in the case where the center of gravity and center of
buoyancy are at the same position;
(2) The maximum and minimum positions (  m ax ,  m i n ) of the
center of gravity are calculated when the obtained maximum and
minimum towing points and the center of gravity are on the same line
of the z-axis;
(3) The maximum and minimum towing points (   m ax ,   m i n ) at
the maximum and minimum centers of gravity obtained in procedure
(2) are calculated.
The restoring force term in cases (c)–(h) must be considered
because, in contrast to cases (a) and (b), the center of gravity and
center of buoyancy are at different positions. The restoring force term,

Fig. 5 Feasible positions of  and  at which the elevators can
control the pitching moment
according to the Eqs. (7), (8), and (9). The dotted line represents the
points at which the pitching moment of the towfish is not generated,
even when the elevator force is not generated. Most of these points
appear at positions that correspond to cases (c) and (h); thus, the dotted
line indicates advantageous positions for attitude control of the
towfish. Conversely, the positions corresponding to cases (e) and (f)
do not include the dotted line; thus, attitude control can be considered
difficult in these cases.

 , is           and can be simplified to
   when the center of buoyancy is fixed at the origin and the

towfish is stabilized (   ≈ ). The maximum and minimum towing
points are obtained equally in Eq. (7) if procedure (1) is performed
using Eq. (5) and the maximum and minimum positions  m ax ,  m i n
are calculated as follows if procedure (2) is performed:
     m ax
 m ax  




      m i n
 m i n  


(8)

the positions obtained in Section 3 and identify the control
performance. The attitude of the towfish is controlled by the drag
forces generated by the left and right elevators, which are given by the
following equations:
(10)

      

The maximum and minimum towing points   m ax ,   m i n are
calculated as follows if procedure (3) is performed:
     m i n   m ax
  m ax  




Simulations were performed to examine the relationship between

      



      m ax   m i n
  m i n  


4. Simulations

     
  

(9)



Fig. 5 shows the feasible positions of the center of gravity and
towing point at which the elevators can control the pitching moment

Here, ,  ,  , and  represent the density of water, the area of a
single elevator, the velocity of the towfish, and the angle of attack,
respectively.  and  are the drag and lift coefficients,
respectively; their values were obtained according to the airfoil model
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA).
Because the angle of attack is the same as the elevator angle,  and
 are expressed as functions of the elevator angle (Park et al., 2016).
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If  and  are the angles of the left and right elevators, respectively,
the pitch angle of the towfish can be controlled by following the value
of the synchronous elevator angle,       . The simulations
were performed using the following equations of motion obtained
from Eqs. (1) and (10).
     ⋮   

⋮


   ⋮   
             


⋮

     ⋮     



⋮




(11)





                

    

Table 2 Simulation conditions


0.2 m



0.025 m2



115 N



1,024 kg/m2



2,450 N



1.5 m/s

 when   

1.7 m

′

2,450 N



2,940 N



490 N

corresponding to cases (a) and (b), cases (e) and (f), and cases (c) and
(h). Additionally, cases where disturbances are applied at arbitrary
positions within the areas corresponding to case (c) (easy to control)
and case (f) (difficult to control) were examined.



 ,  , and  are the control gains in a proportional–integral–

derivative [PID] controller and represent the proportional, derivative,
and integral gains of the elevator angle, respectively.  and 

4.2 Simulations of Cases (a) and (b)
 m ax ≈ 0.14 m and  m i n ≈ –0.12 m are obtained from the
conditions given in Table 2 and Eq. (5). The simulations were

represent the target pitch angle (reference input) and current pitch
angle, respectively. The values 0.065 and 0.11 used in Eq. (11) are the
slopes of the drag and lift coefficients plotted for various elevator
angles, respectively, and were linearized by referring to the values for
the NACA 0018 model.
Table 1 lists the parameter values of the towfish used in the
simulations. The towfish was assumed to be a horizontally symmetric
cylinder, with a length and diameter of  and  , respectively.  is the
moment of inertia of the towfish with respect to the y-axis. The other
symbols represent hydrodynamic force derivatives (Fossen, 1994).
 ,  , and  were calculated using the towfish data, and  ,  ,
 ,     ,     , and     were selected on the basis of the

simulations.
Table 1 Parameter values used in simulation
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value



300 kg



–20 kg/s



3.5 m



–200 kg/s



0.4 m



–200 kg·m2



309.25 kg·m2

   

–30 kg/m



–12.8397 kg

   

–300 kg/m



–276.2693 kg

   

–300 kg·m2



–144.4516 kg·m2

4.1 Simulation Conditions
Table 2 shows the simulation conditions.  ′     denotes the
underwater mass. The control gains of the attitude-maintaining
controller,  ,  , and  , were set to 3, 5, and 0.01, respectively,
and the left and right elevator angles were maintained within ±30° to
ensure the stability of the towfish.
The simulations were performed by selecting sufficiently
controllable positions and positions that are somewhat difficult to
control according to the elevator capacity within the areas

Fig. 6 Pitch angles and  (synchronous elevator angle) for cases
(a) and (b)
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performed by selecting difficult-to-control cases for  m ax and
 m i n and easily controlled cases with   0.02 m and   –0.02

m, as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 is a simulation result showing the pitch angle and synchronous
elevator angle of the towfish when a pitch angle of 0° is applied as the
reference input for the four positions. The blue dotted and solid lines
are the results of the simulations at points ● and ○ selected from the
area for case (a), respectively. The red solid and dotted lines are the
results of the simulations at points ▲ and △ selected from the area for
case (b), respectively. The portions of the solid line indicated by ○ and
△ represent the cases where the towing point is at  m ax and  m i n ,
respectively; they show that the target pitch angle (0°) of the towfish is
reached very slowly, even at the maximum elevator angle (±30°). In
these cases, even if the attitude of the towfish is controlled, it is
difficult to address additional disturbances because there is little
margin in the elevator angle. By contrast, the portions of the dotted line
indicated by ● and ▲ are relatively easy to control, and the target
pitch angle (0°) can be reached quickly. Moreover, the system can react
immediately even when disturbances are applied because there is
considerable margin in the elevator angle.
4.3 Simulations of Cases (e) and (f) and Cases (c) and (h)
From the conditions given in Table 2 and Eqs. (8) and (9), the
maximum and minimum positions of the center of gravity that the
elevator can control are given by  m ax ≈ 0.1 m and  m i n ≈ –0.12 ,
respectively. The maximum and minimum towing positions at this
time are calculated as   m i n ≈ 0.27 m and   m ax ≈ –0.26 m. The
simulations were performed by selecting cases (e) and (f), in which
control is difficult, and cases (c) and (h), in which control is relatively
easy. The values of  and  for each case are listed in Table 3. Fig.
7 is a simulation result showing the pitch angle and synchronous
elevator angle of the towfish when a pitch angle of 0° is applied as the
reference input for the four positions shown in Table 3. The areas
corresponding to cases (e) and (f) (positions ○ and △) have little
margin in the elevator angle; therefore, the target pitch angle 0° is

Fig. 7 Pitch angles and  (synchronous elevator angle) for cases
(e), (f), (c) and (h)

reached very slowly. In these cases, it is difficult to immediately
address an additional disturbance. However, at the positions (▲ and
●) corresponding to cases (c) and (h), the target pitch angle is
obtained quickly because there is considerable margin in the elevator

4.4 If Disturbance is Applied in Cases (c) and (f)
In cases (c) and (f),  and  were set to the values in Table 3, and

disturbances.

disturbances were applied. Fig. 8 is a simulation result showing the
pitch angle and synchronous elevator angle of the towfish when a
pitching moment of 50  is applied as a disturbance at positions ●

Table 3 Positions of  and  for cases (e), (f), (c) and (h)

and △ among the areas corresponding to cases (c) and (f). The
reference input was selected as a pitch angle of 0°, as in the previous

angle. In these cases, it is possible to respond adequately to additional

Case





(e)

–0.07 m

0.04 m

(f)

0.08 m

–0.04 m

(c)

0.05 m

0.03 m

(h)

–0.04 m

–0.03 m

simulations. The position indicated by ● has considerable margin in
the elevator angle; therefore, even if the disturbance is applied, the
target pitch angle 0° is reached quickly. However, the position
indicated by △ has little margin in the elevator angle; thus, the target
pitch angle 0° cannot be maintained even if an extreme elevator angle
of −30° is continuously applied to both elevators. Theses results show
that it is important to avoid positions at which there is little margin in
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ABSTRACT: In this study, a hydrate inhibition system is investigated for shallow water gas fields. Mono-ethylene glycol (MEG) injection has been
used as a typical method for inhibiting hydrate formation in gas fields; therefore, most offshore platforms are equipped with MEG injection and
regeneration processes. A recent application of a kinetic hydrate inhibitor (KHI) has reduced the total volume of MEG injection and hence reduce
the operating cost. Experiments are designed and performed to evaluate and verify the KHI performance for inhibiting hydrate formation under
shallow water conditions. However, the shut-in and restart operation may require the injection and regeneration of MEG. For this operation, the
MEG concentration must be optimized while considering the cost of MEG regeneration. The obtained results suggest that decreasing MEG
concentration from 80 wt% to 70 wt% can reduce the life cycle cost (LCC) of MEG regeneration process by approximately 5.98 million USD owing
to reduced distillation column cost. These results suggest that the hydrate inhibition system must be evaluated through well-designed experiments
and process simulations involving LCC analysis.

1. Introduction

been attempts to minimize the MEG regeneration process in
production platforms for shallow water gas fields in Southeast Asia,

A system for the regeneration, storage, and injection of monoethylene glycol (MEG) is installed in gas field production platforms,
and the purpose of injecting MEG into subsea pipelines is to inhibit

Middle East, and the North Sea , which requires a large volume and a
high cost owing to the recent decrease in oil prices. A kinetic hydrate
inhibitor (KHI) contains functional groups connected in a polymer

hydrate formation (Kim et al., 2017). Lean MEG (MEG concentration
70–90 wt%) injected into subsea pipelines is mixed with water
produced in a reservoir to maintain a certain MEG concentration level.

chain structure; it can inhibit hydrate nucleation as well as suppress
hydrate growth for a certain period of time at 0.5–3 wt%, unlike MEG
(Park et al., 2019). When KHI is used, hydrate formation can be

When it reaches the platform, it is separated at the inlet separator to
proceed to the regeneration process as rich MEG (MEG regeneration
concentration of 20–50 wt%) (Kim et al., 2018a). The MEG

suppressed while water produced in a reservoir passes through subsea
pipelines in a normal operation, thereby eliminating the need of
injecting MEG.

regeneration process converts rich MEG into lean MEG through
pre-treatment and distillation, constituting a large portion of the
upstream of a gas field platform and requiring separate spaces for an

Hydrate formation occurs in low-temperature and high-pressure
conditions, and the hydrate formation conditions can be predicted
thermodynamically. At a certain pressure, the difference between the

MEG injection pump and a storage tank. Therefore, to reduce the
production cost of a gas field platform, the design of injection,
regeneration, and storage systems for MEG must be optimized during

minimum temperature of subsea pipelines and the phase equilibrium
temperature of hydrates becomes the driving force of hydrate
formation. The rate of hydrate formation decreases with the difference

the design process, during which the flow assurance should be
sufficiently tested through multiphase flow analysis and hydrate-phase
equilibrium simulation (Kim et al., 2020). In particular, There have

in the temperatures. Hence, it is likely that the rate of hydrate
formation at production platforms for shallow water gas fields is slow,
which is optimal for applying a KHI. A KHI inhibits the cluster
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formation process through the ring-structure connected in chains,
during which water molecules convert to the hydrate crystal structure,
while simultaneously decelerating the growth of hydrates by adhering

hydrate formation was evaluated experimentally. Experiments
regarding formation and dissociation were conducted using a
high-pressure stirred-tank reactor since a hydrate is formed in a

to growth points after hydrates are formed (Kim et al., 2018b).
Accordingly, a KHI can demonstrate outstanding performances in
shallow water gas fields where the driving force of hydrate formation

low-temperature and high-pressure condition. Fig. 1 shows the
schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used for the hydrate
formation experiment. The high-pressure stirred-tank reactor was

is relatively low.
However, MEG regeneration is inevitable even at production
platforms for shallow water gas fields because MEG injection is

designed to apply a pressure of up to 15 MPa, and the fluid inside the
reactor can be mixed at 0–800 rpm using a magnetic stirrer. For
simulating subsea pipelines, 80 mL of water was injected to a 360 mL

required for transient operations, such as for halting and resuming the
production of subsea pipelines for a long period of time (Brustad et al.,
2005). Hence, a flexible strategy in which a KHI is applied in a normal

reactor (material: (SUS 316) and then pressurized to 12 MPa using
natural gas. The natural gas comprising 90.0% CH4, 6.0% C2H6,
3.0% C3H8, and 1.0% n-C4H10 was supplied by Alpha Gas S.A. The

operation while applying MEG in a transient operation can be
considered for reducing the operation cost of a production platform.
The performance of a KHI must be assessed accurately, and the

reactor was positioned in a water bath such that it was submerged in a
sufficient amount of ethanol solution; furthermore, it was connected to
an external heater/refrigerator (Jeiotech RW2025G) to maintain the

optimization of MEG injection and regeneration concentrations for
transient operations must be investigated. Therefore, the risk of
hydrate formation in shallow water gas fields was investigated in this

desired temperature. The temperatures of both the gas and liquid were
measured using a platinum resistance thermometer that was accurate
to 0.15 °C; the pressure was measured using a pressure transducer that

study using a high-pressure stirred-tank reactor, and the hydrate
inhibition performance in the presence of KHI was investigated
experimentally. The MEG regeneration process was designed to obtain

was accurate to 0.01 MPa. The temperature of the solution was
maintained at 20 °C at the initial stage of the experiment. Once the
pressure inside the reactor stabilized, the temperature decreased to 10

the appropriate lean MEG concentration by evaluating the economic
feasibility of such processes for shallow water gas fields. The
experimental and simulation results can be utilized as basic

°C, which is the operation condition of subsea pipelines at shallow
water gas fields. The reactor was stirred at 600 rpm as the experiment
began, during which the torque applied to the impeller was measured

information for designing a production platform.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Simulation Model

using a torque sensor (TRD-10KC) with an accuracy of 0.3%. The
temperature, pressure, and torque data obtained through primary
sensors were saved in a data storage system every 10 s. Hydrate

2.1 Experiment for Evaluating Risk of Hydrate Formation
The formation of hydrates in subsea pipelines must be prevented. In

formation can be observed at a specific point in time when the
temperature is below the phase equilibrium of the hydrate. The
characteristics of hydrate formation using pure water were analyzed

other words, a sufficient amount of MEG must be injected to minimize
the possibility of hydrate formation. Therefore, the temperature and
pressure conditions for which hydrates can be formed were predicted

when MEG and KHI were not injected; furthermore, the time hydrate
formation was delayed after KHI injection was measured.

thermodynamically, and the required MEG concentration was
calculated. However, a thermodynamic simulation could not be
performed for cases where a KHI was applied; therefore, the risk of

2.2 Hysys Simulation Model for MEG Regeneration Process
The shallow water gas fields investigated in this study were assumed
to be located at the depth of 60 m underwater. The gas fields in

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
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(a) Hydrate equilibrium conditions for gas field

(b) Process flow diagram of MEG regeneration process
Fig. 2 Hydrate equilibrium conditions to determine MEG concentration for subsea flowlines and detailed diagram of MEG regeneration
process
Southeast Asia and Middle East are primarily developed at the

concentration of the MEG solution is increased from 25 wt% to 70

maximum depth of 100 m, and the water temperature remains at least
30 °C in the summer and 10 °C in the winter. The production pressure
of a reservoir is at least 15 MPa, but subsea pipelines are operated at 10

wt% or greater. Fig. 2(b) shows the simulation model built using

MPa from the subsea tree to the platform. Considering the operation
conditions of shallow water gas fields, the conditions for hydrate
formation set in the thermodynamic simulation software (Multiflash,

production cycle of gas fields. The MEG solution having 25 wt%
concentration retrieved from subsea pipelines was stored in the rich

version 20) are shown in Fig. 2(a). If the sea water temperature is
assumed to be 10 °C, then the hydrate is predicted to form when the
pressure of the fluid flowing through the subsea pipelines exceeds 4

higher in the MEG flash drum and distillation column. The
regenerated lean MEG was stored in the lean MEG storage tank and
then injected into subsea pipelines using an injection pump. The

MPa. Hydrates may form depending on the season since the subsea
pipelines in a typical gas field are operated at a pressure higher than 4
MPa. To prevent hydrate formation, the concentration must be

operation condition of each unit was analyzed using the electrolyte
non-random two liquid (ENRTL)-Redlich–Kwong (RK) models. The
type, material, and size of the process were determined using the

maintained above 25 wt% by adding MEG to the water flowing
through subsea pipelines, as shown in the phase equilibrium graph in
Fig. 2(a). Therefore, the MEG regeneration process is required,

Aspen process economic analyzer. The ENRTL-RK model can be used
to predict the major properties of a fluid based on vapor–liquid phase
equilibrium. The RK model was used to calculate the fugacity of a

through which MEG is injected into subsea pipelines and the

vapor. The ENRTL model was used to calculate the activity coefficient

Aspen Plus version 9.0 for the MEG regeneration process of shallow
water gas fields. It comprises two trains, which account for the

MEG storage tank and then increased to 70 wt% concentration or

Investigation of Hydrate Inhibition System for Shallow Water Gas Field: Experimental Evaluation of KHI

of a liquid and can be applied to various systems containing
electrolytes. The binary interaction parameters of the ENRTL model
were revised using Aspen Plus version 9.0 and the vapor pressure data
of MEG solution reported in the literature.
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 ,  , and  are the temperature coefficients when     298.15 K.

Once the design of the MEG regeneration process has been
completed, the capital expenditures (CAPEX) were analyzed based on

the Pitzer–Debye–Huckel equation (    ) and Born equation

the equipment cost, whereas the operating expenditures (OPEX) were
analyzed considering the fixed CAPEX, utility costs, and operation
period. The life cycle cost (LCC) of the MEG regeneration process

(      ) to calculate long-range ion interactions, as well as     to
calculate short-range ion, ion–molecule, and molecular interactions.
The sum of interactions can be expressed as follows:

was calculated by summing the CAPEX and OPEX. In general, a lean
MEG concentration of 70–90 wt% is selected to minimize the CAPEX
and OPEX of a gas production platform. The platform for deep water

To express the excess Gibbs energy (







  



    





), the ENRTL model uses
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gas fields is maintained at 80 wt% or above, but that of shallow water
gas fields is maintained at 70 wt%. Hence, the operation adequacy and
economic feasibility of the MEG regeneration process must be
analyzed simultaneously to determine the optimal lean MEG
concentration. In this study, the process design and economic
feasibility were analyzed after increasing the MEG solution with 25

Therefore,
 ln
 ln    ln
ln



(2)

Here,  is the temperature,  the gas constant,  the activity
coefficient of a liquid, and  the ion type.
The Pitzer–Debye–Huckel equation for expressing long-range ion–

wt% concentration retrieved from subsea pipelines to concentrations
of 70 wt% and 80 wt%.

3. Experimental Results of
Hydrate Formation Risk Evaluation

ion interactions is as follows:
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Here, ∅ is the Debye–Huckel constant,  the ionic strength,  the
charge of an ion, and  the density of the mixed solution. The Born
equation is shown below.
  

ln       
∈  
∈





(4)

Here, ∈ and ∈ are the dielectric constants of the solvent and water,
respectively;  is the Born radius of an ion particle ;  is the
Avogadro constant;  is the charge of an ion;  is the elementary
charge.
The short-range ion, ion–molecule, and molecular interactions can

3.1 Experimental Results of Hydrate Formation in Pure Water
Hydrate formation in pure water was observed experimentally, in
which hydrate inhibitors such as MEG and KHI were not injected. Fig.
3(a) illustrates the pressure–temperature diagram of hydrate formation
in the operation conditions of subsea pipelines for shallow water gas
fields. The starting temperature of the experiment was 23 °C and then
reduced to 10 °C, which is the typical temperature of shallow water
region in the winter, for over 1 h. The starting pressure of the
experiment was 11 MPa, and hydrate formation occurred at a
temperature lower than the hydrate formation temperature despite a
decrease in the pressure within the reactor owing to a temperature
decrease. Table 1 shows the hydrate formation temperature and
pressure, which were measured thrice during the experiment; the delay
time of hydrate formation was calculated accordingly. The average
delay time of hydrate formation was 21.7 min, and the average water

be expressed as follows:

conversion rate was 46%. The experimental results show that water
flowing in subsea pipelines can form hydrates after approximately 20
min even in shallow water regions. Fig. 3(b) shows the changes in

 

torque observed during hydrate formation along with the hydrate
volume fraction. The hydrate volume began increasing after a 20 min
delay in formation time, whereas the torque, or the resistance against
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Here,  is the mole fraction of ;  is the absolute charge of an ion; 
is the non-randomness factor (  0.2);  and  are the molecule and
electrolyte, respectively;  is the binary interaction energy parameter;

the flow, decreased simultaneously. The torque decreased after the
volume fraction exceeded 0.3, but the change in torque exhibited
several peaks rather than a continuous change after the volume fraction
exceeded 0.4. Heterogeneous segregation occurred, in which water
and hydrates became separated as the hydrate volume fraction
increased beyond 0.4; additionally, a bedding was further developed,
where hydrates were deposited on the walls of the stirred-tank reactor.
Furthermore, 300 min after the hydrate had started to form, the relative
torque reached a peak at 3.5 and showed a continuous fluctuation. The
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(a) Pressure-temperature diagram as a function of time in bulk water

(b) Hydrate volume fraction as a function of time during hydrate formation
Fig. 3 Hydrate formation characteristics in bulk water without adding hydrate inhibitors
Table 1 Quantitative analysis of hydrate formation characteristics
Experiment No.

ΔTsub1
(K)

 2

(min)

Hydrate volume
fraction

Water conversion
(mol%)

Max relative torque

1

6.0

23.8

0.57

51.73

2.24

2

6.3

25.3

0.47

41.68

3.36

3

3.6

15.8

0.50

45.34

3.51

Average value

5.3

21.7

0.51

46.25

3.04

Standard deviation

1.2

4.2

0.04

4.15

0.69

1

ΔTsub indicates temperature difference between hydrate formation conditions and equilibrium condition.

2

tonset indicates the time when hydrate formation is initiated.

hydrates started to collide and constantly ground with the impeller as
the amount of hydrates being deposited on the walls and floor of the

In subsea pipelines, hydrate formation begins as pure water flows
through the pipes, and a constant flow can be maintained when the

reactor increased, thereby resulting in significant fluctuations in the
relative torque.

hydrate volume fraction is 0.3 or below. However, plugging occurs,
i.e., the increased deposition of hydrate blocks the fluid flow when the

Investigation of Hydrate Inhibition System for Shallow Water Gas Field: Experimental Evaluation of KHI
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hydrate volume fraction exceeds 0.4. The reactor used in the
experiment was constantly applied with mixing energy using an
external motor, which caused the hydrates to be ground. However,

the maximum when the production output was low. Therefore, water
can be prevented from converting to hydrates if a sufficient amount of

plugging will occur in subsea pipelines when the amount of energy of
gas pushing water through the pipes is insufficient. Furthermore,
plugging will occur more easily in subsea pipelines as bended points

of water flowing in the subsea pipelines, i.e., 2.4 wt% or higher.
Accordingly, it is confirmed that Luvicap suffices as a KHI if the
temperature of subsea pipelines in shallow water region can be

exist in pipes where the fluid velocity decreases.
3.2 Hydrate Inhibition Performance of KHI

maintained at 10 °C.
However, as explained earlier, using a KHI alone is insufficient to
prevent hydrate formation when an operation is halted for a long time,

Fig. 4 shows the hydrate experimental results when a KHI was
injected. BASF’s Luvicap was used as a KHI, and the concentration
was maintained at 2.4 wt% for this experiment. As shown in the

or for extended shut-ins. Therefore, MEG must be injected, and the
injected MEG must be converted to lean MEG through the
regeneration process on the offshore platform.

figure, hydrate formation was not observed for 20 h, during which the
concentration of Luvicap was maintained at 2.4 wt%. The experiment
was repeated thrice using pure water, but hydrate formation was not

4. MEG Regeneration Process Simulation Results

observed for 20 h. The temperature and pressure were maintained at
10 °C and 10 MPa, respectively. This result indicates that hydrate
formation was inhibited for 20 h when Luvicap was injected to

The simulation results of the MEG regeneration process obtained
from Aspen Plus version 9.0 are shown in Fig. 2(b) above. The rich
MEG (concentration 25 wt%) injected into the subsea pipelines was

maintain the concentration at 2.4 wt%. When the subsea pipelines in
shallow water gas fields were assumed to be 40 km long, the time that
water remained in the subsea pipelines was calculated to be 4.4 h at

stored in the storage tank at 2.6 MPa and then sent to the MEG
regeneration process. The flow rate was 27,317.2 kg/h. Natural gas and
condensates were removed in the MEG flash drum in advance and then

Luvicap is injected as a hydrate inhibitor to maintain the concentration

Fig. 4 Pressure-temperature diagram as a function of time in 2.44 wt% Luvicap solution. No hydrate formation was observed.
Table 2 Description of operating conditions of main equipment
Main process equipment

Operating temperature (℃)

Operating pressure (MPa)

Rich MEG flash drum

102D106

55.4

2.6

Glycol flash drum

102D101

52.5

4.0

Column unit

102C101

128.1 (Lean MEG 70 wt%)
137.6 (Lean MEG 80 wt%)

0.15

Heat exchanger between lean MEG
and rich MEG (Shell and tube)

102E103

62.5

0.15

Injection pump

102P102

30.0

13.0

Lean MEG tank

102T101

62.1

0.25

Rich MEG tank

102T102

55.4

2.6
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supplied to the MEG distillation column through a filter and a heat
exchanger. The MEG distillation column was operated at 0.15 MPa.
To increase the MEG concentration from 25 wt% to 80 wt% and 70

distillation column temperature can be maintained at 137.6 °C while
increasing the lean MEG concentration to 80 wt%, or the distillation
column temperature can be maintained at 128.1 °C while increasing the

wt%, the temperature must be maintained at 137.6 °C and 127.5 °C,
respectively. Vapor was discharged through the top of the distillation
column, and the lean MEG with increased concentration was retrieved

lean MEG concentration to only 70 wt%. The lean MEG concentration
can be increased up to 90 wt% for deep water gas fields, but the
economic feasibility of increasing the lean MEG concentration to 80

through the bottom to be sent to the storage tank. The MEG
concentration required for subsea pipelines was 25 wt%; hence, an
injection at 13.03 MPa using an injection pump was required. The

wt% by applying a significant amount of heat energy for shallow water
gas fields must be investigated. In this study, an LCC analysis was
performed for both the CAPEX and OPEX required for the operation

operating conditions of the main equipment constituting the process
are shown in Table 2.
The boiling points of water and MEG are 100 °C and 197 °C, which

and performing the MEG regeneration process. The LCC analysis was
conducted to determine the size of major equipment based on the
results of simulating the MEG regeneration process, which was

differ significantly; therefore, rich MEG can be easily converted to
lean MEG through the distillation column. However, the water
produced from a reservoir flowing into subsea pipelines contains a

performed previously, and to calculate the equipment cost using the
Aspen economic analyzer. The CAPEX were calculated based on the
cost of each piece of equipment (Peters et al., 1968), whereas the OPEX

large amount of salt substances such as NaCl, which can result in the
deposition of salt in the reboiler during the distillation process. If the
salt concentration of the produced water is assumed to be 30 g/L for

were predicted based on the CAPEX (Turton et al., 2008). The
following were assumed for assessing economic feasibility. First, only
the electricity, steam, and coolant costs were considered for the OPEX.

the shallow water gas fields being studied, salt deposition will not
occur because the allowable NaCl concentration of lean MEG is 76
g/L when the MEG concentration is increased to 80 wt%. A separate

The process reliability and annual operation hours were assumed to be
91.3%/y and 8,000 h/y, respectively, for the MEG regeneration
process. The pump efficiency was 70%, and the reserved pump and

study is being conducted to investigate the risk of salt deposition,
which will be presented in the near future.
The MEG regeneration process using a distillation column consumes

heater were not considered. Low-pressure and high-pressure steams
were used for heating, whereas a coolant was used for cooling. The
heating and cooling capacities calculated from the process simulation

a large amount of energy; therefore, technical implementations are
necessitated to reduce the CAPEX and OPEX. More specifically, the

were used. The operation cost including utilities might vary depending
on the region and corresponding year; hence, the calculation performed

Table 3 Total capital investment for MEG regeneration package in case of regenerating up to 70 wt% and 80 wt% lean MEG
Lean MEG 70 wt%
Size
(D × L, m)1

Equipment cost
(MMUSD)2

Size
(D × L, m)

Equipment cost
(MMUSD)

Glycol flash drum

1.37 × 4.27

0.02

1.37 × 4.27

0.02

Rich MEG flash drum

1.67 × 5.03

0.08

1.67 × 5.03

0.08

Lean meg tank

11.52 × 5.76
(600 m3)

0.34

11.52 × 5.76
(600 m3)

0.34

Rich meg tank

13.66 × 6.83
(1000 m3)

1.84

13.66 × 6.83
(1000 m3)

1.84

Distillation column

3.65 × 7.01

0.64

4.11 × 7.92

0.79

Booster pump after rich MEG storage tank

0.02

0.02

Booster pump after column

0.01

0.01

Lean meg booster pump

0.01

0.01

Injection pump

0.34

0.32

0.00

0.00

3

Starting pump (5 m /h)
Heat exchanger between lean MEG and rich MEG

0.03

0.03

Rich MEG filter

0.03

0.03

Charcoal filter

0.01

0.01

Lean MEG fileter

0.03

0.03

Purchased equipment cost

3.42

3.54

17.21

17.83

CAPEX
1

Lean MEG 80 wt%

Equipment

2

D × L indicates diameter and length, respectively; MMUSD is million US dollars.
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in this study was based on the Southeast Asia region in 2018. The LCC
was calculated as the sum of the total CAPEX and OPEX that will be
input for 20 years, or the total operation time of the MEG regeneration

tank, distillation column, and injection pump of the MEG regeneration
process. The CAPEX increased due to an increase in the height of the
distillation column when the lean MEG concentration was set to 80

process. The discount rate was assumed to be 8%. The factors affecting
the CAPEX included the operation conditions, equipment type, and
materials. The CAPEX were mainly affected by the large MEG storage

wt%. By contrast, the MEG injection pump capacity as well as the
CAPEX decreased when the flow rate of MEG being injected into the
subsea pipelines decreased. Table 3 shows the analysis results of the

Table 4 OPEX for MEG regeneration package in case of regenerating
up to 70 wt% and 80 wt% Lean MEG

CAPEX for the MEG regeneration process when the lean MEG
concentrations were set to 70 wt% and 80 wt%.
The factors affecting the OPEX included utility and maintenance/

Lean MEG concentration

Initial raw material cost
Raw material costs (C_RM)

70 wt%
OPEX
(MMUSD)

80 wt%
OPEX
(MMUSD)

2.38

2.38

31.11

31.11

Utilities costs (C_WT)
Electricity

1.59

1.39

Cooling water

7.33

8.07

LP steam

26.77

29.43

Operating labor (C_OL)

7.07

7.07

Maintenance and repair (C_MT)

8.62

8.94

Service, supplies and charges

1.29

1.34

1.06

1.06

4.17

4.33

Depreciation

14.37

14.89

Local tax and Insurance

2.87

2.98

Plant overhead

9.42

9.60

7.07

7.07

Selling costs

13.89

14.42

General & administrative costs

2.35

2.40

Research and development

6.94

7.21

141.25

146.61

Laboratory charges
Patents and royalties
Fixed costs

Total manufacturing cost

repair costs. The MEG injection flow rate and pump capacity both
decreased when the lean MEG concentration was 80 wt%, thereby
lowering the electricity cost of the injection equipment. However, the
energy cost increased with the amount of low-pressure steam usage
owing to the temperature increase in the distillation column. The
maintenance/repair costs of the major equipment were affected
significantly by the initial equipment price and the equipment size.
Table 4 shows the OPEX when the lean MEG concentrations were set
to 70 wt% and 80 wt%. The initial cost of the raw material included the
initial MEG cost and operation cost. The initial MEG injection amount
was determined based on the assumption that MEG was injected to the
subsea pipelines for 12 h.
The LCC of the MEG regeneration process can be predicted using
the CAPEX and OPEX presented in Tables 3–4. Fig. 5 shows the
major equipment cost and utility cost of the MEG regeneration
process. The LCC, which is the sum of the CAPEX and OPEX, was
158.46 and 164.44 MMUSD when the lean MEG concentrations were
set to 70 wt% and 80 wt%, respectively. The major equipment size and
operation cost varied based on the lean MEG concentration, and it was
confirmed that maintaining the lean MEG concentration at 70 wt%
was more advantageous for the MEG regeneration process.

General expenses

OPEX

1.0

5. Conclusion
This study proposed injecting both KHI and MEG simultaneously to
inhibit hydrate formation for shallow water gas fields. For the normal
operation state, injecting a KHI prevented the formation of hydrates

Purchased equipment cost

Utility cost

35

Lean MEG 70wt%
Lean MEG 80wt%

30

Lean MEG 70wt%
Lean MEG 80wt%

Total OPEX [MM$]

Cost [MM$]

0.8

0.6

0.4

25
20
15
10

0.2
5
0

0.0
Column

Lean MEG
storage tank

Injection
pump

Fig. 5 Major purchased equipment cost and utility costs

Electricity

Cooling water

LP stream
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while the fluid being produced through subsea pipelines. It was
confirmed through experiments that injecting Luvicap at 2.4 wt%
suppressed hydrate formation for 20 h. For subsea pipelines measuring
40 km, the fluid remained in the pipes for 4.4 h, thereby enabling the
injection of Luvicap to inhibit hydrate formation. As sea water
temperature significantly affects hydrate formation, not injecting a
KHI in the summer when the sea water temperature is high is an
alternative. However, in the winter, a KHI must be injected constantly
and MEG should be injected if the platform operation is halted for
equipment replacement or maintenance and repair.
The MEG regeneration process is utilized to regenerate the injected
rich MEG into lean MEG; therefore, the CAPEX and OPEX must be
minimized. In this study, an LCC analysis was conducted by
calculating the operation cost, in which the initial cost of the raw
material and C_RM were the same while the lean MEG concentration
in the MEG regeneration process was varied. The calculated LCC was
low when the lean MEG concentration was 70 wt%. The initial
equipment cost was more economical when the concentration was 70
wt%; hence, it was more favorable to set the concentration to 70 wt%
for the operation condition of the MEG regeneration process.
Although using hydrate inhibitors such as MEG or KHI can prevent
accidents caused by hydrate formation in gas field pipelines and hence
reduce the related maintenance/repair costs, an LCC analysis for the
economic feasibility through the optimization of lean MEG
concentration is crucial in building a sustainable system.
Finally, sustainable and advanced technologies should be applied to
actual projects since CAPEX and OPEX can be reduced by selecting
flexible strategies for inhibiting hydrate formation.
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ABSTRACT: Of late, demand for test sites for marine equipment such as ASV, AUV, ROV, and various underwater sensors is increasing. The
authors have focused on an oscillating water column (OWC), which is being constructed near Chagwido Island Jeju, as one of the test-sites. The
main objective of the OWC is to produce wave energy and develop technologies. It has been built in the sea approximately 1 km off the coast. It
has berth accommodation and some rooms that can be used as laboratories. To investigate the feasibility of its usage as a test site for marine
equipment, we acquired bathymetric data around the OWC by using a multi-beam echo sounder and a single-beam scanning sonar. The accessibility
of the OWC from nearby ports and the use of support vessels or ships were also investigated. 3D point cloud data from the multi-beam echo sounder
and 2D acoustic images from the scanning sonar are expected to be used as references for identifying changes over time. In addition, through these
experiments, we derived a procedure to use this facility as a test site by using the IDEF0 functional modelling method. Based on this preliminary
investigation and previously reported examples, we determined the general conditions and preferences for evaluating the performance of various
marine equipment heuristically. Finally, we developed five applications that were derived from this investigation.

1. Introduction
Of late, demand for sites and platforms to test the performance of

of AUVs for underwater reconnaissance and hydrodynamic
coefficient adjustment and experiments for performance verification
in the real sea at the South Sea Research Institute wharf (Park et al.,

marine equipment and underwater and surface robots during the
development process has been increasing in South Korea. The Korea
Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering(KRISO) has

2015; Lee et al., 2015). Other experiments, mostly for the
development performance verification of individual maritime
unmanned vehicles, are being carried out in the coastal sea of the

performed unit performance and overall performance tests at the
Jangmok wharf in Geoje-si, where the South Sea Research Institute
(SSRI) of the Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology

Jinhae Naval Academy in Gyeongsangnam-do, the Korea Maritime
and Ocean University wharf in Busan, the coastal sea of Pohang,
Gyeongcheonho in Mungyeong, and Bangdongho in Daejeon

(KIOST) is located, and engaged in the development of a deep-sea
remotely operated vehicle (ROV), Hemire, and an autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV), ISiMI 100 (Baek et al., 2008; Jun et al.,

(Jeollabuk-do, 2019). The sites mentioned above need to separately
provide facilities required for test preparation, including space for
maintenance and repair of test equipment on land including wharf

2009). Tests for the location estimation performance of underwater
vehicles were also performed in the inland environment of
Jangseongho in Jeollanam-do (Choi et al., 2019a). Defense industry

facilities. The need and demand for performance verification in real
sea environments is also increasing with the increasing levels of
technology and equipment being developed.

companies carried out experiments for motion characteristic modeling

The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries is building a 5 MW
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test infrastructure in the sea near Chagwi Island of Jeju-do for the
distribution and expansion of wave power generation and promotion of
related domestic industries. The final goal of the infrastructure is to

tests were carried out for two days in April 2019.
The wave power test-bed and environment, including location
characteristics and building specifications, are introduced in Chapter

allow performance evaluation, installation and recovery technique
verification, operating technique optimization, and system stability
tests of wave power generators. Various performance tests related to

2. Chapter 3 describes experiments using the MBES and scanning
sonar and includes experiment goals to demonstrate the experimental
results for each sensor and the results of establishing the experiment

wave power generation are expected to be performed after the
completion of the infrastructure (Choi et al., 2019b). Among those
wave power generators, the oscillating water column (OWC) wave

procedure using an IDEF0 function modeling method. Suitability
analysis results and characteristics of the experiment environment of
the OWC and derived, and applicable fields/businesses are described

power generator (or wave power test-bed) constructed in the sea is
expected to provide test environments for a variety of maritime
equipment in addition to wave power generation-related technologies,

in Chapter 4.

2. Wave Power Test-Bed Site

as facilities for supplying electricity and relaying communication can
be additionally installed and space for maintenance and operation of
mid and small equipment can be secured.

2.1 Wave Power Test-Bed
The wave power test-bed is being constructed in the sea near

The Oceanic Platform of the Canary Islands (PLOCAN), which is
representative of similar overseas facilities, is currently used based on
the technical science services of multipurpose maritime equipment. It

Chagwi Island of Jeju-do. The surrounding sea has high wave energy
density and light maritime traffic, and includes medium ports such as
the Hallim port and Aewol port. The appropriateness of the site was

has ROVs and underwater gliders and has secured approximately 23
km2 of sea as a test site. Using PLOCAN, tests are being performed on
a variety of equipment (González et al., 2015). This includes

verified through seabed exploration (Kim et al., 2017). The wave
power test-bed site consists of total five berths, with Berth 1 being the
OWC wave power generator. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual diagram.

application to ocean surveillance technology development by using an
autonomous surface vehicle(ASV) equipped with a passive acoustic
signature detector (ASD) in the Protecting European Seas and Borders

The offshore substation installed on the sea is the OWC. Fig. 2 shows
the size using the upper structure of the OWC exposed above the sea
surface (left) and three-dimensional modeling (right). The height of

through the Intelligent Use of Surveillance (PERSEUS), carried out
with support from the European Union (Real-Arce et al., 2015). This
study describes preliminary research on the investigation of the

the OWC from the seabed is 27.5 m, and the tide-dependent height of

suitability of OWC as infrastructure in maritime equipment tests. The
preliminary research is to procure terrain information for the
underwater lower structure of a wave power test-bed and the
surrounding seabed environment. To do so, multi-beam echo sounder
(MBES) and single-beam scanning sonar (hereafter, the scanning
sonar) data are to be acquired using a vessel. In operation, the MBES is
mounted on the bottom of a vessel and the scanning sonar is launched
and installed on the seabed. The former acquires three-dimensional
point clouds, whereas the latter obtains two-dimensional images. The
above two types of equipment are typical seabed mapping sensors.
First, the seabed space information around the OWC is acquired to be
taken into consideration when selecting target test equipment and
establishing test plans. In addition, the case where maritime equipment
performance tests are carried out using small vessels is postulated to
derive a model based on the integrated computer-aided manufacturing

Fig. 1 Conceptual art of arrangement for open sea test site for
wave energy converter

(ICAM) definition(IDEF0) for function modeling, and refer to the
model for the identification of the required conditions, criteria,
resources, etc. Jangmok No. 1 belonging to the SSRI, KIOST was used
in the tests. The vessel is equipped with the necessary equipment
including a MBES for this experiment. The measurement data of the
MBES were processed along with the location and attitude data of the
vessel to extract and store three-dimensional points with respect to the
earth-fixed coordinate system. The computers for the scanning sonar
operation and its data storage needed to be prepared separately. The

Fig. 2 Structure of the OWC (Oscillating Water Column) exposed
above the sea surface (left). Perspective view of 3D
modelling of the OWC structure showing its size (right)
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Fig. 3 PLOCAN platform (PLOCAN, 2020)
the protruding portion above the sea surface is approximately 15 m.
The length and width are 37.0 m and 31.2 m, respectively. The seabed
terrain includes bedrock expected to have little feature change. The
depth of water ranges from 10 m to 60 m. The turbidity is relatively
lower than the West/South Sea. Power cables are laid here after
construction. Fig. 3 shows the PLOCAN platform. PLOCAN is used as
a real sea test-bed for ocean energy and maritime equipment similar to
the OWC and is separated from the coast by 1.85 km. It is constructed
in a region with a water depth of 30.5 m. The total area used is 5000
m2, and the length and width are 33 m and 38 m, respectively. It has a
helicopter deck, gantry crane, office space, drinking water purifier, and
launch and recovery system (LARS). It includes a Seabotix ROV and a
Slocum glider (PLOCAN, 2019).
2.2 Surrounding Environment
Nearby ports include Yongsu-ri, Hallim, and Aewol. The Yongsu-ri
port is the closest, and the Aewol port is the farthest. Small ports exist
between the three ports. A port limits the scale of the support vessel
using it, which requires space for storage, management, repair, and must
facilitate loading and unloading of sensors and equipment to be tested.
The ports mentioned above do not meet these requirements. Weather
and sea state are important elements of offshore experiments. Thus, time
and space in preparation for these elements need to be secured.
The sea west of Jeju-do, on which wave power test facilities are
built, along with the islands Dokdo, Ulleungdo, and Hongdo, is known
as an area with high wave energy in South Korea (Ryu et al., 2011).
Wave energy data for the power generation performance evaluation of
a wave power generator is collated (Park et al., 2019), and numerical
wave models are being developed. A database for wind direction and
wind velocity information using wind light detection and ranging
(LiDar) is also constructed.

Fig. 4 Research vessel Jangmok No. 1
Once the information on the seabed terrain around the OWC is
collected, changes caused by the construction of the OWC can be
verified and are expected to be used as a reference in tracking seabed
environment changes caused by the OWC or similar structures after a
certain amount of time elapses. Moreover, a procedure for the case in
which performance tests of maritime equipment are carried out around
the OWC using a small vessel, is to be established through this
experiment.
The support vessel used in this experiment is Jangmok No. 1 of the
SSRI of KIOST. It is a small research vessel for coastal exploration
and observation activities such as domestic coastal seabed geology,
underwater resource exploration, and terrestrial magnetism
investigation. Its full length is 24.22 m, international gross tonnage is
41 t, and sea speed is 13 kn (6.7 m/s). A maximum of 15 people (4
crew members and 11 researchers) can be onboard (KIOST, 2019a).
Fig. 4 shows Jangmok No. 1. Typical sensors installed on it include
conductivity temperature depth (CTD), sub-bottom profiler (SBP),
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), EA400, and MBES.
3.1 Multi-Beam Echo Sounder
The MBES installed on the bottom of Jangmok No. 1 is EM3002
and is provided by Kongsberg (Table 1). The data were acquired by
turning the OWC around. A separate calibration process for the MBES
prior to data acquisition was not undertaken due to limitations
including budget and test schedule.
Fig. 5 shows the MBES results before OWC construction (a), and
the MBES results acquired around the OWC along the submarine
cables in this experiment (b). Although accurate comparisons of
Table 1 Specifications of EM3002 Kongsberg
Item
Frequencies

3. MBES and Scanning Sonar Experiment
There are two main objectives of this experiment.
- Collect information on the seabed terrain around the OWC, and
- Collect fundamental information for establishing a performance
test procedure around the OWC using a small vessel.
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Number of sounding per ping:
Single sonar head
Dual sonar head

Description
293, 300, and 307 kHz
Max. 254
Max. 508

Max. ping rate

40 Hz

Pulse length

150 μs

Depth resolution

1 cm
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of the OWC can be verified. Fig. 6 is a back-scattering data image.
Fibrous stone bags stacked on top of each other to protect the
submarine cables and cell blocks around the lower structure of the
OWC can be observed more clearly. Fig. 7 shows the cell blocks and
stone bags photographed by an imaging camera.
3.2 Single-Beam Scanning Sonar
The scanning sonar used in this study is the 1171 high resolution
scanning sonar model provided by Kongsberg Mesotech. Its detailed
(a) Arrangement plan of the OWC and submarine cables

specifications are listed in Table 2. It is operable up to a maximum
depth of 3000 m and uses a frequency of 675 kHz. It requires a tripod
to independently acquire seabed images and can acquire circular
Table 2 Specifications of 1171 scanning sonar
Item

(b) Actual arrangement of the OWC and submarine cables
Fig. 5 A before-and-after comparison of the bathymetric images

Fig. 6 Back-scattering data image

(a) Cell blocks around submerged
structure of the OWC

Description

Depth rating

3,000 m

Frequency

675 kHz

Range

0.5–100 m

Range resolution

≥ 19 mm

Scan speed

11 s / 360° @ 10 m & 1.8° step
36 s / 360° @ 100 m & 1.8° step

Scan width

360° continuous

Step size

≥ 0.225°

Pulse length

25–2,500 μs

Fig. 8 Launch of 1171 scanning sonar from Jangmok No.1

(b) stone bags covering the
underwater cable

Fig. 7 Cell blocks and stone bags taken by optical camera
coordinates are difficult to make because calibration before acquisition
and postprocessing (such as tidal correction) after acquisition is not
performed, submarine cable and cell blocks supporting the ground bed

Fig. 9 Mosaicked images of 1171 scanning sonar
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images of a scanning radius that is set in a scanning sonar operating
program. The maximum scanning radius is 100 m. The scanning sonar
can be operated with a minimum rotation angle of 0.225°. Fig. 8
depicts a scene in which the scanning sonar installed on a tripod is
launched from the stern of Jangmok No. 1. Divers are normally
required to stably install sensors on the seabed protected against the
tidal current, but divers could not be recruited in this work due to the
schedule and state of the sea. As a result, the vessel, sensor, and tripod
were pushed by the tidal current. The tripod was pushed or fell from
time to time during the measurement. Therefore, the sensor only
briefly could be stable position while scanning.
Divers should be recruited for more precise observation in the

Fig. 10 IDEF0 box format

future. Consequently, images at two points were acquired, and the
mosaicked results are shown in Fig. 9. The images have a higher
resolution than the MBES images and the stone bags for burying and

method include the case applied to the safety inspection of an offshore
structure (Rocha and De Tomi, 2015), and the case applied to
underwater unidentified object identification using a small ROV (Baek

protecting the submarine cables can be identified.
3.3 Maritime Equipment Performance Test Procedure Establishment

et al., 2019).
This section establishes the procedure based on the information
obtained from the MBES and scanning sonar test site of Chapter 3 and

A test performed in an actual sea incurs high costs. The overall
operation period and all items required for the operation are specified
in a contract. If an operations company does not have a standardized

is modelled by IDEF0. Fig. 10 shows the basic diagram of IDEF0. A
function is expressed in a box format, and functions performed by
people, machines, or computers are expressed as descriptions about

procedure, the test is even more complex and difficult to perform. It is
quite difficult for the company to come up with a standard (Rocha and
De Tomi, 2015).

what happens and under what conditions. Each function box is
connected by input, control, output mechanism (ICOM), and a lower
level can be decomposed into subfunctions in more detail.

The IDEF0 modelling technique is a function modeling method that
was developed as part of the ICAM project of the US Air Force in the
1970s, and can model any system in which people, hardware, and

Fig. 11 is assigned code A-0 as an activity of the highest level. The
function of A-0 defines the provision of a multi-purpose technical
scientific service as the function of the OWC, and its input/output,

software are all connected. This method is used to systematically
manage and utilize a target system to be analyzed or designed by
defining functions, the information required of the system, and the

control, and mechanism are illustrated. Multi-purpose technical
scientific service is a function for acquiring data required to evaluate
the performance and precision of the sensor. Real-time surface

order between the functions (the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, 1993). Particularly, it has a feature of easily modeling a
complex system as it supports a hierarchical model structure (Kim,

environment data of an auto weather system (AWS) and data of the
underwater environment (current direction, current velocity, sea level,
etc.) installed on the OWC are input values. A final report with output

2005). Study cases that established complex work procedures

values is generated by control. Control elements are defined as

Fig. 11 A-0 diagram of multipurpose technical scientific service

using equipment on the sea using the IDEF0 function modeling
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Fig. 12 A0 diagram subdivided from A-0 diagram
test-bed operation rules and roadmap, test request, weather forecast,

in a large water basins, lakes, or gulfs. When a deep-sea environment

pre- and post-diving check list for maritime equipment, and operation
rules for equipment and sensors. Mechanism elements for acquiring
data include wave power generation test-bed (service provider),

is required, a research vessel (R/V) such as Onnuri (KIOST, 2019b) or
Isabu (KIOST, 2019c) are used to perform tests on far seas such as the
East Sea and the Pacific Ocean. This section analyzes the

customer, existing three-dimensional seabed terrain data, maritime
equipment (vehicles and sensors) used in tests, fixed target structure,
and processing software package. The next level down consists of five

characteristics of the wave power test-bed and existing cases and
identify fields in which OWC facilities are expected to be used.

activities. A1 (sensor test plan), A2 (sensor calibration), A3 (sensor
data acquisition), A4 (test data analysis and evaluation), and A5 (final
report generation), as shown in Fig. 12. The activities are connected to

4.1 Differences from Existing Domestic Cases
A variety of maritime equipment and robots are being developed in

each other by the ICOM flow and are expressed as a procedure.
In this section, an IDEF0 modeling method was selected to establish
a standard procedure required to operate a variety of maritime
equipment on an offshore wave power generation test-bed, and a draft
of the procedure was established. As a result, it was found that data
needed to be delivered to a user via a network in real time by installing
underwater environment sensors and AWS in wave power plant
facilities, and the shape and location information of artificial seabed
structures and the topographic map of the seabed of neighboring sea
prior to enforcement, need to be provided. It was also found that
test-bed operation rules and roadmap were required. This study
presents IDEF0 modeling results from the point of view of a person
who acquires data. In future, research and development for integrated
comprehensive real-sea experiment processes should be carried out
from the point of view of a manager of the wave power test-bed.

related application technologies are being actively studied. Tests for

South Korea. ASVs, AUVs, and ROVs are being developed, and
performance verification in the development process of such platforms
and technologies are necessary, and support vessels or facilities of
various types are also required.
The KRISO has carried out performance tests on ISiMI 100 (AUV)
(Jun et al., 2009), ISiMI 6000 (Lee et al., 2012), Hemire (ROV), and
Crabster (ROV) at the SSRI in the aid of various research vessels. Up
to two individuals worked to test the relatively small ISiMI 100
weighing approximately 20 kg in the air by using a small fishing boat
(Fig. 13). The ISiMI 6000 (AUV) weighing 750 kg in the air and the
Hemire (ROV) weighing 4 t were launched and recovered by using a
crane installed at the wharf (Fig. 14). In such cases, the launch/

4. Suitability Analysis of Test Environment of
Maritime Equipment
Performance tests required for the development of autonomous
underwater vehicles or remotely operated vehicles are often carried out

Fig. 13 ISiMI 100 AUV experiments using a small boat

Preliminary Investigation for Feasibility of Wave Energy Converters and the Surrounding Sea as Test-site for
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Fig. 14 Launch and recovery of ISiMI 6000 AUV and Hemire
ROV using a crane in a port

Fig. 17 Deck space of the OWC
Table 3 General conditions and preference levels for marine
equipment test-sites
Item
Fig. 15 Hemire ROV system on Onnuri R/V (Baek et al., 2012)
Operation

Support
Item

Op.
Op.
Op.
Op.
Op.
Sp.
Sp.
Sp.
Sp.

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

Offshore
OWC
R/V
3
5
5
5
5
5
3
4
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
Description

Onshore
Port
Seashore
5
4
5
2
5
2
5
3
5
2
4
2
3
2
5
4
5
3

Fig. 16 Crabster ROV system on the barge (Jun et al., 2015a; Jun
et al., 2015b)

Op. 1

1. Operator support facility
- 24hours operation (Kitchen & bads)
- 12hours operation (Day work)

recovery space is limited to the operating radius of the crane. In
addition, an office space was constructed using a container for the

Op. 2

2. Power & communication
- Electricity from ground
- Wired & wireless communication

Op. 3

3. CCTV & surveillance
- Monitoring for operation and sea state
- Surveillance for warehouse and facility

were required, research vessels such as Onnuri were used (Lee et al.,
2016) (Fig. 15). When testing Crabster (walking ROV), a barge was
used (Jun et al., 2017) (Fig. 16). The wave power test-bed is bound to

Op. 4

4. Washing and maintenance
- Fresh water
- Space for maintenance

be different from such research vessels and wharf environments.

Op. 5

5. Launch and recovery system
- Crane, A-Frame, J-Frame
- Peripheral devices such like power generators

4.2 Characteristics of Wave Power Test-bed

Sp. 1

research activities of test participants, and was used to analyze the data
of the vehicles or change and modify the platform.
When tests on far seas such as the East Sea and the Pacific Ocean

Qualitatively, the test-bed sea is between the environment of a lake
or gulf, and the real-sea environment of the East Sea and the ocean. It
takes approximately 40 minutes from the Hallim port and an hour and
ten minutes from the Aewol port each way, travelling by a Jangmok
No. 1-class vessel. Scheduled marine operation and the presence of
other vessels must be checked before entering the test sea. Moreover,
although marine traffic is light, it must be investigated in advance as it
can change according to season and quantum of fish caught.

Sp. 2

6. Berth of support vessels
- Barge, boat, etc
7. Mobility of support vessels

Sp. 3

8. Accessibility
- Sea state
- Installation & disassemble

Sp. 4

9. Accessibility to land resources
- Repair and replacement
- Manufacturing such like milling or drilling
5: Best, 4: Good, 3: Average, 2: Bad, 1: Worst
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The OWC can supply electricity and relay communication. If
real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS is installed, it can be used as a location
reference point. If a long-range (LoRa) low-power wide-area network
is installed, it can supply a wireless communication network up to a
range of approximately 10 km. If a network camera illuminates the
surroundings, it is expected that the weather and sea state can be
checked in real time from a remote location to make a more suitable
test plan. A space that can be used as a deck is provided on the outside
(Fig. 17), and a space for maintenance, repair, and storage of
equipment as well as office work is provided on the inside. The water
depth ranges from 10 m to 60 m. The laid cables can be used as a
landmark. The wave power energy density is relatively high as the
wave power test-bed is installed at this location.
It is comparable to Onnuri-class research vessels in supplying
power, relaying communication, and monitoring sea state. However,

and port are better in Sp. 1. Sp. 2 relates to mobility of support vessels
and recovery support when equipment is lost. The immediately
movable research vessel is favored, and the OWC is not. Sp. 3 is

research vessels are equipped with room and board facilities, whereas
the wave power test-bed is not. Moreover, research vessels have
various support devices for launch and recovery, whereas the wave

power generation systems, or marine mobile unmanned systems using

power test-bed is still in preparation for construction. The advantages
and disadvantages of offshore and land test-beds from an operational
and support facility perspective are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 is divided into an operation area and a support area. The
operation area is divided into five sub-items and the support area is
divided into four sub-items. Locations to be compared include a
research vessel (R/V), port, and seashore. Furthermore, the
convenience of each item according to a comparative location is
quantified. A score of 5 points means best, and a score of 1 means
worst. The quantifying process is heuristically derived based on the
experience of the authors, and the advantages and disadvantages of
facilities may be changed depending on the target to be tested.
Op. 1 refers to operator support facilities, which denotes the ability
to provide room and board in a 24 h operation or daytime work
convenience in a 12 h operation. The R/V and port are preferred, and
the OWC is average. This is because it is not yet equipped with
facilities for room and board, kitchen, and bathroom. Op. 2 is items
related to power and communication. If power can be supplied from

accessibility to the test sea and includes the ease with which test
participants enter and withdraw as sea states such as rain and wave
height change. Sp. 4 is accessibility to land resources and relates to
unexpected faults of equipment, manufacturers or repair companies,
and how easily replacements can be purchased. The port is favored
highly, and the OWC is average.
4.3 Applicable Fields/Businesses
The fields expected to make use of the facilities described in this
paper were identified as follows.
(1) Wave energy-based mobile unmanned system test evaluation
This relates to performance tests and evaluation for mobile wave
wave energy. It can be used as a berth facility for launch and recovery
of unmanned vehicles and can be used as an integrated control center
for monitoring, remotely controlling, and tracking the location of an
unmanned vehicle.
(2) Construction of a wave power test-bed using a wave glider and
long-term surrounding environment monitoring system
This relates to construction of a continuous environment monitoring
system using wave gliders that use wave energy to secure safety and
predict the energy production of a wave power test-bed. The gliders
can be used as a monitoring system for stable energy production
prediction of the wave power test-bed, and the wave power test-bed
can be used as an integrated control center of the wave gliders.
(3) Domestic maritime measurement sensor performance tests and
evaluation
Various sensors are arranged on the wave power test-bed and can be
used in preparation of a standard operation procedure and their
performance verification. The power and communication provided by
the wave power test-bed can be used to provide investigating entities
with location correction and real-time environment information. It can

land/ground, the system utilization can be improved in most cases. The
communication network can also better acquire related information
and analyze data with the aid of wired/wireless internet and long-term

be used in search performance evaluation activities such as navigation

evolution (LTE) mobile data. Accordingly, the OWC can provide a
very favorable environment. Op. 3 relates to closed-circuit television
(CCTV) installation and security (CCTV & surveillance). A CCTV

(4) Independent and group operation performance evaluation support

or underwater exploration missions using laid submarine cables as a
landmark.
system for marine unmanned vehicles
The wave power test-bed can operate as a control center of

has security elements (e.g., intruder identification) and can provide a
function for observing large research equipment from multiple angles
while it is being driven. Numerous CCTVs can be installed on the

unmanned vehicles. If RTK GPS is installed in the future, it can

OWC. Op. 4 relates to washing and maintenance space for test
equipment. The OWC can provide a good environment in Op. 3 and
Op. 4. Op. 5 is the launch and recovery system for equipment. The

support system

equipment can enter the sea directly from the OWC, but support
facilities for launching and recovering heavy equipment still need to be
procured. Sp. 1 relates to ease of berthing support vessels. The OWC

nodes. Performance test demands in the real sea are also expected to

operate as a location reference point and monitor each vehicle.
(5) Underwater communication network performance evaluation
Underwater communication technology is advancing beyond
one-to-one communication to realize networks for three or more
increase. The test-bed can be used as a single node, and a location
reference point and can relay offshore and land communication.

Preliminary Investigation for Feasibility of Wave Energy Converters and the Surrounding Sea as Test-site for

5. Conclusions
In this study, preliminary research was carried out on the suitability
of OWC surroundings (Berth No. 1 of the wave power test-bed) to test
the performance of maritime equipment. The authors boarded
Jangmok No. 1 and accessed the sea of the wave power test-bed from
the Hallim port and Aewol port for this study. While operating typical
seabed mapping sensors, the multi-beam echo sounder and
single-beam scanning sonar, the conditions that would be required
when used as a test-bed of maritime equipment in the future were
investigated, and the terrain information for the underwater lower
structure of the wave power test-bed and the surrounding seabed
environment was procured. The procured terrain information is
expected to be used as reference data when investigating terrain
changes in the future. In addition, the procedure required to use the
facilities described in this paper was modeled using IDEF0 techniques.
The modeling results provide a reference procedure for carrying out
various complex and novel experiments in future, and are used to
minimize technology duplication and risk. Feedback from additional
experiments can correct and modify the model to develop a thorough
standard procedure. Past cases were also analyzed, and the
characteristics of the test-bed were derived based on the analysis.
Finally, five fields expected to make use of the facilities were
identified.
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KEY WORDS: ROV (Remotely operated vehicle), Sea floor cable burying, PLIB (Post lay inspection and burial), Operation using,
Construction works of water supply in Yokji-do
ABSTRACT: We developed a heavy-duty work class ROV trencher named URI-T (Underwater robot it’s trencher) that can conduct burial and
maintenance tasks for underwater cables and small diameter pipelines. It requires various supporting systems, including a dynamic positioning (DP)
vessel, launch and recovery system (LARS), A-frame, and winch in order to perform burial tasks because of its dimensions (6.5 m × 5.0 m × 4.5
m, 20 t) and the tough working environment. However, operating a DP vessel has disadvantages as it is expensive to rent and operate and it is
difficult to adjust the working schedule for some domestic coast construction cases. In this paper, we propose a method using a barge instead of a
DP vessel to avoid the above disadvantages. Although burying the cable and pipeline using a barge has lower working efficiency than a DP vessel,
it can save construction expenses and does not require a large crew. The proposed method was applied over two months at the construction of the
water supply in Yokji-do, and the results were verified.

1. Introduction

performance verification from 2013 to 2019 (Jang, 2014) (Fig. 1).

In general, subsea cables and pipelines are buried for the purpose of
supplying power and communication between land and islands (subsea

Subsequently, from 2019 to the present, the performance of URI-T,
which was developed to promote the use of marine equipment research
results, has been enhanced, and efforts are being made to secure

cables), transporting fossil fuels (pipelines), and connecting
waterworks (pipelines). Since these cables and pipelines are exposed
to man-made hazards (tools such as anchors, trawl doors, etc.) and
natural hazards (earthquakes, typhoons, etc.) (Jones and Hirai, 2001;
Yoo and Shin, 2010), the burial is performed using various protection
methods for economical feasibility and stability (Ahn and Kim, 2009).
This research institute developed an underwater heavy-duty Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV) trencher (Underwater Robot. It's Trencher,
URI-T) to conduct the post-lay inspection and burial (PLIB) of
pre-laid cables and pipelines beneath the seabed using a water jetting
system. URI-T was one part of a project to develop underwater robots
for the construction of marine structures and infrastructure for

Fig. 1 ROV Trencher, URI-T
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Fig. 2 A LARS with a winch and A-Frame
commercial results by introducing the ROV trenchers on-site. As
described above, the URI-T is an ROV trencher that buries and

cable handling system of the barge. Some of the existing operation
scenarios are modified accordingly to the method. The proposed

maintains cables and pipelines using water jetting and various work
tools at depths of up to 2,500 m; it is 6.6 m (L) × 4.5 m (W) × 3.5 m (H)
and weighs approximately 21 tons (Kang et al., 2019; Cho, et al.,

method was successfully applied to the Yokji-do waterworks
construction that was conducted from November 2019 to January
2020. Using barges for the burial of subsea cables and pipelines has

2019a).
At an actual burial work site, it is necessary to have a dynamic
positioning (DP) vessel equipped with a launch and recovery system

lower operational efficiency and operational stability than using DP
vessels. However, since the rental cost of barges is comparatively low
and manpower required for their operation is smaller, using barges can

(LARS), including a winch and an A-Frame to launch and recover the
ROV trencher and move the ship according to the movement of the
ROV trencher. The A-Frame is a device used to stably move the

significantly reduce construction cost and facilitate schedule
coordination in short work zones on the domestic coast. In Chapters 2
to 4, the overall system of the URI-T, its proposed method of

ROV trencher from the deck to the surface of the water; it is used
with a winch that winds and unwinds an umbilical cable used for the
power supply and communication connection of the ROV trencher

operation, and its application to the Yokji-do waterworks construction
are described, respectively. Conclusions and future plans are discussed
in Chapter 5.

(Fig. 2). When the URI-T is operated using a DP vessel, the work
efficiency can be maximized by enabling continuous operation for 24
hours, and the work stability can be improved by using a dedicated

2. URI-T System Overview

launch and recovery device. Nevertheless, a large amount of
manpower is required for the operation of ships and ROV trenchers.
Moreover, the rental and operation cost of ships is high, and it is

The detailed performance and specifications of the URI-T are
described in detail in Tables 1 and 2 below.
The URI-T is divided into a hydraulic system, a water jet system, an

difficult to coordinate rental schedules when using foreign ships. It is
not easy to use both domestic and foreign DP vessels at some
domestic sites that require burial tasks (e.g., for the construction work

onboard remote control and power supply system, a hydraulic-based

on the water supply in Yokji-do) because the work zone is small
(within 10 km) and construction must be conducted with a fixed
schedule and cost.
In this paper, we introduce the method of operating the ROV
trencher using a barge. The method can be applied to several burial
work sites in Korea where it is difficult to use DP vessels. Each
function of the DP vessel and its accompanying LARS device are
replaced by using an anchor winch, a crane, and the newly designed

Table 1 URI-T performance
Item

Verification

Working depth

Max. 2,500 m

Burying depth

Max. 3 m

Burying speed

Max. 2.36 km/h

Forward Speed

Max. 1.7 m/s

Payload

≤ 540 kg
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Table 2 URI-T’s specifications (Kang et al., 2019)
Item
Size

6.6 m (L) × 4.5 m (W) × 3.5 m (H)

Weight
Hydraulic system
Water jet system

Navigation

1

Specification
Approximately 21 t

HPU (Hydraulic powered unit)

250 kW, RiSEA

Thruster

10535 N, 835 r/min, RiSEA

Water-Pump

224 kw, 986 m3/h

IMU (Inertial measurement unit)

HG1700AG37, Honeywell

DVL (Doppler velocity log)

WHN600K3, Teledyne

Depth

Series8000, Paroscientific

Multibeam sonar

M900-250, Blueview

Cable detection system

TSS350&4401, Teledyne

TSS is a subsea pipe and cable tracking system and is divided into TSS350 and TSS440 according to the method of operation. TSS350
uses pulse induction technology to detect the magnetic field of the cable, and TSS440 detects the tone pulse. In the URI-T, TSS350 and
TSS440 are dual-tracked to maximize the detection performance.

cable work tool, and a manipulator system. Details for each system
follow.

3. Operation of the ROV Trencher using a Barge

(1) Hydraulic system: A 250 kW hydraulic powered unit (HPU) is
used to control the position and location of the ROV trencher and to
drive the burial and maintenance tools. The HPU supplies the flow to 4

3.1 ROV Trencher Operation Scenario using a DP Vessel
For burial tasks completed with an ROV trencher, it is typical to use
a DP vessel equipped with a LARS device including a winch and

valve packs (2 for driving a thruster and 2 for driving a work tool), and
each valve pack controls the flow rate of 8 thrusters (4 horizontal and 4
vertical thrusters), 2 manifolds (with 5 and 7 axes), 2 work tools

A-Frame for the launch, recovery, and stability of the ROV trencher,
as mentioned above. The actual operation scenario can be divided into
4 stages as shown in Fig. 3. The details are as follows.

(cutters and grippers), and 6 hydraulic cylinders (2 TSS handlers and 4
motion bases).
(2) Water jet system: The water jet system is for spraying seawater

(1) ROV trencher launch: For a LARS device connected to the ROV
trencher as shown in Fig. 2, the umbilical cable is connected to the
ROV trencher through the an A-Frame, and the depth of the ROV

on the seabed for a burial task. It sprays seawater by using 2 water
pumps (1 port jetting arm and 1 starboard jetting arm) capable of
supplying 986 m3 of water per hour and 2 jetting arms (1 port and 1

trencher is controlled by adjusting the length of the umbilical cable
with the corresponding winch controller. As shown in Fig. 3, the
A-Frame is used for surface deployment from the DP ship deck. A

starboard) that spray water. In addition, a motion base is used to
control the left/right and up/down position of the jetting arms; it can be
adjusted from 0.2 m to 0.7 m in the left/right direction and by up to 3 m

winch is then used to position the ROV trencher on the seabed. After
the ROV lands at a given depth, the position of the ROV trencher is
monitored by the onboard remote control system using the Ultra-short

in up/down direction (Li et al., 2014).
(3) Onboard remote control and power supply system: The onboard
remote control system is implemented in a specially manufactured

baseline (USBL) and Quincy system .
(2) Position detection of pre-laid cables and pipelines using the
cable and pipeline detection system (TSS350 and TSS440): After

container and consists of a monitor wall, 2 control console chairs, a
touch screen, and a power and communication distribution panel. It
monitors the state of the URI-T and the power supply system and

landing on the seabed, the ROV trencher deploys and moves the TSS
handler and detects the location of cables and pipelines laid on the
seabed. After the cables and pipelines have been located, the ROV

controls the functions and state necessary for the given task. The
power supply system is implemented with two specially manufactured
containers; it stably supplies the internal driving power of the URI-T

trencher is placed over them. Meanwhile, the DP vessel follows the
movement of the ROV trencher, keeping the umbilical cable as straight
as possible. Otherwise, the ROV trencher could be inadvertently lifted

and HPU and the power for the 2 water pumps.
(4) Hydraulic-based cable work tools and manipulators: Work tools
such as grippers, cutters, and manipulators are used for the

by the umbilical cable and burial depth could not be guaranteed.
Moreover, the umbilical cable could be damaged, causing damage or

maintenance of subsea cables and pipelines. The gripper and cutter are
operated by the manipulator. The gripper can grip a cable with a
diameter of 17 ~ 110 mm with a force of 25 tons, and the cutter can cut
a cable with a diameter of up to 110 mm using pressure of up to 69
mPa (Cho et al., 2019b).

1)

2)

1) USBL is an underwater positioning system using sound waves; the transmitter
is mounted on top of the ROV trencher, and the receiver is installed and
operated in the bottom of the ship.
2) Quincy is a program used to manage survey planning, data collection, data
organization, volume calculation, and depth chart generation in marine
navigation, positioning and surveying activities for ROV and AUV tracking
and data collection purposes.
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(a) Launching the ROV trencher

(b) Position detection of a cable or pipeline

(c) Burying works and inspection of the burial state

(d) Recovery of the ROV trencher

Fig. 3 Operating scenario of the ROV trencher using a DP vessel
in the worst case, loss of the ROV trencher.
(3) Cable and pipeline burial and post-lay survey: The ROV trencher
located above the cables and pipelines tracks the location information

deck of the ship. The length of the umbilical cable is then adjusted with
a winch, recovering and tying it onto the deck. In the field, the work
must be carried out according to the above scenario, otherwise the

of the TSS. It uses the waterjet system to perform the burial task and
then uses the TSS350 and TSS440 to perform a post-lay survey after
completion. Simultaneously, the DP vessel follows the movement line

efficiency and accuracy of the work can be degraded, and the stability
of the ROV trencher will not be guaranteed.

of the ROV trencher, keeping the umbilical cable as straight as
possible.
(4) ROV trencher recovery: The ROV trencher is recovered by steps

3.2 Improving the Operation of the ROV Trencher using a Barge
As mentioned above, for some burial work on the domestic coast, it
is not only extremely difficult to find a DP ship in which an A-Frame

in the reverse order of the launch. After the winch pulls the ROV
trencher to the end of the A-Frame, the A-Frame is folded onto the

or winch can be installed within the specified time limit, but the cost of
construction may also be economically infeasible. A barge can

Fig. 4 Barge anchor system
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therefore be a good alternative to a DP ship. When using a barge, the
operational efficiency and stability are lower, but the cost of renting
and operating the ship is also lower. A barge can be operated with a

replace it is required. The following method is proposed to solve these
problems.
(1) It is possible to move a barge using a tugboat. This is, however,

smaller workforce, which can provide a significant advantage at some
burial sites along the domestic coast. In order to operate the ROV
trencher using a barge, the following two problems must be solved: (1)

not suitable for use with an ROV trencher since the position of the
barge is difficult to control and the speed is slow. We therefore
propose using four or more anchors and anchor winches to fix the

When the ROV trencher moves on the seabed, as in the second and
third steps of the scenario above, the barge must move with the ROV
trencher (DP function). (2) A LARS device cannot be installed on a

barge at sea, as shown in Fig. 4. The first and second anchors are used
to fix the position of the barge, while the third and fourth anchors are
installed at the initial working position using a tugboat. The first

barge due to its size and weight, thus an operating system that can

anchor is then retrieved and installed at the final working position

Fig. 5 Method of moving a barge using anchor winches

Crane and cable handing system

Cable engine
Fig. 6 Crane and cable handing system

Cable carousel
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using a tugboat. After the second anchor has been retrieved, it is also
installed at the final working position. In this way, when the first and
second anchor winches and the third and fourth anchor winches are

connecting rope from getting caught in the thruster during operation
and to easily connect the connecting rope with the crane hook when
recovering the ROV trencher.

synchronously pulled in and let out, the barge can be moved according
to the movement of the ROV trencher (Fig. 5). The performance of the
barge movement depends on the length of the anchor lines of the barge

Table 3 below compares the operational stages of an ROV when
using a DP vessel to those when using a barge. Details for each stage
of the barge operation are described in the following chapter.

and the power of the anchor winches. With a single anchoring
operation, the maximum length of the burial task is limited by the
length of the anchor line. For example, assuming an anchor line length

3.3 Operational Scenario of an ROV Trencher using a Barge
The operational scenario of an ROV trencher using a barge follows

of 500 m and a water depth of 50 m, the barge can move up to
approximately 280 m with one anchor installation operation.
(2) To fulfill the function of the LARS device on a barge, we propose

the same general sequence as the general ROV trencher operation, but
the details of each step differ, as shown in Fig. 8.
(1) Launch of the ROV trencher: A 20-mm wire is connected to the

a method using a crane and a newly designed cable handling system, as
shown in Fig. 6. The proposed cable handling system consists of a cable
engine and a carousel. The cable engine has the function of unwinding

ROV trencher and the redundant barge winch to prevent loss in case of
emergency. The umbilical cables are marked with colors at intervals of
5 ~ 10 m to allow for continuous monitoring of the looseness of the

and winding the umbilical cables, which are difficult to handle. It is
composed of a number of cable tensioners arranged in a row. The
carousel has a structure for storing the umbilical cables on the barge

cable. A connecting rope and an automatic unraveling device are
installed on the ROV trencher and the crane hook, respectively, and
the ROV trencher is launched on the water surface using the crane.

and can be easily removed when the umbilical cables are released. In
addition, an automatic release device is installed on the crane hook on
which the ROV trencher is hung to facilitate its launch and its recovery

During this step, the length of the umbilical cable must be
continuously adjusted using the cable handling system. The ROV
trencher sinks by its own force as it is released from the crane by the

when deployed on the seabed. If a buoy is installed on the raveling
device of the crane hook as shown in Fig. 7, it is raveled in the air. On
the water, it floats due to the buoyancy of the buoy, releasing the

automatic unraveling device, and it slowly comes to rest on the seabed
using the propulsion system. After the ROV lands at a given depth, its
position is monitored by the onboard remote control system using the

raveling device and the connecting rope between the hook and the ROV
trencher. A buoy is also installed on the connecting rope to prevent the

USBL and Quincy systems.
(2) Position detection of pre-laid cables and pipelines using the
cable and pipeline detection system (TSS350 and TSS440): While the
ROV trencher tracks and lands over the pre-laid cables and pipelines,
the anchor winch is used to keep the umbilical cable as straight as
possible while the ROV trenches moves below the barge. The length of
the umbilical cable is adjusted using the cable handling system.
(3) Cable and pipeline burial and post-lay survey: While the burial
and post-lay survey task is in progress, an anchor winch must be used
to follow the movement of the ROV trencher, and the length of the
umbilical cable must be adjusted using the cable handling system.
(4) ROV trencher recovery: In the reverse order of the launch
process, the propulsion system of the ROV trencher is used to elevate
it to the water surface, and the umbilical cable is wound using the cable
handling system. The connecting rope of the ROV trencher and the
crane hook is connected by the deck management manager. At this
time, the ROV trencher must maintain a constant depth and position.
In particular, it must not float underneath the barge. Once connected to

Fig. 7 Automatic raveling device

the crane hook, the ROV trencher can be retrieved onto the barge using
the crane.

Table 3 Comparison of operating an ROV with a DP vessel and a barge
Stage

DP vessel

Barge

Launch & recovery of the ROV trencher

LARS with A-Frame and winch

Crane and cable handling system

Position detection of cables & pipelines

The dynamic positioning function is used
to follow the ROV trencher.

Anchors and anchor winches are used to
follow the ROV trencher in a limited area.

Burying works & inspection of the burial

Study for Operation Method of Underwater Cable and pipeline Burying ROV Trencher using Barge and

(a) Launch of the ROV trencher

(b) Position detection of cables and pipelines

(c) Burying works and inspection of the burial

(d) Recovery of the ROV trencher
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Fig. 8 Operating scenario for an ROV trencher using a barge

4. Application to Buried Construction Sites

company in the ‘Site demonstration and commercialization of the

4.1 Overview of the Construction on the Water Supply in Yokji-do
The ‘Construction works of water supply in Yokji-do' is a project that

developed heavy-duty ROV’ project, constructed the water supply pipe
connections between the islands as part of this project. The water supply
construction zones ‘Yokjido-Nodaedo’ and ‘Yokjido-Yeonhwado’ are

was carried out to expand the water supply area of the water purification
plant in Yokji-do and to secure the future water supply and supply
capacity. The Korea Offshore Company (KOC), a participating

2.1 km and 5.4 km long, respectively, as shown in Fig. 9. Since the bottom
of the seabed in the ‘Yokjido-Nodaedo’ zone is mainly dense sand and
rock, the URI-T was only operated on part of this zone. The URI-T

Fig. 9 Overview of the Yokji-do water supply construction work
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Fig. 10 Water supply pipe
mainly performed the burial task in the ‘Yokjido-Yeonhwado’ zone,
which has a soft and muddy seabed. This zone is about 2.5 m deep on

Fig. 11 Equipment arrangement plan on the barge

average, and the burial task was conducted on 4.6 km of the total 5.4 km
as the bedrock at the begnning and end of the zone were excluded. The

launch and recovery along with two 20-ton class anchor winches, two

burial depth was set to be at least 1.8 m from the top of the pipe to the
seabed. The buried water supply pipe shown in Fig. 10 is about 300 mm
thick, which includes two water supply pipes, a case to protect them, and
a frame connecting the two cases.
4.2 Burial of the Yokji-do Water Supply Pipeline using a Barge
For the burial task in this zone, the 4000p barge Lamir and 72-ton
tugboat Changyoung were used. The equipment was placed on the
Lamir as shown in Fig. 11. A 160-ton class crane was installed for

Fishing net on the thruster

Damaged jetting arm
Fig. 12 Damage to the URI-T

30-ton class anchor winches, a 5-ton class auxiliary winch, and a
500-m long anchor. A 1000-kW genset generator was used to supply
power to the URI-T. The office van space was used to observe the
work conditions and for meetings, and the spare van was used to store
work tools.
The water pipe burial work was conducted in consideration of site
safety according to the scenario described above. Depending on the
material and depth of the seabed, the burial was carried out 2 ~ 4 times,
with an approximate daily burial length of 200 to 600 m. Since the
workg environment is near an actual fishing village, as shown in Fig.

Rope on the thruster

Damaged URI-T frame
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12, there were incidents of fishing gear, such as ropes, buoys, and
fishing nets, getting caught on the platform frame and thruster during
the burial, resulting in damage to the frame. There was also damage to

remedied at the site, and the burial was completed.

the jetting arm and safety rope winding the platform frame caused by
operational errors. These errors were responded to immediately and

Results of the pipeline burial in the Yokjido-Yeonhwado zone are
illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14. The burial task was performed over a

Fig. 13 Results of burying the pipeline

Fig. 14 Burial depth results

4.3 Results of the Yokji-do Waterworks Pipeline Burial
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distance of about 400 m from a point 480 m away from Yokji-do. The
average burial depth in this zone was 1.84 m, which met the target
depth of 1.8 m. This indicates that the proposed ROV trencher
operation method using a barge is applicable to actual work sites.

5. Conclusion and Future Plans
In this paper, we proposed an ROV trencher operation method using
a barge as a method that can be applied for burial construction on the
domestic coast, in particular to short construction zones with an urgent
schedule and low construction cost, and the applicability of the
proposed operation method was verified. One disadvantage of the
proposed method is that the launch and recovery and burial operation
stages are complicated when compared to the method using an existing
DP vessel, resulting in lower operational efficiency and operational
stability. However, the proposed method can reduce the manpower
required for the operation of the ship and ROV trencher as well as the
ship rental and operating costs and can facilitate adjusting the working
hours and schedule. It thus provides significant benefits in terms of the
construction cost and scheduling for construction such as the water
supply in Yokji-do. Going forward, we are in the process of securing a
gas pipeline burial project in Vietnam (planned in August 2020), and
modification and supplementation (2020.02 ~ 2020.06) of the URI-T
are underway accordingly. In addition, we are attempting to win bids
for construction work on the domestic coast.
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ABSTRACT: Underwater acoustics, which is the study of the phenomena related to sound waves in water, has been applied mainly in research on
the use of sound navigation and range (SONAR) systems for communication, target detection, investigation of marine resources and environments,
and noise measurement and analysis. Underwater acoustics is mainly applied in the field of remote sensing, wherein information on a target object
is acquired indirectly from acoustic data. Presently, machine learning, which has recently been applied successfully in a variety of research fields,
is being utilized extensively in remote sensing to obtain and extract information. In the earlier parts of this work, we examined the research trends
involving the machine learning techniques and theories that are mainly used in underwater acoustics, as well as their applications in active/passive
SONAR systems (Yang et al., 2020a; Yang et al., 2020b; Yang et al., 2020c). As a follow-up, this paper reviews machine learning applications for
the inversion of ocean parameters such as sound speed profiles and sediment geoacoustic parameters.

1. Introduction

2. Application of Machine Learning in the Field of
Ocean Parameter Inversion

Underwater acoustics is the study of the phenomena related to the
generation, propagation, transmission, and reception of sound waves
in underwater environments. It has been applied in underwater

A sound wave measured in the form of a signal on a hydrophone
contains information of the medium along the propagation path. The

communication, target detection, marine resource and environment
investigation using sound navigation and range (SONAR) systems,
and the measurement and analysis of underwater sound source

process of indirectly extracting necessary information such as ocean
parameters by processing acoustic signals is called inversion. In
underwater acoustics, inversion can be largely divided into the

characteristics. The main representative field that utilizes underwater
acoustics is remote sensing, wherein information on a target object is
acquired indirectly from acoustic data. Machine learning, which has

localization of surface vehicles and underwater vehicles (Parvulescu
and Clay, 1965; Clay, 1966; Clay, 1987; Clay and Li, 1988; Bucker,
1976; Baggeroer et al., 1993; Tolstoy, 1993); tomography inversion,

recently achieved substantial success in information acquisition and
extraction, is actively utilized in remote sensing. In the previous parts
of this work, the research trends in the machine learning techniques

wherein the inversion operation is performed on the physical
properties of seawater, such as the temperature profile over a broad
area of water (Shang, 1989; Tolstoy et al., 1991; Tolstoy, 1992); and

and theories that are mainly used in underwater acoustics and their
applications in active and passive SONAR systems were reviewed
(Yang et al., 2020a; Yang et al., 2020b; Yang et. al., 2020c). In this

geoacoustic inversion, which yields the composition, morphology, and
geological properties of the marine sediment (Rajan et al., 1987;
Lynch et al., 1991). The localization of underwater sound sources has

paper (the final part of this work), its application to the field of ocean
parameter inversion is described.

been covered in the previous parts of this review work (Yang et al.,
2020b; Yang et al., 2020c). The results and trends of tomography
inversion and geoacoustic inversion are reviewed herein.
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The ocean parameter inversion established in underwater acoustics
is model based. Model-based inversion is a technique that compares
the measured signal and simulated signal with a model and then adopts

Bianco and Gerstoft, 2016; Choo and Seong, 2018). An example of a
subsequent related study is sound speed profile inversion using
dictionary learning which is an unsupervised machine learning

the model that yields the result most similar to the inversion solution.
The matched field processing (MFP) technique is a representative
technique. Here, the physical quantities of main interest in underwater

technique. The existing MFP method is disadvantageous in that it is
considerably complex and time-consuming in terms of computation.
Moreover, it is challenging to apply the method with limited resources

acoustics are the sound speed profile and the environmental
information related to the geological properties of marine sediment.
These are essential factors for improving the prediction accuracy of the

because it requires a number of sensors to acquire data. From this
perspective, signal processing techniques using sparse signal
representation, one of which is dictionary learning, have attracted

acoustic propagation model.
In the 1990s, the modeling of wave propagation in complex marine
environments was realized, and model-based parameter inversion

attention in the field of underwater acoustic signal processing.
Dictionary learning is a technique in which a dictionary is introduced
from the measured data, sparse signal representation of meaningful

began to be studied extensively. To address the mismatch problem
arising from sound source localization using an MFP, the sound source
location and sound speed profile were inversed simultaneously

information is extracted, and training is performed with the extracted
information. In particular, when this is applied to ocean parameter
inversion, to represent the sound speed profile as an optimum sparse

(Collins and Kuperman, 1991). Subsequently, the inversion technique
for the geoacoustic parameters of marine sediments was developed to
address the mismatch problem (Collins et al., 1992; Lindsay and

signal, the dictionary of the shape function is developed to increase the
resolution of the sound speed profile (Bianco and Gerstoft, 2017). The
sound speed profile can be expressed as an expansion of the empirical

Chapman, 1993; Dosso et al., 1993; Gerstoft, 1994; Tolstoy et al.,
1998). Until recently, the inversion technique has been steadily
undergoing development in conjunction with the most advanced signal

orthogonal function for the sound speed variation. Bianco and Gerstoft

processing and optimization techniques. This article aims to review the
research trends in ocean parameter inversion using machine learning
techniques.

vectors. The training was performed using a clustering-based
algorithm to obtain the recovered sound speed profile (Fig. 1).

(2017) developed a dictionary through a sparse signal representation
that reduces the dimension of the empirical orthogonal function

As mentioned previously, the ocean parameter inversion technique
underwent development in conjunction with the emergence of a
representative model-based inversion technique (MFP) and exhibited
significantly good results. However, when utilizing the inversion
method using MFP, the ambiguity of the inversion solution increases.
Furthermore, the method is not robust against model mismatch when
the wave propagation environment becomes complex, such as in the
case of shallow waters. In addition, the problem becomes more
challenging in restrictive situations where a high spignal-to-noise ratio
in the sensor array cannot be guaranteed. To address this, recently,
studies with high-resolution results have been reported in conjunction
with the development of a sparse signal representation in the spatial or
temporal (frequency) domain, e.g., the compressive sensing (CS)
technique. The fundamental theory underlying CS is that in a linear
system, the raw signal can be recovered under appropriate conditions
even when the raw signal has a dimension higher than that of the
observed data (Candes and Wakin, 2008). The CS technique utilizing
this principle has been applied to active and passive SONAR signal
processing and ship radiation noise analysis. Further details are
available in the special issue of the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America (Gerstoft et al., 2018).
As observed from these cases, as in the case of problems of
inversion of underwater acoustics, the most advanced signal
processing theory was first applied to improve the localization
performance of underwater sources in combination with MFP. It was
then applied to the inversion of ocean parameters such as marine
sediment properties and sound speed profile (Yardim et al., 2014;

Fig. 1 Sound speed profile reconstruction using the dictionary
learning (Bianco and Gerstoft, 2017).
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expansion of the basis function. This is similar to the case mentioned
above. Caiti and Jesus (1996) investigated the estimation of the
seafloor's geoacoustic parameters from sound field measurements of
the water layer. In particular, the Gaussian radial basis function was
used to approximate the inverse function to speed up the computation.
In addition, the results of inversion of sound velocity, damping
coefficient, and density were demonstrated by applying the function to
simulation data and marine experimental data measured using a
horizontal towed line array. The results of their research exhibited very
high efficiency in terms of inversion speed. However, there was a
limitation: the method was applicable only when all the information on
the depth, sound speed profile, and configuration of the source and
receiver were provided.
Another approach to geoacoustic parameter inversion is to introduce
neural networks into model-based inversion, which can be considered
Fig. 2 Comparison of sound speed profiles between observations
and predictions produced by using multi-layer perceptron
(Park and Kennedy, 1996)
An early machine learning-based approach to sound speed profile
inversion used a multi-layer perceptron-based technique composed of a
much shallower network than the state-of-the-art deep neural network
models (Park and Kennedy, 1996; Jain and Ali, 2006). Park and
Kennedy (1996) estimated the sound speed profile using a combination
of sound speed records and environmental information, and a
multi-layer perceptron structure, given that the sound speed profile can
be estimated as an expansion of the empirical orthogonal function for
the sound speed variation (Fig. 2).
Here, the environmental information includes date, sea surface
temperature obtained by the infrared sensor of a satellite, seafloor
temperature measured by a temperature sensor embedded in the
seafloor, and time of flight between two acoustic sensors buried in the
seafloor calculated using the wave propagation model to consider the
multiple paths of a sound wave in the corresponding environment. With
regard to the sound speed records, the large amount of data from the
World Ocean Atlas constructed by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration was used. It was demonstrated that sound
speed profile prediction is possible almost in real time through a simple
multi-layer perceptron structure using only two layers of the hidden
layer. However, the temperature and time information they used as
input factors had limitations: the mean record had to be stable and the

as an optimization problem. Benson et al. (2000) trained a neural
network with the calculation data of the sound field of each sensor in a
vertical line array using a wave propagation model in a shallow water
environment. In particular, the spectral component of transmission loss
was used as the input parameter of the neural network. In-situ
experimental data were used to verify the neural network model. The
distance and depth of the sound source and the sound speed and
thickness of the marine sediment were estimated with high accuracy.
With regard to the exact physical quantity of marine sediments,
traditionally, only sample information with sparse distribution has been
obtained through core collection, which introduces the problem of
uncertainty. From a probabilistic perspective, this uncertainty was
quantitatively calculated by reflecting random characteristics using a
multivariate probability density function or a joint ensemble moment.
This can result in questions on the estimation results from places where
data are unavailable. Research is underway to determine solutions
using a machine learning-based approach. In particular, the
geoacoustic inversion technique is gradually becoming sophisticated,
e.g., using machine learning techniques for extraction of physical
quantities such as porosity and hydraulic conductivity (Tartakovsky et
al., 2008; Martin et al., 2015). Because existing porosity estimation
methods using interpolation or regression did not sufficiently reflect
seafloor topography or geological properties, Martin et al (2015) used
the random forest (RF) technique, which utilizes multiple predictor
variables, to predict the seafloor porosity (Fig. 3). They developed

acoustic model used to calculate the multiple paths was applicable only
in a range-independent environment. The research results of Jain and
Ali (2006) were not considerably different from those of the above
research. However, they estimated the sound speed profile using
surface observations from a mooring that were measured on an hourly
basis for one year as input parameters, utilizing a backpropagation
algorithm and multi-layer perceptron structure with two hidden layers.
Early machine learning-based approaches to geoacoustic parameter
inversion (such as that for sound velocity, density of marine sediments,
layer thickness, and damping coefficients) were also based on the

Fig. 3 Seafloor porosity prediction produced using machine learning
(Martin et al., 2015)
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predictor grids that added several variables related to porosity to vast
geological property data obtained from deep sea/marine drilling and
combined them with RF, a tool for regression tree analysis. The results

sizes (Fig. 4) that were predicted by manual interpretation, image
analysis using a 2D Fourier filter, geostatistics techniques, and RF
(Fig. 4). The comparison indicated that the results could be improved

were compared with the existing porosity estimation results in terms of
root-mean-square error, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, Benchmark
efficiency, etc. Their proposed method demonstrated the highest

by the ensemble technique (combining multiple techniques to produce
the desired output). Buscombe and Grams (2018) proposed a fully
connected conditional random field that can consider the relative size

prediction performance compared to the existing methods.
Finally, we provide a brief summary of the application of the
inversion technique on sediment geology. The geological form of

and proximity of backscattered acoustic data for substrate
characterization and compare the results with those obtained by the
Gaussian mixture model to evaluate the performance.

sediments is essential information for dredging to secure a route,
laying submarine cables, and dredging of rivers to regulate flow. In the
case of underwater and marine sediments, classification techniques

3. Conclusion

based on machine learning and statistical methods have been
undergoing continuous development. Starting from the early
classification of surficial sediments using neural network architecture

In this review, we examined the trend of research conducted by
applying machine learning (including deep learning) to underwater
acoustics and SONAR applications. It is evident that machine learning

and statistical classifiers (Michalopoulou et al., 1995), recent
classification techniques based on supervised learning that perform
classification on the type of surficial sediment and grain size based on

techniques need to be improved further for application in the areas of
underwater acoustics, acoustical oceanography, and technologies
related to SONAR through follow-up studies. Furthermore, the

multi-beam SONAR, backscattered acoustic data, and bathymetry
have been reported to display considerably high performance
(Stephens and Diesing, 2014; Diesing et al., 2014; Buscombe and

implementation of machine learning is likely to provide flexibility in
future research directions and increase the applicability of the
approach.

Grams, 2018). In particular, Stephens and Diesing (2014) selected six
types of machine learning approaches (k-nearest neighbor, support
vector machine, classification tree, RF, neural network, and Naïve

However, in the case of data-based techniques represented by deep
learning, the problem wherein securing data including class
information is essential based on the inherent characteristics of deep

Bayes) as supervised learning-based classification techniques for
seabed mapping. The secondary features such as roughness, curvature,
Moran's I, and Sobel filter were newly extracted from the water depth

learning still remains. More specifically, in underwater acoustics, it is
challenging to obtain such data, and understanding of the environment
is essential. Therefore, in addition to the development of physical

data and backscattered acoustic data, and the results of prediction of
the type of surficial sediment were compared. Diesing et al. (2014)
compared the classification results of surficial sediments and grain

intuition and theory, the use of verified wave propagation models or
statistical and mathematical models requiring a relatively marginal
amount of data should be developed in parallel to overcome the above
challenges and limitations.
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preferred). Ensure that graphics are high-resolution. Be sure all
necessary files have been uploaded/attached.

titled. All tables should be referred to in the text.
Table 1 Tables should be placed in the main text near to the first time
they are cited

2.3.1 Authoer’s checklist and Transfer of copyright
Authoer’s checklist and Transfer of copyright can be found in
submission hompage (http:/www.joet.org).
2.4 Research and Publication Ethics
Authorship should be limited to those who have made a significant
contribution to the conception, design, execution, or interpretation of
the reported study. All those who have made significant contributions
should be listed as co-authors. Where there are others who have
participated in certain substantive aspects of the research project, they
should be acknowledged or listed as contributors.
The corresponding author should ensure that all appropriate
co-authors and no inappropriate co-authors are included on the paper,
and that all co-authors have seen and approved the final version of the
paper and have agreed to its submission for publication.
Details on publication ethics are found in the journal's website
(http://joet.org/authors/ethics.php). For the policies on research and
publication ethics not stated in the Instructions, Guidelines on Good
Publication (http://publicationethics.org/) can be applied.

Item

Buoyancy riser
1

Segment length (m)

370

Outer diameter (m)

1.137

Inner diameter (m)

0.406

Dry weight (kg/m)

697
2

Bending rigidity (N·m )

1.66E8

Axial stiffness (N)

7.098E9

Inner flow density (kg·m3)

881

Seabed stiffness (N/m/m2)

6,000
1

Tables may have a footer.

3.4 Figures
All the illustrations should be of high quality meeting with the
publishing requirement with legible symbols and legends. In preparing
the illustrations, authors should consider a size reduction during the
printing process to have acceptable line clarity and character sizes. All
figures should have captions. They should be referred to in the text as,
for example, Fig. 1, or Figs. 1-3.

3. Manuscript
Manuscript must consist of as follow: (1) Title, (2) Author’s
information (include title), (3) Key word, (4) Abstract, (5)
Nomenclature description, (6) Introduction, (7) Body (analysis, test,
results and discussion, (8) Conclusion, (9) Acknowledgements, (10)
Reference, (11) Appendix, etc.
3.1 Unit
Use the international system units(SI). If other units are mentioned,
please give their equivalent in SI.
3.2 Equations
All mathematical equations should be clearly printed/typed using
well accepted explanation. Superscripts and subscripts should be typed
clearly above or below the base line. Equation numbers should be
given in Arabic numerals enclosed in parentheses on the right-hand
margin. They should be cited in the text as, for example, Eq. (1), or
Eqs. (1)-(3).
    ⁄   ≠
   exp

exp exp   ⁄



(1)

in which ,  , and  represent the location (“Shift” in figures), scale, and
shape parameters, respectively.

(a) Description of what is
contained in the first panel

(b) Description of what is
contained in the first panel

Fig. 1 Schemes follow the same formatting. If there are multiple
panels, they should be listed as: (a) Description of what is
contained in the first panel; (b) Description of what is
contained in the second panel. Figures should be placed in the
main text near to the first time they are cited
3.5 How to describe the references in main texts
All references should be listed at the end of the manuscripts, arranged
in order of Alphabet. References in texts follow the American
Psychological Association (APA) style. The exemplary form of listed
references is as follows:
Single author: (Kim, 1998) or Kim (1998)
Two authors: (Kim and Lee, 2000) or Kim and Lee (2000)
Three or more authors: (Kim et al., 1997) or Kim et al. (1997)
Two or more papers: (Lee, 1995a; Lee, 1995b; Ryu et al., 1998)
Year unknown: (Kim, n.d.) or Kim (n.d.)

Title of Article

4. Results
This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a
concise and precise description of the experimental results, their
interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions that can be
drawn. Tables and figures are recommended to present the results
more rapidly and easily. Do not duplicate the content of a table or a
figure with in the Results section. Briefly describe the core results
related to the conclusion in the text when data are provided in tables or
in figures. Supplementary results can be placed in the Appendix.

5. Discussion
Authors should discuss the results and how they can be interpreted
in perspective of previous studies and of the working hypotheses. The
findings and their implications should be discussed in the broadest
context possible. Future research directions may also be highlighted

6. Conclusions
This section can be added to the manuscript.
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